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ABSTRACT
Directional Transduction for Guided Wave Structural Health Monitoring
by
Ken I. Salas
Chair: Carlos E. S. Cesnik
The principal objectives of structural health monitoring (SHM) are the detection,
location, and classification of structural defects that may adversely affect the perfor-
mance of engineering systems. Ultrasonic testing based on guided waves (GW) is one
of the most promising solutions for SHM. These waves are capable of inspecting large
structural areas, and can be made sensitive to specific defect types by controlling the
testing parameters. A key challenge in the development of GW SHM systems is the
lack of robust transduction devices for efficient structural interrogation.
This dissertation presents the design, fabrication, and testing of the Composite
Long-range Variable-length Emitting Radar (CLoVER) transducer. This device is
composed of independent piezocomposite sectors capable of efficiently exciting highly
directional GW for structural inspection. The first step in the development of the
new device consists of formulating a theoretical model based on 3-D elasticity to
characterize its GW excitation properties. In contrast to reduced structural theories,
the developed model captures the multi-modal nature of GW at high frequencies
(MHz-range). After a thorough numerical verification, the model is used to determine
the efficiency of the transducer relative to conventional configurations under similar
electric inputs.
The in-house fabrication and characterization procedures for CLoVER transducers
are described and applied to more conventional piezocomposite transducer geometries.
The free strain performance of these conventional in-house actuators is shown to be
similar to that of commercially available piezocomposite ones. An extensive experi-
mental investigation is subsequently presented to assess the CLoVER GW excitation
characteristics in isotropic and composite materials. The radiation patterns excited
xxii
by these devices are spatially characterized using laser vibrometry, and the results
confirm the ability of the devices to induce highly directional GW fields. The per-
formance of the proposed interrogation approach is experimentally assessed using the
pulse-echo method with simulated defects, and the ability of CLoVER transducers to
detect and localize damage is verified.
The final development presented in this dissertation is the design, fabrication, and
characterization of a variable-length piezocomposite transducer. This novel device
enables significant modal selectivity (up to 6 dB mode attenuation in the designed




This chapter presents a brief introduction to the field of guided wave (GW) struc-
tural health monitoring (SHM). The fundamental properties of GW are reviewed
and its applicability to damage detection is highlighted. The current state of the
art in transduction technologies is subsequently presented to motivate the develop-
ment of the transducers introduced in this dissertation. An outline of the thesis is
subsequently presented.
1.1 Structural Health Monitoring
The goal of structural health monitoring (SHM) is to obtain real-time or on-
demand information about the condition of engineering structures to identify the
presence of damage. In this context, damage is defined as system changes that ad-
versely affect the structure’s ability to fulfill its intended objective [1, 2]. This involves
interrogating the structure of interest using an on-board network of transducers to
determine whether any damage is present and, if so, its location, type and severity. It
is envisioned that the information obtained from these systems would be used as input
to damage prognosis algorithms which, based on the current condition, would make
a prediction about the remaining useful life of the component. There are multiple
safety and cost-saving benefits associated with the implementation of this technology
in aerospace, mechanical, and civil structures.
The current aerospace structural maintenance approaches are scheduled-based.
Therefore, the structure is regularly removed from operation for a given amount of
time while technicians employ various NDE tools to determine whether any parts
require replacement. A key aspect to note is that the scheduled inspections are not
related to the actual state. Therefore, they may occur when the structure is in good
condition or when a dangerous amount of damage has already accumulated. This
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approach can be greatly improved by employing an online system that can assess
the structural condition. For instance, the system could be employed online there-
fore eliminating the need to take the structure off service. Similarly, the inspection
of areas where technician access is difficult could be greatly facilitated. Finally, the
maintenance approach could be transitioned to a condition-based approach where,
after the SHM system has indicated the presence of damage, a more through in-
spection is conducted. Similarly, the spacecraft and launch vehicle development and
construction industries could significantly benefit from this technology. In particular,
a monitoring system able to provide accurate assessments of the condition of various
components during assembly, transportation, launch, and operation of space vehicles
could significantly reduce the risk associated with such missions. The benefits of
SHM technologies are not limited to the aerospace field. Multiple mechanical and
civil systems can also benefit from real-time structural information. For instance,
wind turbine operators could employ an autonomous SHM system to monitor the
condition of the blades and other components with minimal personnel involvement.
This would be particularly valuable in offshore wind turbines where technician access
is significantly more complicated and expensive. Similarly, the condition of offshore
oil platforms and oil pipelines could be inspected with such systems, and repairs
scheduled only when they are required.
The majority of the current damage detection methodologies for engineering struc-
tures are based on structural dynamics. In general, a network of actuators and sensors
are distributed on the structure to record its vibration response to a known excitation
input. In order to identify changes in the system, the recorded response is compared
to that obtained at a previous stage where the structure was known to be undamaged
or “healthy”. Using signal processing and system identification algorithms, features
related to damage can be extracted from the difference between the two responses.
The type and level of excitation characterizes the health monitoring system and de-
termines the amount and type of information that can be recorded. Initial studies
were based on identifying shifts in the fundamental vibration modes of the structures
that could be associated with the presence of damage. Due to the global nature of
the modes, these methodologies showed very low sensitivity to smaller damage (e.g.,
cracks or delaminations). The detection of these defects is critical as their sudden
growth can result in unexpected structural failure.
The detection of smaller defects requires the use of localized interrogation tech-
nologies, which can be broadly classified as passive or active. Passive systems employ
transducers that are only intended to sense the response of the structure. That is,
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there is no active interrogation involved. The most prominent methods in this area
are acoustic emission (AE) and strain/load monitoring. In an AE-based SHM system,
the distributed sensors are activated at discrete time intervals to “listen” to the re-
sponse of the structure [3, 4]. The fundamental principle is to use the acoustic energy
emitted by the creation or growth of damage to identify its presence and location. As
can be intuitively expected, this methodology would require a considerable number
of transducers to properly cover the structural surface. Similarly, strain monitoring
employs strain gages to ensure that the applied loads do not exceed predetermined
critical values. In general, these methods are better suited to support the inspection
of areas where damage is expected to occur. As previously noted, passive SHM sys-
tems are insufficient for damage detection particularly as they may be ineffective until
an undesirable threshold has been reached. Active health monitoring systems offer
a better alternative as they rely on on-demand interrogation of structural surfaces.
In this case, the transducer network is also capable of exerting some type of excita-
tion on the structure to determine the structural condition. Guided waves (GW) are
among the most important methods for active SHM systems and their characteristics
are discussed in the following section.
1.2 Guided Wave SHM
GW have received significant attention in SHM research due to several of their
features being attractive for this application. GW are stress waves forced to follow
a path defined by the boundaries of the substrate in which they travel. In thin
plates, they originate from the interaction of dilatational and vertically-polarized
shear waves reflected from the top and bottom boundaries of the structure. Cawley
et al. [5], Guo et al. [6], and Dalton et al. [7] were among the first to propose the
use of GW for the long range inspection of structural components, such as plates
and pipes, made of metallic and composite materials. The use of GW enables great
flexibility in damage inspection, originating from the wide range of properties of these
elastic phenomena. For instance, the active nature of GW, which enables them to be
excited at any time, is particularly useful for on-demand inspection. In typical SHM
applications, a network of transducers for excitation and sensing of GW is installed
on the structure to be inspected. The fundamental hypothesis is that the properties
of the inspection pulses (e.g., amplitude, time of arrival, phase, mode composition)
will contain information regarding the structural health of the propagating medium.
These parameters are typically revealed through advanced signal processing of the
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inspection signals. These algorithms must extract certain wave features that are
sensitive to the presence of defects or structural damage. It is envisioned that the
information collected with these systems will be used as input to damage prognosis
algorithms capable of predicting the remaining useful life of the structure.
Among the most important advantages of GW for SHM is their tunable sensitivity
to different damage types. By controlling the excitation frequency of the interrogating
pulse, the wavelength and through-thickness profile can be controlled. The tunability
of the wavelength allows the inspection pulses to be sensitive to different damage
types. As will be discussed in subsequent chapters, the reflections from specific defect
types can be maximized if the wavelength and a characteristic defect dimension occur
in specific ratios. Similarly, by controlling the energy distribution profile different
regions through the thickness of the plate can be inspected. This feature can be
critical in the inspection of laminated composite materials where specific interfaces
need to be monitored for delaminations.
An important property of GW is their multimodal nature. This characteristic
indicates that at least two GW modes can propagate in a structure at any frequency-
thickness combination. The first of these is a symmetric mode (referred to as fun-
damental symmetric or S0) while the second is an antisymmetric mode (referred to
as fundamental antisymmetric or A0), where the symmetry axis is located midpoint
through the plate thickness. The properties of these modes are intrinsically differ-
ent, and they are consequently used for different inspection purposes. The energy
of the symmetric mode is predominantly concentrated near the center of the plate,
and therefore its main contributions are from the in-plane displacement and stress
components. As a result, this is the preferred choice for the inspection of holes in
metallic structures and delaminations in composite materials. Furthermore, as its
energy is concentrated within the plane of the plate, this mode is not susceptible to
attenuation from structural features used in complex structural configurations (e.g.,
stiffeners). In contrast, the antisymmetric mode (also referred to in the literature as
a flexural mode) is dominated by its out-of-plane components. Therefore, it is useful
for the detection of surface damage such as surface cracks. At higher frequencies,
determined by the material properties and plate geometry, higher GW modes can
also propagate in the structure.
Another property of GW that plays a critical role in SHM applications is their
dispersive nature. This characteristic results in the phase and group velocity of any
GW mode being a function of the excitation frequency. This phenomenon can be
easily appreciated from Fig. 1.1, where the wave velocity curves are shown for the
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fundamental symmetric and antisymmetric modes in an isotropic plate. In SHM
applications, the inspection pulses are necessarily composed of multiple frequency
contributions. As a result, points of low dispersion must be selected as this ensures
that the excitation pulse will remain compact as it propagates through the medium
under inspection. If a mode is excited at a point of high dispersion (indicated by a
large slope in the wave velocity curve), the distance between the faster and slower fre-
quency components will increase as the pulse propagates through the structure. The
spatial energy spreading results in unnecessary attenuation of the inspection pulses.
Furthermore, the physically wider pulse reduces its damage resolution capability, and
generally complicates the subsequent signal processing stage.
1.3 Current Transduction Mechanisms for GW SHM
There are multiple options for GW generation for SHM systems. A review of the
state-of-the-art in this area was presented by Raghavan and Cesnik [8]. The most
common choices rely on piezoelectric materials as the active component of the de-
vice. Among these, the simplest option is surface-bonded piezoelectric wafers. These
transducers have the advantages of being light, easy to handle, and inexpensive, as
shown in Fig. 1.2. However, their implementation in real structures is limited by
their brittleness and lack of surface conformability. Furthermore, their wave excita-
tion mechanism is not optimal as it relies on the 1-3 piezoelectric effect. Therefore,
the waves are excited through a secondary Poisson effect resulting from the expan-
sion of the piezoelectric element through the thickness direction. To overcome these
difficulties, Bent and Hagood [9, 10] developed the Active Fiber Composite (AFC)
transducer which used extruded cylindrical piezoceramic fibers. These were encased
between interdigitated electrodes and bonded using a structural epoxy. A similar con-
cept, the Macro-Fiber Composite (MFC), was later presented by Wilkie et al. [11],
but in this case the piezoceramic fibers were diced using computer-controlled dicing
saws resulting in a rectangular cross-section. These transducers (collectively referred
to as Anisotropic Piezocomposite Transducers or APT) overcome the difficulties as-
sociated with piezoceramic wafers, and in addition have higher strain energy density
due to the use of the 3-3 piezoelectric effect. In contrast to the aforementioned 1-3 ef-
fect, the polarization and primary strain direction are parallel in APTs. A schematic
of these devices is shown in Fig. 1.3. Another alternative that has been considered is
interdigital polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) transducers, where a homogenous piezo-
electric substrate is excited through electrode fingers. Monkhouse et al. [12, 13] and
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Wilcox et al. [14] developed this type of transducer in rectangular and wedge-shaped
geometries, and showed that modal selectivity (defined as the selective excitation
of specific GW modes) could be attained by controlling the width of the electrode
fingers. However, the piezoelectric effect is weak in PVDF and it is therefore not
well suited for sensing applications. This, combined with its low structural stiffness,
makes it an unattractive choice for GW transduction.
Non-piezoelectric alternatives often involve using electromagnetic acoustic trans-
ducer (EMAT) arrays, shown in Fig. 1.4. These devices involve a combination of
concentric coils that work in conjunction with permanent magnets attached to the
structure under inspection to excite GWs. These arrays have the advantage of be-
ing able to selectively excite specific wavelengths, but are rather bulky in compari-
son to piezoelectric alternatives. This approach has been pursued by Wilcox et al.
[15, 16, 17], who developed an omnidirectional transducer for damage detection using
the fundamental symmetric (S0) mode. Magnetostrictive materials, which undergo
mechanical deformations upon application of a magnetic field, have also been explored
as mechanisms for GW transduction. For example, Lee et al. [18] and Kim et al.
[19] have used a magnetostrictive patch, combined with a planar solenoid array, to
develop transducers for excitation of shear horizontal waves.
An important requirement for GW-based SHM systems is that power and com-
plexity be minimized. A good transducer would focus all the input energy along
a given direction on the structure to maximize the reflection levels from possible
damage sites. In the case of monolithic wafers, due to their piezoelectric nature,
the wave field induced is omnidirectional. Similarly, while APTs are able to gen-
erate directional wave fields, they are unable to scan the entire structural surface
individually. An option that has been explored in this regard is the use of phased
arrays of piezoelectric wafers, where a group of transducers is employed to generate
a scanning beam through signal interference. In this approach, each element in the
array is excited with a modulated pulse and the response is recorded with all the
remaining elements. This procedure is repeated until all independent combinations
of actuator and sensor pairs have been used. The result from this scan is later used
in a post-processing algorithm that manipulates the phase of the pulses to virtually
scan in a specific direction. Wilcox et al. [20] used circular and linear arrays for the
inspection of large areas of thick plate-like structures. Their study used both piezo-
electric discs and shear piezoelectric transducers, and demonstrated that the ratio of
the area covered to the array dimension was as large as 3000 to 1. Further efforts
along this direction were presented by Fromme et al. [21], who developed a ring
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array of piezoelectric transducers bonded on plate-like structures using a protective
membrane. This concept was also successfully realized experimentally by Giurgiutiu
[22, 23], yielding very narrow GW scanning beams that were successful in identifying
cracks. However, it was reported that the increased number of transducers needed
produced wiring difficulties. Sample phased array architectures are shown in Fig.
1.5. More recently, Kim and Philen [24] extended this approach to consider arrays of
APT devices. This interrogation architecture has also been extended to the case of
composite laminated plates in the work of Zemmour and Pines [25].
The directionality achieved with phased arrays also has limitations, which are
introduced by side lobes that inevitably result from the phased addition algorithm.
These lobes are important as they determine the maximum attainable signal to co-
herent noise ratio, as explained by Wilcox [20]. If the array operates below this ratio,
these side lobes may be misinterpreted as structural features or possible damage sites.
Furthermore, while this type of array has been successful in obtaining directionality
and detecting damage, the fact that this is achieved by the construction and destruc-
tion of waves implies that the power is not efficiently deployed.
A different approach, based on MFC rosettes, was presented by Matt and Lanza
di Scalea [26]. Their approach was implemented using two rosettes in isotropic and
composite plates as well as curved honeycomb sandwich panels. This method is not
an active interrogation approach, but it is able to identify the direction of an incident
wave which could for example have originated due to the interaction of a separate
GW field with a damage site. While GWs generated from traditional monolithic
piezoceramic transducers cover all directions, this is achieved in an inefficient manner.
On the other hand, transducer arrays achieve directional GW fields but at a high
energy cost: directionality is based on construction/destruction of the signal during
post-processing. Moreover, as discussed above, the system complexity associated
with wiring decreases its reliability. In this dissertation, a novel transducer concept is
presented that directs the GWs in an efficient way and keeps the electrical complexity
to a minimum.
1.4 The CLoVER Transducer
This dissertation introduces a new transducer concept for efficient damage inter-
rogation and GW excitation in SHM systems. The Composite Long-range Variable-
length Emitting Radar (CLoVER) transducer [27, 28, 29, 30], schematically shown in
Fig. 1.6, consists of a collection of wedge-shaped APT sectors arranged in a circular
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configuration. These transducers are able to efficiently scan a large structural area
to identify the presence of defects from a central location, as schematically shown
in Fig. 1.7. After exciting each sector with a modulated toneburst signal, a short
time delay is introduced to record the reflected waves and allow all reflections from
damage and structural features to attenuate. These reflections can be recorded using
all sectors in the CLoVER transducer taking advantage of its sensing directionality.
Alternatively, a piezoelectric wafer sensor bonded, for instance, at the center of the
array could also be used. This procedure is then repeated until an entire 3600 range
has been covered. The experimental results presented in this thesis demonstrate that
each CLoVER sector uses the excitation input energy to primarily detect damage
when it is located within its azimuthal projection.
A desirable feature for detecting damage using GWs is that the transducer be ca-
pable of selectively exciting individual modes. It is well known that different modes
are necessary to identify a wide spectrum of damage types [31]. For instance, the
S0 Lamb mode is sensitive to through-the-thickness damage due to its dominant in-
plane components, and therefore is well suited for the detection of, for example, full-
or part-depth holes. Similarly, the A0 mode is better suited for surface damage (e.g.,
surface cracks) due to its dominant out-of-plane component. Furthermore, as higher-
order modes are employed for damage characterization, modal selectivity will play a
more important role. The interdigitated electrode design used in the first generation
of CLoVER transducers, described in Chapter III, uses two independent radial sub-
divisions that can be used to achieve modal selectivity. This can be accomplished by
selecting these dimensions according to the wavelength of the desired modes. Further
details about this possibility are explored in Chapter VI. An additional benefit of
this feature is the ability of each CLoVER sector to act as an independent actuator
and sensor unit in the array, as previously discussed. This would be advantageous in
the field implementation of these devices as it decreases the number of separate trans-
ducers needed (both actuators and sensors) for data collection. Finally, due to their
composite construction, CLoVER transducers have a higher specific strength than
piezoceramic wafers, are more resistant to damage due to environmental conditions,
and are easily bonded on curved surfaces characteristic of aerospace applications.
1.5 Research Objectives and Dissertation Overview
The principal objective of this dissertation is to advance the state of the art
in directional transduction for GW SHM. This is accomplished through the design,
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fabrication, and characterization of novel piezoelectric-based transducers for efficient,
long-range structural interrogation. The transducer designs are tested in material
systems of interest in aerospace, mechanical, and civil structures to demonstrate their
improvement over alternative concepts and their damage detection capabilities. This
thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter II introduces a theoretical, elasticity-based model for GW excitation by
a CLoVER sector. The theory is verified numerically and used to show the direc-
tionality and efficiency of the proposed transducer. A model for the response of
piezoelectric sensors to the GW field excited by CLoVER transducers is also derived.
The transducer fabrication and characterization procedures are reported in Chapter
III. The cure and poling parameters are described in detail, and the in-house devices
are shown to have free strain performance levels similar to those in commercially avail-
able transducers. A comprehensive experimental validation of the theoretical model
developed in Chapter II is also presented. The studies are based on piezoelectric
sensor response and laser vibrometry, and they verify the accuracy of the theory and
the directionality attained with the device. A set of GW experiments in operational
wind turbine structures are also reported to show the feasibility of this approach for
use in large structures.
Motivated by their increasing use in aerospace structures, Chapter IV reports a
numerical and experimental investigation into GW excitation in composite materials.
A systematic approach is followed for the anisotropy of the substrate and the trans-
duction mechanisms. Piezoelectric wafers are first considered as a baseline case, fol-
lowed by the GW excitation properties of CLoVER transducers in various composite
plates. The damage interrogation approach proposed with this novel device is exper-
imentally demonstrated in Chapter V where multiple damage detection experiments
in isotropic and composite materials are reported. It is shown that the directional-
ity and arrangement of the transducer allows it to correctly identify defects from a
central location. Chapter VI reports the development of a variable-length piezocom-
posite transducer for modal selectivity and environmental compensation. The design
procedure intended to optimize the sensitivity to specific GW modes is explained in
detail, and a set of experimental tests in isotropic structures are presented to validate
the concept. Finally, the results from this thesis are summarized in Chapter VII,
where the key contributions to the field of GW SHM are reported and suggestions for
future research are presented.
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Figure 1.1: Dispersion curves for GW modes in an aluminum plate: (a) phase velocity;
(b) group velocity.

































(a): AFC (b): MFC
Figure 1.3: The two primary types of APT [32].
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Sample electromagnetic transducer array (EMAT): (a) Operating princi-
ple [15]; (b) Actual transducer [33].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.5: Sample piezoelectric wafer phased arrays [22].
Figure 1.6: Schematic of the CLoVER transducer.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.7: Damage interrogation approach used with CLoVER transducers: out-of-




Modeling of Guided Wave Excitation by CLoVER
Transducers
This chapter introduces a theoretical model based on three-dimensional elastic-
ity to model the guided wave (GW) excitation properties of CLoVER transducers in
isotropic materials. The boundary value problem of linear elasticity is formulated and
solved using Fourier transforms and complex calculus. The accuracy of the solution
is later verified using a set of three-dimensional finite element simulations. The re-
sults of the developed theory are subsequently applied to investigate the effect of the
transducer dimensions on the excited wave field, and to characterize the response of
various piezoelectric-based sensors to the wave field excited by CLoVER transducers.
2.1 Introduction
After the early development of Lamb wave theory (e.g., the works of Lamb [34] and
Gazis [35]), there have been significant efforts in elastodynamics research to develop
solutions for the GW field excited by surface-bonded transducers. Various approaches
have been taken towards this goal, and some of these are highlighted in this section.
Several researchers have analyzed the propagation of GWs in isotropic plates by
modeling the actuator as a combination of point sources. For example, Wilcox et al.
[14] used the Huygens principle to model the acoustic field induced by interdigital
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) transducers. In that approach, the electrode fingers
were divided into individual elements, each of which was modeled as a point source
causing a normal traction on the surface of the substrate. Each of these sources was
represented through an excitability function and radiation pattern, both of which
depended on wavenumbers found from the Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion relation. The
contribution from the actuator was then found by integrating the contributions from
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each individual point. The predictions from this analysis were shown to compare
well with experimental measurements for rectangular and wedge-shaped transducers.
Along a similar direction, although in a more general framework, Achenbach et al.
[36] expressed the displacements induced by a time-harmonic point load of arbitrary
direction, applied either internally or on the surface, as an expansion of symmetric
and antisymmetric Lamb modes using Hankel functions as the carrier waves. In their
approach, the principle of elastodynamic reciprocity was used to find the expansion
coefficients for each mode. This analysis was extended by Huang et al. [37] to consider
finite-dimensional sources by discretizing the transducer using point loads.
Different studies have used reduced order plate theories in the analysis of wave
propagation in an effort to obtain more computationally efficient, but significantly
simplified solutions. For instance, Lin and Yuan [38] modeled the excitation of GWs
on isotropic substrates using Mindlin plate theory. Their analysis accounted for trans-
verse shear and rotary inertia effects, and considered only axially symmetric motions.
The effect of the transducer on the plate was modeled as uniform bending moments
around the edges of the actuator. In an effort to correlate their analysis with ex-
perimental results, a model for the sensor response under the excited GW field was
developed. The experimental measurements, which employed piezoceramic disks,
displayed reasonable agreement with the theory until frequency-thickness products of
160 kHz-mm. This was reported to be a result of the shear correction factor needed
in the formulation being chosen to match one dispersion curve corresponding to the
3-D elasticity solution. Similarly, Rose and Wang [39] used Mindlin plate theory to
derive source solutions that could be combined to represent finite-dimensional trans-
ducers. They argued that the range of validity of their solution made it applicable
to typical aerospace structures. A higher order plate theory, considering first-order
normal strains and second-order transverse shear strains, was developed by Yang and
Yuan [40]. In their work, it was argued that this theory produced good agreement
with 3-D elasticity solutions until the first cut-off frequencies using a more efficient
approach. The main limitation with this type of approaches is that they are limited to
low frequency-thickness products and, in most cases, can only model the fundamental
antisymmetric mode. As was previously mentioned, one of the main advantages of us-
ing GWs is their sensitivity to different damage types, which can be better exploited
at higher frequency-thickness products. Furthermore, while damage detection can be
typically achieved using the fundamental modes, it may be necessary to use higher
modes if the type of defect is to be identified. In this case, only 3-D elasticity models
will be reliable.
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A more accurate model was developed by Giurgiutiu, where the GW field excited
by an infinitely wide piezoelectric actuator and an isotropic substrate was modeled
using 2-D elasticity [41, 42]. The interaction between both parts was modeled as
shear tractions along the transducer edges, and the solution was found using Fourier
transforms and the residue theorem from complex calculus. The concept of Lamb
wave tuning was demonstrated, and good agreement with experiments was reported.
Following this approach, Raghavan and Cesnik developed 3-D elasticity solutions for
GW excitation by finite-dimensional transducers in isotropic and composite struc-
tures [43, 44, 45]. The analysis used Fourier transforms and complex calculus, and a
rigorous Fourier inversion procedure was presented. Several transducer constructions
(piezoelectric wafers and piezocomposite transducers) and geometries (rectangular,
circular, and ring-shaped) as well as structural configurations (pipes and plates) were
considered, and the solution was used to determine optimal actuator and sensor di-
mensions for use in SHM systems [46].
Multiple approaches to numerically model the propagation of GW have also been
proposed. Traditional solution methodologies, such as the finite-difference (FD) and
finite element methods (FEM), are not ideally suited for GW analysis due to their high
computational cost. An alternative approach was presented in Lee and Staszewski
[47] who applied the local interaction simulation approach (LISA) to analyze GW
propagation in metallic structures. This methodology was originally developed by
Delsanto et al. for one-, two-, and three-dimensional structures [48, 49, 50]. Follow-
ing this approach, the domain was divided into elementary cells that were considered
to be discontinuous among each other. Therefore, displacement continuity was en-
forced at each cell node. The results from this method were favorably correlated with
experimental data, and subsequently used in modeling the interaction of GWs with
different structural defects [47, 51]. Similarly, the spectral finite element method
(SFEM) has been under development by several researchers, such as Apetre et al.
[52], for SHM applications. The SFEM is based on transforming the dynamic load-
ing and solving the problem in the frequency domain through a FFT algorithm. By
using a set of exact shape functions (in the sense that they are solutions to the wave
equation as opposed to polynomials) is then used to efficiently interpolate the dis-
placement fields using a smaller number of elements. A comprehensive reference on
the development of this method was presented in the book by Gopalakrishnan et al.
[53].
This chapter presents the development of a 3-D elasticity theory for GW excita-
tion by a wedge-shaped APT in isotropic plate-like structures. The construction of
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this theory supports the development of the Composite Long-range Variable-length
Emitting Radar (CLoVER) transducer presented in this thesis as an alternative con-
cept for damage interrogation in SHM systems. The theoretical framework is based
on the work of Raghavan and Cesnik [43, 44], and the resulting solution is therefore
able to capture the multimodal nature of GWs. The boundary value problem of lin-
ear elasticity is first formulated in its general form, and later tailored to the case of
a CLoVER sector. The solution process is subsequently described in detail and the
resulting displacement equations are presented. Results from 3-D FEM simulations
are then used to determine the accuracy of the theoretical result as a solution to
the elasticity problem considered. Following the verification of the theoretical solu-
tion, the result is employed to explore the effect of the transducer dimensions on the
GW field excited by a CLoVER sector, and the performance enhancement offered by
the geometry of the device. The chapter concludes with a theoretical result for the
response of piezoelectric and piezocomposite sensors to the GW field excited by a
CLoVER sector.
2.2 Boundary Value Problem Formulation
The GW field excited by a finite-dimensional transducer bonded on the surface of
an isotropic substrate is modeled as a boundary value problem of linear elasticity. The
dynamics of the actuator and the substrate are assumed to be uncoupled, and their
interaction is modeled as surface tractions along the edges of the transducer. There
are two implications to this assumption. First, the bonding layer between the actuator
and the substrate is assumed to be infinitely thin and not shear deformable, that is,
the two parts are assumed to be perfectly bonded. This ensures that strains are
transferred only along the actuator edges. This assumption is clearly an idealization,
as the bonding layer will have a finite thickness in actual applications. Valuable
insight into this aspect was provided by the work of Crawley and de Luis [54], who
considered the case of a piezoelectric actuator surface-bonded on a substrate under
static conditions. They showed that, for a bonding layer with finite thickness, this
assumption becomes accurate if the product of the actuator’s modulus and thickness
is much larger than that of the substrate on which it is bonded. In fact, it was shown
that as this ratio approaches zero, the assumption becomes the exact solution. It was
also shown that if this condition was not satisfied, a shear lag solution considering
strain transfer along the length of the actuator was necessary. Secondly, so that
the dynamics of the actuator can be ignored, its inertia must be a small fraction of
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the total inertia of the system in the region where strains are transferred. These
assumptions are necessary if tractable semi-analytical solutions are to be obtained.
Similar models have been used in the past and good agreement with experiments has
been obtained [41, 42, 43, 44].
Based on these assumptions, consider an isotropic substrate of thickness 2b, with
the coordinate system centered midway through its thickness as depicted in Fig.
2.1(a). The substrate is of infinite dimensions along the x - and y-directions, as
shown in Fig. 2.1(b), and the transducer is bonded on the surface z = b. Using the
constitutive law for isotropic materials and linear strain-displacement relations, the
equilibrium equations in the absence of body forces may be expressed as:
(λ+ µ)∇∇u + µ∇2u = ρü (2.1)
where λ and µ correspond to the Lamé constants for isotropic materials, and ρ rep-
resents the material density. As previously mentioned, the transducer is replaced
by surface tractions on the top surface of the substrate, while the bottom surface is
traction free. Therefore, the following set of boundary conditions applies:
σ(x, y,−b) · nl = 0 (2.2)


















Equation (2.4) reflects the fact that the surface-bonded actuator only induces
shear stresses on the substrate. A solution to this problem, for the general case of an
arbitrarily-shaped transducer, was presented by Raghavan and Cesnik [43, 55] and
their theoretical framework is adopted in this work. The displacement vector, u, is
decomposed into its Helmholtz components as:
u = ∇ϕ+ ∇× H (2.5a)
∇ · H = 0 (2.5b)
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5a) represents the gradient of
a scalar potential associated with dilatational deformations, while the second term
represents the curl of a vector potential associated with constant volume distortions.









where cp and cs correspond to the dilatational and shear wave speeds, respectively,









The solution to these equations, under harmonic excitation, is obtained using two-
dimensional Fourier transforms, along with the set of boundary conditions given by
Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3). The spatial version of the two-dimensional Fourier transform,
F (ξx, ξy), of a generic function, f(x, y), is defined as:






where the terms ξx and ξy correspond to the wavenumbers along the x− and y−











where the derivatives property of the Fourier transform has been used. It can be seen
that the Fourier transform application resulted in a partial differential equation being
reduced to an ordinary differential equation in the thickness domain. The solution to
this equation can be expressed as:
ϕ = C1 sinαz + C2 cosαz (2.10)
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and the radial wavenumber ξ is defined through ξ2 = ξ2x + ξ
2
y. A similar procedure is
applied to each component of the distortional field, H, which results in the following
defintions:
H1 = C3 sin βz + C4 cosβz (2.12)
H2 = C5 sin βz + C6 cosβz (2.13)
H3 = C7 sin βz + C8 cosβz (2.14)






The constants C1 through C8 needed to describe the displacement field are found
through enforcing the traction boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3).
This is accomplished by substituting Eq. (2.10) and Eqs. (2.12) through (2.14) in
the Fourier-transformed version of Eq. (2.5a) to find the displacement components
in the Fourier domain, and combining the result with a linear kinematic relationship




(ui,j + uj,i) (2.16)
The strain components are then used in conjunction with a linear elastic consti-
tutive equation to determine the stress components. The boundary conditions given
by Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) are subsequently enforced along with Eq. (2.5b) to form a
system of equations from which the necessary constants can be found. This system
is of the form:
QC = P (2.17)
where Q is a matrix dependent on the wavenumbers, material properties, and plate
thickness, C is a vector containing the constants C1 through C8, and P is a vector
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composed of the tractions exerted by the surface-bonded transducers. The disper-
sion equation for Rayleigh-Lamb waves results from seeking a non-trivial solution to
this system of equations, i.e., by setting detQ = 0. A detailed exposition of this
procedure can be found in the book by Graff [56]. The resulting displacement field
can be separated into symmetric and antisymmetric components. To facilitate the
presentation of the theory, only the results corresponding to the antisymmetric mode
will be presented from this point on. The derivation of the symmetric component
follows an analogous sequence and is reported in Ref. [43]. Note that the complete
displacement field is obtained by summing the contribution from both modes. After
applying the 2-D inverse Fourier transform, the Cartesian displacement components
expressed in Cartesian coordinates are obtained as:











Note that Eq. (2.18) provides the displacement components at the surface z = b.
All subsequent analytical expressions presented here will be for this surface as well. In
Eq. (2.18), ΓA and ΨA are matrices of coefficients, F is a vector containing the Fourier
transform of the surface tractions, and DA corresponds to the dispersion relation for
the antisymmetric mode of Rayleigh-Lamb waves given by:
DA = (ξ
2 − β2)2 sinαb cosβb+ 4ξ2αβ cosαb sin βb (2.19)
In the following section, the result given by Eq. (2.18) will be expressed in polar
coordinates and used to solve for the displacement field produced by a CLoVER
sector.
2.3 GW Excitation by a CLoVER Sector
The CLoVER sector geometry is easily described using polar coordinates, and is
defined by the transducer’s inner and outer radii, RI and RO, as well as its left and
right angular edges, θL and θR. Figure 2.2(a) shows a schematic of the transducer’s
geometry. At this point, Eq. (2.18) must be modified to express the displacement
components in polar coordinates. This modification involves the use of the 2-D Fourier







g(r, θ)eiξr cos(θ−φ)rdθdr (2.20)
where the azimuthal wavenumber φ can be found from the Cartesian wavenumbers








G(ξ, φ)e−iξr cos(θ−φ)ξdφdξ (2.21)
Using these definitions, along with the transformations ξx = ξ cosφ and ξy =
ξ sinφ, yields the following equation for the Cartesian displacement components ex-
pressed in polar coordinates:









The matrix ΓA is a 3 x 3 diagonal matrix of coefficients whose components are
given by:







[2αβ cosαb sin βb+ (ξ2 − β2) cosβb sinαb] (2.23b)

























where the coefficients γ
(j)
i (defined in the Appendix) depend on the substrate material
properties, frequency, and wavenumbers [57, 58]. Finally, the vector F contains the
Fourier transform of the shear tractions produced at the transducer’s edges. Only
shear stresses along the piezoceramic fiber direction are considered, as shown in Fig.
2.2(b). This choice is supported by the transducer acting on the 3 − 3 piezoelectric
effect, which makes the strains induced along the fiber’s axis significantly larger than
those along its normal direction. For a typical piezoelectric material (such as PZT-
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5A) poled along the thickness direction, the piezoelectric coupling coefficient normal
to the poling direction is approximately 54% smaller than that along the poling
direction [59]. This level of actuation is still significant, but the strains induced
along this direction are further attenuated due to the high aspect ratio of the fiber
and the construction of the APT device. As previously discussed, the APT is a
composite transducer with epoxy located in between any two fibers. Thus, the shear
lag effect effectively eliminates any strain transmitted normal to the fiber length. As
a result, for the case of a CLoVER sector, the boundary conditions given by Eq.
(2.3), transformed to polar coordinates, take the form:
σzr(r, θ, b) = τ0f(r, θ) (2.25)
σzz(r, θ, b) = σzθ(r, θ, b) = 0 (2.26)
where τ0 represents the amplitude of the traction exerted by the transducer on the
substrate, and f(r, θ) is a function whose purpose is to make the stress non-zero only
along the transducer’s radial edges, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Such an expression is
given by 1:
f(r, θ) = [u(θ − θL) − u(θ − θR)][δ(r −RI) − δ(r −RO)] (2.27)
In order to use the formulation presented above, the Fourier transform of Eq.
(2.27) must be determined. Before doing so, the function must be decomposed along
the x - and y-directions to be compatible with the displacement vector given by Eq.
(2.22). This is simply done by defining the x - and y-components as the function







[u(θ − θL) − u(θ − θR)]·
·[δ(r − RI) − δ(r − RO)] cos θe
iξr cos(θ−φ)rdrdθ
(2.28)
1Note that this definition of f(r, θ) yields correct units for stress as the delta function has units







−[u(θ − θL) − u(θ − θR)]·
·[δ(r −RI) − δ(r −RO)] sin θe
iξr cos(θ−φ)rdrdθ
(2.29)
The integrals given by Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) cannot be solved analytically. An
alternate solution method is applicable since the radial and angular parts of the
function are readily separable. For this type of functions, the Hankel transform of
the radial part can be combined with a Fourier series representation of the angular
part to obtain the desired Fourier transform [60]. In this way, the two-dimensional
Fourier transform, W (ξ, φ), for a generic function w(r, θ) = g(θ)h(r) can be expressed
as:





where H̃k represents the k





where Jk represents the Bessel function of the first kind and order k, and ck are the







In the case under consideration, the function h(r) is defined by:
h(r) = δ(r − RI) − δ(r −RO) (2.33)
while the two functions g1(θ) and g2(θ) are given by:
g1(θ) = [u(θ − θL) − u(θ − θR)] cos θ (2.34a)
g2(θ) = − [u(θ − θL) − u(θ − θR)] sin θ (2.34b)
Therefore, the necessary Fourier transforms for the shear tractions applied on the
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ikφ(−i)kχk, j = 1, 2 (2.35)
where:
χk = 2π[ROJk(ξRO) − RIJk(ξRI)] (2.36)
The resulting complex Fourier coefficients, obtained by substituting Eqs. (2.34)
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(2π − θL − sin θLe
−iθL)u(θL) − (2π − θR − sin θRe
−iθR)u(θR)
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e−ikθR(cos θR + ik sin θR) − 1
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−2iθL − 4iπ + 2iθL) − u(θR)(−1 + e
−2iθR − 4iπ + 2iθR)
8π
, |k| = 1
(2.40)
Since the CLoVER transducer is primarily meant to interrogate the structure
away from the location where it is bonded, the main interest is in characterizing
the GW field induced for radial positions such that r > RO, as shown in Fig. 2.3.
This set is characterized by both edges of the transducer, inner and outer, sending
waves propagating in the positive radial direction (henceforth referred to as outward
direction). The form of the solution, i.e., the combination of Eqs. (2.22) and (2.35),

















ke−iẑ cos φe−ikφdφ (2.41)
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Note that Eq. (2.41) holds because the Bessel function returns a real number for
ẑ > 0. Therefore, taking the complex conjugate of the integrand does not alter the
final result as its imaginary part is zero. This equation must be manipulated so that
the exponential part of its integrand is similar to that in Eq. (2.22) (taking ẑ = ξr).
This process is carried out through the following change of variables:
φ = φ− θ (2.42)













The right hand side in Eq. (2.43) is almost in the desired form. The only differ-
ences between this result and the form of Eq. (2.22) are in the integration limits and
the index k in the complex exponential. The difference in the integration limits is
of no concern since the integrand of both functions is periodic in φ with a period of
2π. The indices in Eq. (2.22) will vary according to the powers of the exponentials
given in Eq. (2.24). This can be simply resolved by redefining the resulting index
of the complex exponential as −k, and incorporating this change in the correspond-
ing multiplying coefficients. As a result, the solution to Eq. (2.22) in the angular
wavenumber domain is given by:








∆A(k, ξ, RO, RI , θL, θR)Jk(ξr)
]
eiωtdξ (2.45)
where ∆A is a 3 x 1 column vector of coefficients that represents the source terms
and is defined in the Appendix. Note that the effect of the transducer dimensions
are included in this term. The Bessel function solution presented in Eq. (2.45)
corresponds to a standing wave. In order to obtain a propagating wave, we resort to




k (ẑ) = Jk(ẑ) + iYk(ẑ) (2.46a)
H
(2)
k (ẑ) = Jk(ẑ) − iYk(ẑ) (2.46b)
where Yk represents the Bessel function of the second kind and order k. Based on
the frequency convention we have adopted, the Hankel function of the second kind
corresponds to an outward-propagating wave in time. Therefore only this part is
retained, which yields:













Note that the integration limits in the radial wavenumber domain have changed.
This is because retaining the Hankel function of the second kind only is equivalent
to replacing the azimuthal wavenumber integration limits from a range of 2π to a
range of π; hence, in order to keep the integration domain unchanged, the limits in
the radial wavenumber domain must be modified 2. The resulting integral is solved
using the residue theorem from complex calculus. Since Eq. (2.47) is the quotient of
two functions of ξ, it follows from the theory of complex calculus that the residue, b,







symbol indicates differentiation with respect to ξ, and the pole ξA cor-
responds to values of ξ for which DA vanishes; these points are the wavenumbers
corresponding to the antisymmetric modes of Rayleigh-Lamb waves at a frequency ω.
The notation N(ξ) has been used in Eq. (2.48) to illustrate the concept. This result
can be combined with the residue theorem to express the solution of the integral in










, ξA > 0 (2.49)
where the condition that ξA be greater than zero indicates that only positive wavenum-




has been neglected. However, it can be shown that the contribution from this term is only
significant for very small arguments.
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bers are to be included in the integration contour. Therefore, the solution to harmonic
excitation may be expressed in final form as:













Note that since only harmonic excitation is being considered, only one wavenum-
ber needs to be included. The solution given by Eq. (2.50) corresponds to the
antisymmetric mode. The symmetric mode is given by a similar equation, which is
derived by interchanging all sine and cosine terms whose arguments depend on the
substrate half-thickness, b. This is a crucial change since it modifies the dispersion
equation DA, which produces solutions with different wavenumbers.
In typical SHM applications, the structure to be inspected for damage is excited
with a stress wave whose shape is determined by a time-dependent modulated signal.
This type of signal is generally desired so as to control the frequency bandwidth and
avoid dispersion. Hann-modulated signals have been successfully used in the past by













where n is the number of half-cycles and ω0 represents the center frequency of exci-
tation. In order to account for the time-dependence, the time Fourier transform of





The time-dependent displacements are obtained through the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the product of the transforms of the spatial and temporal parts. Since the
excitation signal has several frequency components, a sum over all possible wavenum-
bers is necessary. Hence, the solution becomes (only antisymmetric mode is presented
for simplicity) [57, 58]:




















2.3.1 Additional Spatial Regions
While the GW field induced by a CLoVER sector will be used for interrogation
away from the transducer, it is still of interest to find a solution for the GW excitation
problem in the remaining spatial regions. Therefore, region I is defined as the set of
all points such that r < RI , as depicted in Fig. 2.4. The solution for this region is
obtained through an analogy to a circular transducer. In that case, the resulting wave
pattern for radial positions within the edge of the actuator corresponds to standing
waves. This result can be intuitively understood due to the axisymmetry of the source.
Therefore, each source term in the Fourier expansion used to obtain the solution for
a CLoVER sector will be treated as a standing wave. Once all the terms have been
multiplied by the corresponding Fourier coefficient and summed together, the result
will correspond to the GW field excited by a CLoVER sector. To emphasize, note that
each term in the sum represents a standing wave, but the overall combination yields
a propagating wave. Therefore, the expression for the antisymmetric displacement










where ΛA is a 3 x 1 column vector of coefficients that represent the source terms,
presented in the Appendix.
In a manner analogous to region I, region II is defined as the set of all points
such that RI < r < RO. This set of points is characterized by the fact that the each
source contribution from the outer edge of the transducer corresponds to a standing
wave, while those from the inner edge of the transducer correspond to traveling waves.
Thus, the solution for this region is obtained as a combination of the two solutions
presented previously. The antisymmetric displacement components under harmonic














where ΥA and ΥA are vectors of coefficients whose definition is given in the Appendix.
Note that ΥA is associated with waves originating at the inner radial edge of the
transducer, while ΥA corresponds to waves originating from its outer radial edge.
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2.4 Finite Element Verification
Results from the theoretical formulation presented above were compared with
three-dimensional FEM simulations conducted in the commercial package ABAQUS
[63] to assess its spatial and temporal performance. Taking advantage of the problem’s
symmetries, only one quarter of an aluminum plate was considered. A summary of
the material properties and actuator dimensions considered in the simulations is given
in table 2.1.
The mesh consisted of three-dimensional continuum elements, and was primarily
composed of eight-node bricks (C3D8). In addition, the geometry of the mesh required
the use of six-node tetrahedra (C3D6) for the elements immediately connected to the
origin. Similarly, infinite continuum elements (CIN3D8) were used on the outer radial
boundary of the model, in an effort to minimize boundary reflections [63]. However,
the results showed that these elements were not successful in achieving this, and
therefore the radial positions selected for comparison were located far from the radial
edge. In all cases, three elements were used through the thickness of the plate. A
schematic of the mesh is shown in Fig. 2.5(a), while its relevant dimensions (radius,
R, and half-thickness, b) are given in table 2.2. Symmetric (S0) and antisymmetric
(A0) modes were excited by specifying symmetry or antisymmetry conditions with
respect to the z−axis, respectively. The symmetric mode was used to validate the out-
of-plane displacement, while the antisymmetric mode was used to model the in-plane
displacements. This choice was based on the fact that the antisymmetric mode has a
higher frequency threshold for the appearance of the SH-mode (shear horizontal mode
present only in the in-plane displacements), which is not considered in the theoretical
solution and would therefore prevent an accurate verification.
The radial dimension of the elements, ∆re, was selected so as to have at least 20
nodes per wavelength for the highest frequency of the toneburst excitation. The ele-
ment azimuthal size, ∆θe, was selected at three degrees providing six nodes along the
angular span of the actuator, whose centerline was located at 90 degrees. A summary
of the mesh parameters is presented in table 2.2. The shear tractions caused by the
actuator were modeled through nodal forces on the nodes corresponding to the actu-
ator edges. Since the theoretical model considers the traction per unit length to be
constant along the radial edges of the transducer, the relative force amplitudes must
be scaled appropriately. This was achieved by considering point forces of unit magni-
tude on the outer radial edge and scaling the magnitude on the inner edge accordingly,
which results in its amplitude being RI/RO. The time-dependent part of this forcing
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function was a Hann-modulated toneburst whose properties are also summarized in
table 2.2. A schematic showing the details of the shear traction application is given in
Fig. 2.5(b). The time step, ∆t, was selected so as to satisfy the following criteria: (i)
proper sampling of the highest frequency component of the excitation signal, and (ii)
sufficient resolution of the time needed for the fastest traveling wave to move across
one element in the radial direction [64]. An implicit dynamic analysis was performed
with 1404 steps in all cases.
The numerical implementation of the theoretical solution requires that a finite
number of terms in the infinite sum given by Eq. (2.53) be selected. This number
was chosen based on the normalized error between the angular part of the shear
traction function, Eq. (2.34), and its Fourier series representation, Eq. (2.30). This












where the superscript F refers to the Fourier series representation of the function.
Figure 2.6 shows how this error decreases with increasing number of terms. Based on
this result, the sum was truncated at 150 terms as the reduction in error with increas-
ing terms was slower after this point. In addition, the solution was implemented using
a larger number of terms and no difference was observed, indicating this selection was
sufficient for convergence. For the spatial comparisons, several azimuthal positions
were selected at different radial locations sufficiently far from the radial edge to avoid
boundary reflections. Figure 2.7(a) shows the set of azimuthal points selected. The
radial positions selected were ten times the transducer’s outer radius (n̂ = 10) for the
symmetric mode, and five thirds times the outer radius (n̂ = 5/3) for the antisymmet-
ric mode. Seven azimuthal locations from the transducer’s centerline to its opposite
direction were selected, which resulted in intervals of 30 degrees. Figure 2.7(b) shows
the normalized peak-to-peak comparison between the theory and FE results, while
Figs. 2.7(c)-(d) show a similar result for the in-plane displacements. Similarly, Figs.
2.8(a)-(b) show sample time histories for two different azimuthal positions. These
figures indicate that the spatial distribution is accurately modeled by the theoretical
solution.
A similar comparison was performed for regions I and II, where only the anti-
symmetric mode was considered due to its shorter wavelength. Figure 2.9(a) shows
a schematic of the points selected for comparison. For region I, an azimuthal dis-
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tribution similar to the one used in the previous case was employed, but the radial
position was changed to one-half the transducer’s inner radius. In region II, only
six azimuthal points were considered to avoid having a point over the transducer’s
area, while the radial location selected was the transducer’s midpoint along the ra-
dial direction. Figure 2.9(b)-(c) show good spatial correlation for the out-of-plane
displacement in regions I and II, respectively. Similarly, Fig. 2.9(d) shows that the
time history of the analytical displacements also matches very well with FE results.
2.5 Parametric Studies on CLoVER Transducer Dimensions
In this section, the effect of the radial and azimuthal dimension of a CLoVER
sector on the induced displacements is explored. This is done by examining the varia-
tion of the source term corresponding to the out-of-plane displacements, ∆
(3,1)
A . This
choice is justified by the observation that the induced displacements have separate
contributions from the transducer geometry and the wave propagation parameters
of the substrate (referred to as the excitability function). The source term per unit





































where cj correspond to the Fourier coefficients of the azimuthal part of the forcing


















Observe that the non-dimensional form of the wavenumber used, ξ = ξb, general-
izes the expression to any substrate thickness. Also note that the source term is given
by a sum over the index k which also has contributions from the radiation pattern.
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Since the expression to be analyzed is the result of this sum, the two components









For all parametric studies, the azimuthal position is fixed along the transducer
centerline so that the function ζk(θ) is equal to one. Similarly, the radial position
selected remains fixed at r = 15RO. The effect of the transducer radial dimension
is studied first. Due to the geometry of a CLoVER sector, there are two important
parameters related to its radial dimension. The first of these is the radial length itself.
However, as shown in Fig. 2.10, this parameter is not sufficient to fully characterize
the geometry of the transducer as different combinations of inner and outer radii can
yield a similar result. It is intuitively expected that this difference in the geometry
would manifest itself in the frequency response of the transducer. Consequently, the





In the parametric studies conducted a value of r̂ is specified, and the position of
the transducer radial edges is changed so as to maintain a constant dimension. For
each of these, the sum given by Eq. (2.61) is computed over a range of frequencies
from 1 kHz to 800 kHz in increments of 0.5 kHz. In order to isolate the effect of the
transducer dimension, the results are plotted as a function of the radial length, ∆r,
normalized by the wavelength which is a function of the frequency. Note that this
approach yields results that are valid for both the S0 and A0 modes. However, it is
important to emphasize that the transducer dimension itself will be different for each
mode due to their different wavelengths. The result of this analysis is shown in Fig.
2.11, where a fixed azimuthal span of 150, a fixed radial dimension ∆r = 75b, and
various values of r̂ were used.
There are several important features in the result obtained. First, note that
the amplitude of the response decreases as the transducer radial dimension is in-
creased. This effect is partly due to the attenuation induced by the term H
(2)
k (ξr).
As the frequency is increased, the increasing wavenumber results in a larger num-
ber of wavelengths between the transducer outer radius and the measurement point
(which remains constant). Since the amplitude of the propagating wave decays with
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the number of wavelengths, a smaller amplitude is observed as the ratio ∆r
λ
increases.
Furthermore, for the azimuthal dimension considered, the decay in amplitude is only
dependent on the attenuation as all the local minima (with the exception of r̂ = 0.95)
are coincident. A more important observation, however, is that for low values of the
ratio r̂ the response amplitude does not display any zeros. Instead, a series of local
extrema is observed where the minima occur when the radial dimension coincides
with integer multiples of the wavelength and the maxima correspond to points where
this dimension is a factor between 0.35 and 0.5 integer multiples of the wavelength.
As the ratio is increased, the local minima progressively approach zero while the lo-
cal maxima remain essentially unchanged. Note that the location of these points is
similar to the case of a rectangular transducer. Since for low values of r̂ the trans-
ducer response does not display any zeros, modal selectivity cannot be attained. This
feature is typically obtained by selecting the transducer dimension so as to operate
at a frequency node for a specific mode. When testing below the threshold of the
higher Lamb modes (where only the S0 and A0 mode exist), this results in the dis-
placement components being composed of only the opposite mode. This observation
provides important insight into the nature of modal selectivity attained with finite
dimensional transducers. As the value of r̂ increases, the geometry of the CLoVER
sector approaches that of a rectangle. This geometric configuration is in turn sym-
metric with respect to an axis normal to the fiber direction. This indicates that
modal selectivity is directly related to the symmetry of the transducer relative to the
wave propagation direction. For low values of r̂, the CLoVER transducer sector is
not symmetric with respect to such an axis and modal selectivity cannot be obtained.
Therefore, for applications where modal selectivity is needed, larger values of r̂ should
be selected. The specific value will depend on the level of modal selectivity needed.
For example, if one of the modes needs to be largely attenuated, then r̂ should be in
the order of 0.9. Conversely, for applications where a transducer with high gain over
a large frequency range is desired, low values of r̂ should be used [65].
The effect of the azimuthal dimension is shown in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 for a
similar range of values of r̂. Note that as the span is increased, the location of
the local extrema remain essentially unchanged. It can also be observed that the
amplitudes of the local minima decrease significantly, especially for larger values of r̂.
In addition, the amplitude of the local maxima does not decay in the same manner for
larger azimuthal spans. This effect, however, does not appear to follow a consistent
pattern and the identification of its source is further complicated by the presence of
the attenuation term in Eq. (2.61). Nevertheless, as the location of the local extrema
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is not significantly altered, this effect is not critical. From these results, it can be
concluded that the azimuthal span of the transducer has a secondary effect on the
frequency response for the range of values of interest for use in CLoVER transducers
(∆θ < 900). This parameter may therefore be selected based on a different criterion
as, for example, the directionality desired.
A potential evolution of the CLoVER transducer that takes advantage of the
directionality of the induced GW field and the ability to interrogate a complete 3600
range is shown in Fig. 2.14. This device would be composed of a piezoceramic ring
with the fibers diced in a manner such that the active sectors have a rectangular shape.
This device would incorporate the modal selectivity attainable with this transducer
geometry which is often critical in SHM applications.
2.6 Performance Improvement Offered by CLoVER Sector
Geometry
As explained in the previous section, the displacement field is proportional to
the traction amplitude per unit length, τ0, exerted along the radial edges of the
APT. This leads to the intuitive conclusion that actuators with longer edges exert
a larger “net traction”. In the case of a CLoVER sector geometry, the limiting
case is a ring configuration where the length of the radial edge is maximized for
fixed inner and outer radii. In this section, we seek to relate the traction per unit
length to an electric input metric to explore the increase in performance that can be
obtained by the CLoVER sector geometry. To do this, the piezoelectric strain induced
by the APT must be considered. Several approaches have been proposed to model
the interaction between a structural substrate with a surface-bonded piezoelectric
actuator under static conditions. This type of analysis generally employs an assumed
strain field for the substrate, while the actuator is typically modeled as having a
constant through-the-thickness strain. Crawley and de Luis [54] considered this type
of problem using a linear strain distribution for the substrate, which was modeled as
an Euler-Bernoulli beam. Their analysis, however, consisted of two surface bonded
piezoelectric actuators which resulted in a symmetric system. Chaudry and Rogers
[66] conducted a similar study using a linear strain distribution for the actuator and
substrate under the assumption of perfect bonding. They provided an expression for
the curvature induced on the substrate by a single surface-bonded actuator, from
which the force per unit length could be determined using the substrate’s cross-
sectional properties. In order to obtain a functional relationship between the traction
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per unit length and the input voltage, this result will be employed here. It must be
emphasized that this is an approximation as the mechanics of the substrate in this
work are not those of Euler-Bernoulli beams. It should also be noted, however, that
when considering the fundamental antisymmetric mode, a linear strain distribution
might provide a good approximation as it captures the essential antisymmetry through
the thickness of the substrate. Then, for a rectangular cross-section, the traction per
unit length induced along the edges of the actuator can be expressed as:
τ0 =
4EBbT (1 + T )ψ
6T + 4T 2 + 4 + ψT 2 + 1
ǫP (2.63)















where dIDE represents the center-to-center distance between any two fingers in the
APT interdigitated electrode. Note that Eq. (2.66) implies that a uniform electric
field through the radial length of the actuator is assumed. In actual APT devices
this is not the case since the electric field lines originate and end at the interdigitate
electrode fingers. Since the field lines must be normal to the surfaces where they
originate and end, there exists a small region close to the electrode fingers where the
lines are not oriented along the fiber direction. Nevertheless, it has been shown that
this is a reasonable simplification if the distance between any two electrode fingers,
dIDE, is sufficiently large. For instance, the work of Nguyen and Kornmann [67]
concluded that a minimum electrode spacing of 1.1 mm would be required to obtain
a homogenous electric field along the length of the fiber for AFCs. If the APT is
modeled as a capacitor with capacitance C, then a suitable metric for the electric
input is the electric current drawn. For a harmonic input voltage of amplitude V at
a frequency ω, the magnitude of the electric current, I, is given by:
I = ωCV (2.67)
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At this point, it is necessary to determine the dependence of the APT capacitance
on the transducer’s radial and azimuthal dimensions. The capacitance of this type
of transducer is typically analyzed using the repetitive nature of the interdigitated
electrode pattern. In this way, only the electric field in a representative unit cell,
defined as the region between any two electrode fingers, is considered. A comprehen-
sive study on this electric field was conducted by Lloyd [68] using conformal mapping
techniques. In that work, it was shown that the capacitance of each unit cell was
primarily determined by the piezoceramic thickness, electrode finger width, and elec-
trode finger spacing, while it scaled linearly with electrode finger length. Thus, the
capacitance of a unit cell can be expressed as:
Cuc = p(k̂, ǫ0, dIDE, ta)LIDE (2.68)
where k̂ represents the dielectric constant of the material, ǫ0 represents the permittiv-
ity constant, dIDE represents the center-to-center distance between electrode fingers,
and ta represents the thickness of the transducer. In the case of a wedge-shaped
APT, the electrode finger length is determined by its radial position, rIDE, and the
transducer’s azimuthal span, ∆θ, so that:
Cuc = p(k̂, ǫ0, dIDE, ta)rIDE∆θ (2.69)
A closed form expression for the function p cannot be readily obtained. However,
the work of Lloyd [68] showed that this function is non-linearly dependent on the
electrode finger and unit cell geometry, and that it increases exponentially as the
center-to-center distance between the electrode fingers approaches zero. It is also
important to note that any contribution from the capacitance of the epoxy has been
neglected. This is a logical choice since its dielectric constant [69] (k̂ ∼ 6) is much
smaller than that for a typical piezoelectric ceramic [59] (k̂ ∼ 1700, PZT-5A). The
capacitance of the overall device may be obtained by considering it as a composition
of capacitors connected in parallel. Then, the capacitance of each unit cell may be
simply added together which results in:




The results given by Eqs. (2.63), (2.66) and (2.70) combined with the defini-
tion of Eq. (2.67), indicate that the current drawn by the actuator will be linearly
proportional to the product of the traction per unit length, τ0, and the APT ca-
pacitance. This result further indicates that the actuator with largest angular span
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will draw the largest current in order to maintain a constant τ0. Even though the
ring-configuration draws the largest current according to the conclusion above, there
are several shortcomings with its performance. For example, the GW field excited
has the same amplitude in every direction and therefore no focusing is possible. The
wedge-shape APT offers an improvement over these shortcomings, especially if the
same current input as in the case of the ring is utilized. Due to its geometry, this
configuration is able to concentrate a significant portion of the excitation along the
intended scan direction. Similarly, due to its shorter azimuthal span, the larger cur-
rent input yields a larger magnitude for τ0, and hence an increased displacement
amplitude everywhere. This effect can be quantified using the relationships provided
by Eqs. (2.67) and (2.70). Equating the currents drawn by the ring-shaped APT and















A sample result from this analysis is presented in Fig. 2.15. The figures illustrate
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the out-of-plane displacement component for the S0
(Fig. 2.15(a)) and A0 (Fig. 2.15(b)) modes at a frequency-thickness product of 150
kHz-mm and 500 kHz-mm respectively. The result is represented through polar plots
where the radial distance from the origin corresponds to the peak-to-peak amplitude
at each azimuthal position. The transducer centerline is oriented along the 900 direc-
tion in the figure. The results for each azimuthal span considered were normalized
by those corresponding to a ring geometry to illustrate the performance gain offered
by the CLoVER geometry. For the particular combination of parameters shown, the
out-of-plane displacement for a CLoVER sector with an azimuthal span of 150 can be
made more than six times larger than that corresponding to a ring for the S0 mode,
while in the case of the A0 mode they are increased by a factor of approximately eight.
The results presented in Fig. 2.15 must be carefully interpreted, however, as they
do not imply that using a CLoVER transducer will result in the displacement am-
plitudes being automatically increased. Instead, the implication is that as the array
is divided into individual sectors, the electric current needed to obtain a given dis-
placement amplitude using a ring geometry can be more efficiently used. In addition
to their increased amplitude, the induced displacements will also be focused along a
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desired direction as shown by the directionality of the main lobe. The result given by
Eq. (2.72) may also be used to quantify the improvement obtained by reducing the
CLoVER azimuthal span from a given reference value.
2.7 Sensor Response
In GW-based testing, a stress wave is excited by the piezoelectric actuator through
the structural element whose condition is to be inspected. This wave typically ex-
periences changes in its amplitude, frequency content, and group speed due to its
interaction with any defects it encounters (e.g., cracks, corrosion, delaminations).
Furthermore, these interactions produce additional waves that, generally, scatter in
every direction. This process leads to the use of two primary methods of testing: the
pitch-catch and pulse-echo methods. The pitch-catch method is based on identifying
damage based on the changes that defects introduce into the wave by locating a sen-
sor a certain distance away from the actuator and recording the received wave. In
contrast, the pulse-echo method uses the reflections scattered from defects to iden-
tify and locate damage. This typically involves using a transducer that acts both as
actuator and sensor. In either method, information about the damage is obtained
from strains sensed by the piezoelectric transducer and the corresponding voltage
signal generated through the piezoelectric effect. This voltage signal is then used to
determine information about damage presence, location, and severity using adequate
signal processing techniques. Therefore, it is necessary to relate the strains sensed
by the transducer to the induced voltage. This will allow us to identify excitation
frequencies and transducer dimensions that maximize the sensor response. Raghavan
and Cesnik [43] proposed a model to do this by modeling the sensor as a capacitor.








where Es represents the Young’s modulus of the sensor, ts represents the thickness
of the sensor, and g represents the the sensor material piezoelectric constant. The
specific value to be used depends on the relative directions of the applied electric field
and the induced strain. Similarly, the capacitance of the sensor, Cs, will depend on
whether it is a uniform piezo material or an APT. Finally, As represents the sensor’s
surface area. An implication of this model is that the sensor is assumed to be infinitely
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compliant, so that it does not disturb the GW field produced by the actuator. The
strains necessary to obtain the sensor response can be obtained from the displacement
components defined previously by means of a linear strain-displacement relation. In














where ur and uθ are the radial and azimuthal displacement components, respectively.
These components can be expressed in terms of the Cartesian components obtained
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Since the Cartesian components were previously obtained in terms of polar coor-



































Since the displacement components were found in terms of polar coordinates, the
coordinate transformation r =
√
x2 + y2, θ = tan−1(y/x) is used along with the chain




















Finally, the r and θ derivatives of the displacement components, for the antisym-




































2.7.1 Rectangular Piezo Sensor
The sensor response of a homogeneous rectangular piezoelectric sensor is of prac-
tical interest in SHM applications. Consider a rectangular sensor of width w, and
aspect ratio A∗, so that, h = A∗w and As = A
∗w2, as shown in Fig. 2.16(a). The
sensor is centered at the point x = xs, y = ys and is under the GW field excited
by a CLoVER sector of radial span ∆r and angular span ∆θ centered at the point
ra = 0.5(RI + RO), θa = 90
◦. In contrast to the case of an APT sensor, the piezo
material has isotropic piezoelectric properties in the plane normal to the poling di-
rection, and therefore senses all in-plane extensional strains. In addition, this enables
the piezo to be modeled as a parallel plate capacitor filled with a dielectric material.





















(ǫxx + ǫyy)dxdy (2.86)
where ǫxx and ǫyy are defined by Eqs. (2.81) and (2.82), respectively.
Note that Eq. (2.86) holds for harmonic forcing at a frequency ω. For the general
case of a time-dependent excitation, such as the toneburst signal considered before,
the integrand is multiplied by the time Fourier transform of this signal and integrated
over an infinite frequency range (which in reality is limited to the frequency bandwidth
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of the excitation toneburst), as outlined in section 2.3. However, in order to identify
optimal excitation frequencies and sensor dimensions a harmonic analysis is sufficient.
Once these have been identified, they can be used as center frequencies of time-
dependent excitations.
The variation in three parameters is examined. First, we explore the excitation
frequencies to determine values at which the sensor response would be maximum, as
well as to identify values that should be avoided due to negligible sensing response.
Second, two sensor dimensions are explored. The width of the sensor was considered,
which resulted in the definition of the non-dimensional parameter w∗ as w/∆r. The
effect of the sensor’s aspect ratio was also studied. The results from this analysis
are shown in Figs. 2.17 and 2.18. In the study of the aspect ratio, the value of
w∗ was kept fixed at 1. The two modes show different qualitative behavior over
the range of frequencies studied with the A0 mode showing two main frequencies at
which high response is obtained, as opposed to the S0 case which shows primarily
one up to 500 kHz. Note that both dimensions are critical in the response of the
rectangular piezoelectric sensor, with smaller sizes resulting in better performance.
This observation is consistent with the findings reported in Ref. [43]. In addition
to the decrease in amplitude observed for larger sensors, it can also be seen that the
number of nodes increases significantly.
2.7.2 Rectangular APT Sensor
The response of a rectangular APT sensor under the GW field excited by a
CLoVER sector is now derived. This analysis is based on the assumption that only ex-
tensional strains along the piezoelectric fiber direction are sensed. This is a reasonable
simplification since the induced shear strains are small compared to the extensional
ones. Furthermore, as discussed in section 2.3, the piezoelectric performance of the
transducer along the normal direction to the fiber is very weak. Therefore, for the
rectangular configuration, only ǫrr is needed. The rectangular sensor is modeled by us-
ing a wedge-shaped geometry whose radial origin coincides with that of the CLoVER
actuator. Therefore, while its effective geometry is that of a rectangle, its dimensions
will be expressed in terms of radial and azimuthal components. This further assumes
that the fibers in the rectangular device are always oriented along the radial direction.
Consider a rectangular APT sensor centered at the point r = rs, θ = θs, with radial
dimension ∆rs, angular span ∆θs, and surface area As = rs∆rs∆θs, as shown in Fig.
2.16(b). The sensor is subjected to the GW field excited by a CLoVER sector with
radial dimension ∆r and angular span ∆θ centered at the point ra = 0.5(RI + RO),
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θa = 90
◦. In order to use the sensor response equation presented earlier (Eq. 2.73), an
expression for the APT capacitance is needed. For this type of transducer, the capac-
itance is typically analyzed using the repetitive nature of the interdigitated electrode
pattern as previously discussed.


















Note that in the case of an APT, g33 is used. In addition, for a given APT device,


























This analysis is performed in two separate steps; the ratio of the radial dimension
was first explored by defining the non-dimensional parameter r∗ as the ratio ∆rs/∆r
and obtaining the sensor response, given by Eq. (2.88), over a wide frequency range
for both symmetric and antisymmetric modes. The result from this analysis is shown
in Fig. 2.19. The location of the sensor was set to rs = 15RO and θs = 90
o; this
azimuthal position was selected since it coincides with the transducer’s centerline
which is the intended scanning direction. The actuator dimensions were similar to the
ones presented in table 2.1. In these and subsequent sensor response plots, the results
presented are normalized by the maximum value in each set. Similar qualitative
differences between the two modes are observed in this case, with the antisymmetric
mode showing the lower response at a higher frequency than in the previous case.
The effect of varying the ratio of azimuthal spans was also examined, which re-
sulted in the definition of the parameter θ∗ as ∆θs/∆θ. The results from this analysis,
for r∗ fixed at 1, are shown in Fig. 2.20. As it can be seen, this characteristic does
not affect the trend observed in frequency (Fig. 2.19), but instead causes a decrease
in amplitude. Notice that this effect is significant only if the actuator is made much
smaller than the sensor or vice-versa. These trends are logical since it is expected that
changing the sensor dimension in the wave propagation direction will have the most
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significant effect. As in the previous case, it is evident that smaller sensors produce
better results.
2.8 Concluding Remarks
The development of a three-dimensional elasticity-based theory for guided wave
(GW) excitation by a wedge-shaped anisotropic piezocomposite sector was presented
in this chapter. The construction of the theory supports the development of the
Composite Long-rage Variable-length Emitting Radar (CLoVER) transducer. The
theoretical analysis considered uncoupled dynamics for the actuator and substrate,
and their interaction was modeled as surface tractions along the actuator’s edges in
the fiber direction. Under these assumptions, a boundary value problem of linear
elasticity was formulated and simplified through the use of two-dimensional Fourier
transforms. The solution of the problem was facilitated by separating the spatial
domain in three spatial regions based on physical wave propagation considerations.
Subsequently, a general solution methodology based on a Fourier series representation
of the transducer tractions was presented to find a semi-analytical solution for the
displacement field. Results from three-dimensional finite element simulations demon-
strated the accuracy of the theoretical result as a solution to the elasticity problem.
The theoretical result was subsequently used to conduct parametric studies to re-
veal the effect of the radial and azimuthal dimensions of a CLoVER sector on the
induced GW field. The particular application sought was modal selectivity, where
the amplitude of specific GW modes can be controlled by appropriate selection of
the transducer dimensions. It was shown that the radial length of the transducer
is the critical parameter to be considered in the design. In particular, the results
showed that the ratio of the transducer inner to outer radius determined whether
modal selectivity was attainable using CLoVER sectors. For ratios smaller than 0.5,
the amplitude of the excited GW modes does not reach nullity for any transducer
radial dimension indicating that modal selectivity cannot be attained. For ratios
larger than 0.5, it was numerically shown that the transducer dimension should be
equal to integer multiples of the half-wavelength of a mode to maximize its trans-
mission. Similarly, the transducer dimension must be equal to integer multiples of a
mode’s wavelength to minimize (or nullify) its transmission. It was found that the
azimuthal dimension does not significantly affect the modal selectivity characteris-
tics of CLoVER transducers as long as it lower than ninety degrees. The theoretical
model was also employed to demonstrate that due to the geometry of a CLoVER
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sector, the induced displacements can be increased by significant factors relative to
a similarly sized ring configuration for equal electric current inputs. Finally, a theo-
retical model for the response of piezoelectric sensors under the GW field excited by
CLoVER transducers was presented, and used to verify previously reported trends









Table 2.1: Substrate material properties and actuator dimensions used in FE simula-
tions and theoretical results.
Parameter Value (S0) Value (A0)
R [m] 0.54 0.13
∆re [m] 0.0025 0.0005
∆θe [deg] 3 3
∆t [s] 10−7 10−7
b [m] 0.002 0.002
f0 [kHz] 100 100
n 7 7
No. of Elements 38700 47336
No. of Nodes 52464 63444
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radial edges
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Figure 2.2: (a) Geometry of a CLoVER sector; (b) Transducer replaced by shear














Figure 2.4: Additional solution regions for CLoVER GW excitation.



































Figure 2.5: FE mesh: (a) Complete overview; (b) Detail on shear traction application
points.
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Error decreases more slowly






















Figure 2.6: Normalized error between angular part of shear traction function and its

































































































Figure 2.7: Comparison between FE and theoretical results (a) Points selected for
comparison (b) Amplitude comparison for symmetric u3 (c) Amplitude
comparison for antisymmetric u2 (d) Amplitude comparison for antisym-
metric u1.
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Figure 2.8: Sample time history for out-of-plane displacement at r = 10RO (with
baseline RO = 15 mm and θ = (a) 90





































































































Figure 2.9: Comparison between FE and analytical results in regions I and II. (a)
Points selected for comparison; (b) Amplitude comparison for antisym-
metric u3 in region I; (c) Amplitude comparison for antisymmetric u3 in
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustrating that different combinations of inner and outer
radii can yield similar radial dimensions in a CLoVER sector
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Figure 2.11: Effect of radial dimension on CLoVER sector frequency response for
∆r/b = 75 and ∆θ = 150.





























































Figure 2.12: Effect of radial dimension on CLoVER sector frequency response for
∆r/b = 75 and ∆θ of (a) 450; (b) 900.
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Figure 2.13: Effect of radial dimension on CLoVER sector frequency response for



















































Figure 2.15: Improvement in peak-to-peak amplitude of out-of-plane displacement
offered by the CLoVER geometry over a ring configuration for: (a) S0





















(a) Rectangular piezo sensor (b) Rectangular APT sensor
Figure 2.16: Sensor geometry and location used in analysis.
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(a) A0 mode (b) S0 mode
Figure 2.17: Effect of sensor width on piezo sensor response. The baseline case was
∆r = 0.005 m.
























































(a) A0 mode (b) S0 mode
Figure 2.18: Effect of sensor aspect ratio (A∗) on piezo sensor response. The baseline
case was ∆r = 0.005 m.
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(a) A0 mode (b) S0 mode
Figure 2.19: Effect of radial dimension on rectangular APT sensor response. The
baseline case was ∆r = 0.005 m.




























































(a) A0 mode (b) S0 mode
Figure 2.20: Effect of azimuthal dimension on rectangular APT sensor response. The
baseline case was ∆r = 0.005 m, r* = 1.
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CHAPTER III
CLoVER Transducer Fabrication and Testing in
Pristine Isotropic Structures
This chapter describes the procedure used to fabricate prototype CLoVER trans-
ducers and their use in experimental tests in pristine isotropic structures. The design
of the electrode pattern and choice of piezoceramic material are discussed first, fol-
lowed by a summary of the assembly, curing, and poling processes. The resulting
transducers are then subjected to a set of characterization studies where their free-
strain performance is compared to that of commercially available piezocomposite
transducers. A series of experimental tests using CLoVER transducers in isotropic
structures is then described. In particular, sensor-based and laser-based measure-
ments are reported to validate the theoretical model introduced in Chapter II in the
frequency, time, and space domains. Finally, a set of experimental tests and results
are presented for GW excitation by in-house developed rectangular transducers in
wind turbine walls that show the ability of piezocomposite transducers to interrogate
large operational structures.
3.1 Transducer Fabrication
As indicated in Chapter I, the CLoVER transducer is composed of a collection of
anisotropic piezocomposite sectors arranged in a ring configuration. By virtue of the
directionality of each sector, every direction in a host structure can be interrogated by
activating each element in the transducer in a sequential manner. A typical piezocom-
posite transducer is composed of three main elements: a diced piezoceramic material,
an electrode pattern to supply the electric field necessary to induce the piezoelectric
effect in the ceramic, and a structural epoxy to hold the transducer together. The in-
dependence of each sector in a CLoVER transducer is provided by the interdigitated
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electrode pattern which, by being appropriately designed, allows different areas of a
single piezoceramic ring to be used.
A sample interdigitated electrode pattern unit cell design used in the prototype
CLoVER transducers is shown in Fig. 3.1, while the electrode pattern for the entire
transducer is shown in Fig. 3.2. The original layout was designed in a CAD applica-
tion and then transferred onto a copper-clad kapton film (Pyralux LF7062R) using
photolithography . This material has a layer of rolled-annealed copper on the kapton
film, which has a thickness of 25 µm (there is, in addition, an adhesive layer with a
thickness of 13 µm) and a copper density of 153 g/m2. Each electrode finger was de-
signed with a width of 0.1 mm, while the separation distance between any two was set
at 0.5 mm. These values are similar to those used in NASA-standard MFCs [32, 70].
As previously mentioned, the overall design consists of two independent radial subdi-
visions that allow to electrically vary the length of the active fibers in a given sector,
or to use each element as an independent actuator and sensor. The electrode pattern
design was transferred onto the copper-clad kapton film through a photolithography
process conducted at the Lurie Nanofabrication Facility at the University of Michi-
gan. This procedure required the use of a transparency mask (PageWorks1) which
contained the electrode pattern designed in the CAD application. The first step in
the procedure consisted of spinning a thin layer of SPR-220 3.0 photoresist onto the
copper surface of the kapton film (spun at 1600 RPM for 30 seconds). After curing
of the photoresist, the copper-clad film was aligned with the transparency mask and
exposed to a ultraviolet (UV) light source using an MA6 mask aligner for six seconds.
The exposure to UV light chemically activates the photoresist and prevents it from
being dissolved when placed in a developing solution in the parts protected by the
mask containing the design. Once the photoresist has been developed, only the parts
of the film where the electrode pattern is placed remain covered. The final steps
consists of placing the copper-clad film in a sodium persulfate etching solution which
dissolves the copper (except for the regions covered with photoresist) and cleansing
the resulting pattern with acetone and isopropyl alcohol.
PZT-5A was selected as the active piezoceramic material in the prototype CLoVER
transducers. This material was obtained in ring shaped units with a thickness of 0.2
mm (EBL Products 2), and these wafers were subsequently diced into fibers using a
computer-controlled dicing saw (American Dicing 3). The dicing angle was selected
1PageWorks, 501 Cambridge St, Cambridge, MA 02141, (617) 374-6000
2EBL Products Inc., 91 Prestige Park Circle, East Hartford, CT 06108, (860) 290-3737.
3American Dicing, 344 East Brighton Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210, (315) 428-1200.
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so that the fiber width at the inner radius position was equal to the prismatic fiber
width used in conventional MFC transducers (0.36 mm). These fibers remain in po-
sition by being attached to an adhesive carrier film. The electrode patterns and the
piezoceramic fibers were assembled together using an epoxy adhesive system (Hysol
Loctite E-120HP). As the carrier film where the fibers are attached must be removed,
two cures are necessary. The first cure, referred to as partial cure, is needed to remove
the film while keeping the relative orientation of the fibers. The final cure is needed
to completely cure the epoxy and finalize the device. This sequence of steps is similar
to the one presented by Wilkie et al. [11]. However, in that work, the transducers
were cured in a vacuum hot press, and therefore some details of the procedure were
modified in this work to adjust it to an autoclave cure. All assembly procedures were
done similar to those presented in the standard manufacturing procedure [11]. For
the autoclave cure, the curing parameters presented by Wilkie et al. [11] were used
as a starting point. These indicate that the transducers must be partially cured at a
temperature of 460 C (1150 F) for five minutes at a pressure of 480 kPa (70 psi), while
the final cure must be performed at 1210 C (2500 F) for a minimum of two hours at a
similar pressure. These temperatures have been shown to yield satisfactory cure levels
using cure kinetics models [71]. Prior to both cures, a vacuum dwell (-28 in Hg) of at
least 15 minutes is necessary. Moreover, this vacuum must be maintained throughout
the cure cycles. During initial tests, it was found that the recommended 480 kPa
curing pressure did not yield a satisfactory compaction level in the final transducer.
As a result, the pressure was increased to 690 kPa (100 psi) during both partial and
final cures. During the final procedure, the pressure during partial cure was reduced
to 550 kPa (80 psi) as it was found that, due to the increased pressure, pieces of the
blue carrier film were permanently attached to the piezoceramic fibers. In order to
facilitate the removal of air bubbles, an additional dwelling time of 15 minutes was
added during the final cure (after reaching the maximum pressure but prior to the
increasing the temperature). There was no modification to the temperatures during
partial and final cure. The actual cure cycles used (both temperature and pressure)
are shown in Fig. 3.3.
The final step in the fabrication process is the poling of the device. During this
step, the piezoelectric domains in the piezoceramic material are aligned resulting in
a net polarization. In the case of APTs, the polarization direction coincides with the
fiber longitudinal direction. The standard procedure specifies that the device must be
poled at an electric field of 3 kV/mm (1.5 kV with an interdigitated electrode spacing
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of 0.5 mm assuming a uniform electric field4) for five minutes at room temperature.
However, during initial tests it was found that the high voltage resulting from this
electric field requirement sometimes resulted in failure of the transducer during pol-
ing, and did not yield satisfactory strain performance. The failure of the device
observed during poling was associated with electric arcing induced by microscopic air
bubbles remaining in the cured transducers. The strong dielectric breakdown of the
air resulted in the surrounding areas in the transducer being burned and rendered
useless. Consequently, a more benign poling environment was sought to reduce the
possibility of electric failure. In general, the net polarization in a piezoelectric device
is dependent on the poling field, poling time, and poling temperature. The primary
requirement to achieve a net polarization is that the poling field be larger than the
coercive field for the specific device (in principle, the longer the poling time the larger
the net polarization will be as long as the electric field is larger than the coercive
field of the device). Preliminary experimental tests indicated that for the transducers
developed in this work, this field was in the order of 2 kV/mm at room temperature.
This value is expected to decrease with increasing temperature until approximately
900 C as indicated by Bent [10]. Therefore, in order to increase the strain performance
of the transducers while reducing the possibility of electrical failure, the poling time
and temperature were increased, while the poling voltage was decreased. Prior to
deciding the poling time, several sample APTs were constructed following the pro-
cedure specified above, and poled for different times. These were later characterized
following the procedure presented in section 3.2 to determine how the increasing time
altered the strain performance of the devices. These results, summarized in table 3.5,
show that increasing the poling time significantly enhances the performance of the
transducers. The values reported in the table correspond to average values for tests
conducted for nine transducers (three for each poling time), while the uncertainty cor-
responds to three times the standard deviation. The error reported for the coupling
coefficient, d33, was calculated using the appropriate error propagation equations.
As mentioned earlier, increasing the poling temperature decreases the coercive
field, which would allow the transducers to be poled for a shorter time and lower field
while still maintaining acceptable performance. As a result, the transducers were
poled at an electric field of 2.4 kV/mm for 30 minutes at an average temperature
of 870 C using an industrial oven. During this procedure, the voltage was increased
4The poling parameters will be expressed in electric field form from this point on. This convention
assumes a uniform electric field distribution between any two interdigitated electrode fingers, which
corresponds to the maximum possible magnitude of the field along the poling direction.
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in steps of 20 V, with a holding time of 5 seconds between steps. The holding time
was increased to 20 seconds when a 100 V increment was reached [28]. An Agilent
33220A arbitrary waveform generator was used in conjunction with a Trek PZD 2200
high voltage amplifier (with a fixed gain of 200) to supply the necessary voltage. The
transducer fabrication stages are summarized in Fig. 3.4.
3.2 Transducer Characterization
A set of characterization studies were conducted on several transducers fabricated
in-house to verify the quality of the curing and poling procedures described in sec-
tion 3.1. Strain gages were bonded on several transducers along the fiber direction
to measure the axial strain. The CLoVER transducers were instrumented with EA-
06-125AD-120 strain gages from Measurements Group, which covered approximately
nine electrode fingers. In this case, the centerline of the strain gage was aligned
with the centerline of the transducer. As the unidirectional strain gage is insensi-
tive to transverse strains, there is some unavoidable error in the readings due to the
curved geometry of the fiber disposition. Consequently, the strain recorded for the
CLoVER transducers is expected to be an underestimate of the actual value. In or-
der to obtain a better correlation with NASA-standard piezocomposite transducers,
several rectangular specimens were fabricated following the procedure described in
section 3.1. The electrode patterns for these devices were obtained from researchers
at NASA Langley. The in-house rectangular transducers were instrumented with EA-
06-250AD-350 strain gages, which covered approximately 18 electrode fingers. The
gages were bonded using M-Bond AE-150 bonding agent from Measurements Group
which was cured for two hours in an oven at 650 C according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. The transducers obtained from NASA were instrumented with CEA-
13-250WQ-350 strain gages which are able to simultaneously measure strains along
two perpendicular directions [72]. The voltage input was provided using the same
waveform generator described in section 3.1 and a Krohn-Hite Model 7500 wide band
amplifier. Various voltage inputs were used throughout the tests, while the frequency
was maintained constant at 0.1 Hz to simulate quasi-static conditions. Furthermore,
during testing, the transducers hung under their own weight to obtain their free re-
sponse. The strain gage signal was conditioned and amplified using a Vishay 2311
signal conditioning amplifier and recorded using a digital oscilloscope. The experi-
mental setup is shown in Fig. 3.5(a) while the strain gage-CLoVER arrangement can
be seen in Fig. 3.5(b).
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The results from these studies are shown in Fig. 3.6 where the peak-to-peak axial
strain is plotted as a function of the input voltage (note that the electric field in
kV/mm can be obtained by multiplying the scale in the horizontal axis by a factor
of two). The experimental points show the average of 32 measurements, while the
vertical error bars represent three times the standard deviation. The horizontal error
bars represent the standard deviation in the peak-to-peak voltage signal supplied to
the electrodes. Clearly, the manufacturing and poling procedures implemented in sec-
tion 3.1 yield actuators with performance levels comparable to those obtained using
the standard NASA manufacturing procedure. As it was previously mentioned, it is
likely that the lower results seen for the CLoVER transducer are due to the unavoid-
able misalignment between the electrode and gage patterns. Nevertheless, for the
peak-to-peak voltage of interest in SHM applications (up to 400 V), these differences
are acceptable [65]. Having determined the performance of the CLoVER transducers,
the next section discusses their experimental implementation in experimental studies
that validate the theoretical formulation for GW excitation in isotropic structures
introduced in Chapter II.
3.3 Experimental Studies on GW Excitation by a CLoVER
sector
3.3.1 Sensor-based Experiments
In this section, piezoelectric sensors are employed to verify the accuracy of the
theoretical solution in the frequency domain. This method is restricted to single-
point measurements, but it is able to provide information on the performance of
the transducer over a wide frequency range. This is a critical component of the
solution as it enables a transducer designer to determine the transducer size that
would induce maximum displacements at a given frequency. This is a key aspect in
the transducer design as the excitation frequency is directly related to the damage
type to be detected.
3.3.1.1 Experimental Setup
In order to verify the GW excitation model presented in Chapter II, a 3.2 mm-
thick square aluminum 5005 plate was used in a series of experimental tests. The plate
thickness was selected so that the effect of the actuator’s dynamics on the substrate
system could be neglected. Past studies have shown successful results employing a
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similar arrangement [43]. The plate had a side length of 0.7 m. In an effort to excite
pure symmetric and antisymmetric modes over a wide frequency range, one CLoVER
transducer was bonded on each surface of the plate at its geometric center. The
sectors used had a radial dimension ∆r = 1.0 cm (RO = 2.5 cm, RI = 1.5 cm) and
an azimuthal span ∆θ = 45◦. The symmetric mode was obtained by exciting both
actuators in phase, while the antisymmetric mode resulted from exciting them out
of phase. The induced wave field was recorded using a square piezoceramic sensor
with a side length of 11.6 mm and a thickness of 0.3 mm. The sensor was located
along the transducer’s centerline at a radial distance of 76.3 mm. This position was
selected based on the plate’s dimension, so that boundary reflections were avoided
thereby satisfying the infinite plate assumption. The actuators and the sensor were
bonded by applying a thin layer of Epotek 301 bonding agent and allowing it to cure
for 24 hours. The actuator and sensor arrangement used is illustrated in Fig. 3.7(a).
Each actuator was excited with a 3.5-cycle Hann-modulated toneburst signal using
an arbitrary waveform generator (Agilent 33220A). A digital oscilloscope (Agilent
Infinuum 54831DSO) was used to monitor and acquire the voltage signal from the
sensor, which was averaged over 64 samples at a sampling rate of 10 million samples
per second. The overall set up is illustrated in Fig. 3.7(b).
3.3.1.2 Results and Discussion
The sensor frequency response was measured experimentally and simulated using
the theoretical model in Chapter II. A sample of these results is shown in Fig. 3.8,
which shows the time history predicted by the model is in good agreement with
the data recorded from the piezoelectric sensor. The material properties used for
the aluminum alloy in the computations are summarized in table 3.5. The figure
illustrates the results for the A0 mode at 65 kHz. It can be noted that the amplitude
and time of arrival of each peak are very well captured by the model, as the error
in the time of arrival is less than 2% while the largest amplitude difference (which
occurs for the final secondary peak) is less than 8% of the peak-to-peak amplitude of
the pulse.
Several time histories, similar to that presented in Fig. 3.8, were recorded over a
range of frequencies for both the symmetric and antisymmetric modes. These results
are summarized in Fig. 3.9 where each data set has been normalized by its maximum
value. The experimental data points represent average values, while the error bars
represent three times the peak-to-peak standard deviation. This uncertainty was
found by taking 64 averages at each frequency. It can be seen that there is good
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agreement between the theoretical prediction and the experimental data, especially
for the antisymmetric mode where the differences between the two results are within
the error bars of the experimental measurements for most of the points. It can also
be appreciated that there is good correlation between both results for the symmetric
mode until a frequency of approximately 275 kHz. Beyond this frequency, the EMI
generated by the CLoVER sector is very strong and its interaction with the excitation
pulse is very significant. Consequently, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the response
recorded had to be manually measured according to the expected time of arrival of the
pulse, calculated based on its group velocity at each frequency. The EMI results from
the rapidly changing electric currents flowing through the interdigitated electrode
fingers of the transducer. An important area for further development is the shielding
of the transducer and sensor to this type of interference.
3.3.2 Laser Vibrometer Experiments
In this section, the non-contact technique of laser vibrometry is used to investigate
the GW field induced by a CLoVER sector. This method is an important complement
to the sensor-based experiments presented in the previous section as it is able to
provide information on the spatial variations of the GW field. The section begins
with a brief overview of the operating principles of the scanning laser vibrometer
and a description of the experimental setup used. A comprehensive set of results are
subsequently presented to verify the spatial and temporal accuracy of the theoretical
solution.
3.3.2.1 Setup and Laser Vibrometer Operation
The key instrument used in these studies was a Polytec PSV-400 scanning laser
vibrometer. This system is composed of the PSV-I-400 scanning head, the OFV-5000
controller, the PSV-E-401 junction box, and a data management system. The light
source used in the PSV-400 is a helium neon laser that provides a linear polarized
beam [73]. The vibrometer system is able to measure the out-of-plane velocities by
measuring the difference in path lengths between a reference beam and an object beam
that is backscattered from the surface under inspection. The PSV-I-400 scanning head
houses a high sensitivity vibrometer sensor, a high precision scan unit, and a color
video camera used to manipulate the laser and scan points in the PSV software.
The OFV-5000 controller is able to decode the interference signal of the object and
reference beams, while the PSV-E-401 junction box provides an interface for the
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scanning head, controller, and data management system as well as several input
channels for triggering and signal generator output. Finally, the data management
system houses the PSV software used to operate the laser vibrometer.
The scanning head was supported using a tripod and maintained at a distance of
915 mm from the scanning surface for most of the experimental tests conducted. This
distance was selected to operate at a laser visibility maximum [73]. An important
consideration when taking laser vibrometer measurements is that the scanning angles
be small enough so that contributions from the in-plane components remain negligible.
The horizontal and vertical scanning angles are defined in Fig. 3.10(a). Furthermore,
large scanning angles (∼ 10◦) are expected to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. The
work of Leong et al. [74] provided important insight into this issue. They showed
that the vertical scan angle should be kept below four degrees in order to maintain a
consistent signal to noise ratio, while the amplitudes of the displacements measured
were mostly insensitive to variations in the horizontal scan angle. Consequently, the
plate under inspection was arranged so that the vertical scan angle did not exceed
the four-degree limit.
The overall experimental setup used in these tests is shown in Fig. 3.10(b) while
a block diagram illustrating the interaction among the different components is shown
in Fig. 3.11. The process begins by generating an excitation pulse which is amplified
through a Trek PZD2000 amplifier (with a fixed gain of 200). At the same time,
the PSV system is triggered and laser parameters from the PSV-I-400 scanning head
start being recorded. The phase difference produced in the incident laser beam by the
surface motion is relayed to the controller, via the junction box, where it is decoded
into a velocity signal. This result is later relayed through the junction box to the the
data management system where it is visualized via the PSV software. The sampling
frequency used in this case was 5.12 MHz.
The test specimen consisted of the same isotropic plate and CLoVER transducer
arrangement described in section 3.3.1. The surface to be scanned was lightly sanded
using 120 grade sand paper to enhance its backscattering behavior. As the laser
vibrometer is primarily sensitive to the out-of-plane velocities, the center frequency
of the excitation pulse used was maintained at 65 kHz. It was shown earlier through
sensor-response experiments that the A0 mode is maximized near this frequency.
This mode was selected as it is well known that it has a predominantly out-of-plane
component. The input voltage used in this set of tests was higher than in the sensor
tests to obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio in the laser vibrometer, and varied from
200 to 800 Vp−p.
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3.3.2.2 Results and Discussion
The first set of tests consisted of evaluating the time history performance of the
solution. Three points were selected at a fixed distance of 3.4RO from the outer radial
edge of the transducer and various azimuthal locations, as shown in Fig. 3.12(a). The
time of arrival is close for both solutions (within 5 %) as shown in Figs. 3.12(b)-(d).
The shape of the toneburst signal is also well captured although there are some dif-
ferences in the relative amplitude of both the main and secondary peaks. The largest
of these differences occurs for the time history recorded at 72◦ and corresponds to
approximately 30 % of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the excitation pulse. As pre-
viously mentioned, the excitation voltage used in these experiments was significantly
larger than that used in the sensor-based experiments, partially to obtain a good sig-
nal to noise ratio. A larger voltage input generates larger strains in the transducer,
and it is possible that this results in a more pronounced contribution from the trans-
ducer dynamics which have been neglected in the theoretical solution. Alternatively,
the discrepancy could be explained by the larger amplitudes being caused by ringing
of the piezocomposite transducer. This phenomenon is associated with the rapidly
changing electric fields exciting a resonant oscillation of the piezoelectric device. It
should be noted that there are additional reasons for selecting a higher excitation
voltage in this set of experiments. First, in this case only one transducer is being
used in contrast to the two used in the previous experiments. This was done because
in preliminary testing it was found that due to the sensitivity of the laser beam, minor
misalignments in the placement of the transducers (∼ 2 mm) significantly affected
the shape of the propagating pulse. It is likely that the sensor is not as sensitive to
these differences as it is primarily excited by the weaker (in the A0 case) in-plane
displacements. In addition, the piezoceramic fibers used in the CLoVER transducer
are relatively thin. Finally, the antisymmetric mode is being excited using shear trac-
tions in the plane of the substrate. It has been previously reported [20] that, due to
this mode’s strong out-of-plane component, transducers that apply surface tractions
normal to the surface are preferred for A0 excitation when employing a single device.
The second set of tests consisted of evaluating the decay in the propagating pulse
amplitude with radial distance. It is important to accurately capture this parameter
in the theoretical solution as it is key in determining the inspection distance that can
be achieved with the transducer. In this case, several radial positions oriented along
the centerline of a CLoVER sector were selected and the laser was used to measure the
time history. The peak-to-peak amplitude obtained from these measurements were
then compared to similar results obtained using the theoretical model. This result is
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shown in Fig. 3.13, where the results have been normalized by the mean peak-to-peak
amplitude in each data set. As in previous cases, the error bars represent three times
the standard deviation. This uncertainty was found by repeating each measurement
three times, collecting 64 averages in each test. The figure shows that the experimental
and theoretical results are in excellent agreement, with the differences bewteen them
staying within the experimental uncertainty for all the measurement points. Note
that neither the theoretical model nor the numerical simulations have accounted for
material damping, and therefore the amplitude attenuation observed in the results in
Fig. 3.13 is due to geometric attenuation only. The good agreement between both
results suggests that accounting for material damping is not necessary when working
with linearly elastic isotropic materials.
Another important consideration is the azimuthal distribution of the induced GW
field. This parameter measures the directionality achieved by a CLoVER sector. As
in the radial decay study, the peak-to-peak displacement amplitude was measured
at several azimuthal and radial locations as shown in Fig. 3.14(a). In this case,
a complete 360◦ range was scanned using a grid consisting of 60 azimuthal points.
In addition, three radial locations were chosen to investigate the evolution of the
azimuthal distribution with radial distance. The measurements were repeated three
different times with each set consisting of 64 averages. The displacement field was
calculated theoretically for the same radial locations using a finer grid of azimuthal
points. These results are compared in several polar plots shown in Figs. 3.14(b)-(d).
In these figures, the transducer centerline coincides with the 90◦ direction, and the
peak-to-peak amplitude is represented by the radial distance from the origin for each
azimuthal location. The uncertainty for each point is represented by two finer lines
surrounding the experimental points which correspond to three times the standard
deviation.
The results show that the azimuthal distribution is captured well by the model.
The regions where the largest disagreements are observed correspond to normal direc-
tions from the transducer centerline where the GW field is smallest. This decreases
the signal-to-noise ratio in the laser vibrometer resulting in larger standard devia-
tions. Some differences are also observed for the wave field induced in the opposite
direction, i.e., towards the 270◦ direction, especially for larger radial distances. The
largest error in this case is in the order of 23 % and it occurs for the farthest radial
position tested, at an azimuthal location of approximately 300◦. It is likely that this
disagreement is partly due to the presence of additional CLoVER sectors which are
not accounted for in the theoretical solution. These additional transducers introduce
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concentrated masses which act as very small GW scatterers. As the radial position
is increased, a larger portion of the wave field interacts with the additional sectors,
which may explain the increasing difference with larger distance. It can also be appre-
ciated from the figures that as the radial position is increased the main displacement
lobe becomes wider, which is consistent with the expectation that in the far field the
wavefront would tend to a uniform circular front [56].
The final set of tests consisted of a full-field scan to visually compare the temporal
and spatial evolution of the GW field induced by a CLoVER sector. The scanning
grid used in this case consisted of 25 radial points distributed over a seven centimeter
range, providing approximately three wavelengths with seven points per wavelength.
A complete 360◦ range was covered for each radial position using an azimuthal grid
consisting of 40 points, for a total of 1000 scan points. The starting radial position for
the measurements was selected at one centimeter from the radial edge of the CLoVER
sector to avoid scanning over pieces of kapton film that remain attached to house the
electrode bus of the transducer. Similarly, the radial positions scanned excluded
points near the origin as a piezoelectric sensor was bonded in this area. These results
are summarized in Figs. 3.15 through 3.17, which show very good correlation between
the theoretical model and the experiment. The directionality of the transducer is
clearly visible, as the induced displacements remain primarily within the azimuthal
span of the CLoVER sector. The results presented in the previous sections have
shown the accuracy of the three-dimensional elasticity solution in describing the GW
field induced by a CLoVER sector in isotropic structures [29, 58].
3.4 GW Excitation in Wind Turbine Structures Using Piezo-
composite Transducers
The increasing prominence of wind energy in recent years has emphasized the
need to develop SHM technologies that would provide real-time information on the
structural condition of wind turbine structures. Such a system would be composed
of a network of transducers distributed around the structure that would inform the
user of any adverse changes in its condition. There are multiple approaches under
consideration that differ in sensing methodology, data transmission, and damage mon-
itoring algorithms. The study reported in this chapter focuses on GW based methods
and the ability of piezo-fiber transducers to excite these stress waves in wind turbine
structures.
In recent years several approaches have been tested to monitor the condition of
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wind turbine structures. Most of these experiments have concentrated on health mon-
itoring of the blades as these are most susceptible to fatigue damage due to the cyclic
loading to which they are subjected. In addition, many of the experiments reported in
the literature have been conducted on scaled blades in laboratory settings. A review of
the different damage detection methodologies suitable to wind turbine inspection was
reported by Ciang et al. [75]. Goshal et al. [76] employed multiple vibration-based
damage monitoring algorithms based on piezoelectric patches as the transduction
mechanism. In general, it was found that all methods tested, including GW ap-
proaches, were able to provide an indication of a change in the structural properties
of the blade. This change was provided by the addition of a concentrated mass on one
side of the blade specimen. Rumsey and Paquette [77] reported an extensive exper-
imental investigation into health monitoring alternatives for wind turbine blades. A
nine-meter wind blade designed by Sandia National Labs (model TX-100) subjected
to fatigue loading was used as a test sample. It was found that acoustic emission was
the most successful approach, although this was in part due to the proximity of the
sensors to the region where damage originated (approximately within a 20-cm radius
circle). It was reported that the modal-based algorithms based on accelerometers as
well as the impedance measurements based on NASA MFC transducers were unable
to identify the presence and evolution of the defect. Similarly, in Pitchford et al. [78]
a 0.4-m long section of a wind turbine blade designed at Sandia (CX-100) was used
as a test sample using the impedance method. It was shown that this technique was
able to detect these defects in a range of 10-30 cm from the sensor using a frequency
range between 10 and 60 kHz. From the brief literature review presented, it can be
noted that most experimental investigations have been restricted to sample specimens
in laboratory settings, with no work on operational structures having been reported.
Most studies using GW with piezocomposite transducers have also concentrated on
laboratory settings using thin (∼ 1-10 mm) metallic and composite plate-like struc-
tures, where their ability to excite and sense ultrasonic waves has been demonstrated.
However, the capability of these transducers to excite and sense ultrasonic waves in
thicker structures, such as wind turbine walls with a thickness in the order of 50 mm,
has not been verified. This chapter describes a series of experiments conducted on
the walls of an active Vestas V80 wind turbine in an effort to verify the feasibility of
using the GW approach to monitor the condition of these structures. It is expected
that this inspection method could be sensitive to the corrosion and filtration damage
expected for these components [75], especially in off-shore wind turbines which are
typically subjected to harsher operational environments.
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3.4.1 Experimental Description
The wind turbine structure tested was a Vestas V80 with a power rating of 2.0
MW. The wind turbine has a tubular steel tower with a height of 80 m [79]. These
structures were located in Braunschweig in northern Germany. The inside of the
wind turbine wall is divided in several stations each with a platform that allows user
access. Each of these platforms can in turn be accessed via a lift or a ladder inside
the structure. The details of the wind turbine structure can be seen in Figs. 3.18 and
3.19. The GW propagation tests were conducted at the first such station, located
at a height of approximately 6 m above the ground, as seen in Fig. 3.18. Based on
technical specifications of the wind turbine procured from researchers at the Institute
for Structural Analysis at the University of Hanover [80], the diameter of the wind
turbine wall was found to be in the order of 3.3 m at the station tested. In the actual
tests, the diameter is likely to be smaller due to the thickness of the wind turbine
wall, which was estimated at 5 cm. Hence, the actual diameter of the wall is assumed
to be 3.2 m which yields a circumference of ∼10 m at the station tested.
The wind turbine wall was instrumented with three rectangular piezo-fiber trans-
ducers. One of these was used as a source of GW while the other two were used as
sensors. The device used as actuator had an active width of 58 mm and an active
length of 48 mm with the piezoelectric fibers oriented along the 48-mm direction
(along the circumference of the wind turbine tower). Both sensors had a width of 38
mm with one having an active length of 49 mm and the second one an active length
of 46 mm. All the piezocomposite transducers had a thickness of 0.3 mm [81]. The
piezoelectric fibers have a width of 0.3 mm and are constructed of PZT-5A. These de-
vices were fabricated in-house following the fabrication procedure reported in section
3.1.
The distance between the edge of the actuator and the first sensor was 0.19 m while
the second actuator was placed 0.37 m from the edge of the actuator. The transducer
arrangement used is shown in Fig. 3.20. As seen in the figure, the second sensor was
placed behind a weld-line of the wind turbine wall, with an aim to explore whether the
incident GW pulse would display any mode conversion due to its interaction with this
feature. The actuator was excited with a 3.5 Hann-modulated toneburst with a peak-
to-peak voltage of 300 V. This amplitude is similar to that employed in laboratory
settings [8, 9]. The signal was generated through an arbitrary waveform generator
(Agilent 33220A) and amplified using a Krohn-Hite 7500 wide band amplifier. The
data acquisition was performed using a NI PCI 6036E system, with a maximum
sampling frequency of 200 kHz, connected to a laptop computer running a LabView
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virtual instrument. The excitation frequency was varied from 2 kHz to 40 kHz in
intervals of 2 kHz. These frequency limits were selected based on the maximum
sampling rate available from the acquisition system. Figure 3.21 shows a photograph
of the experimental setup used.
3.4.2 Time Domain Results
Figure 3.23 shows a sample response signal recorded with one of the piezocom-
posite sensors. This signal has been processed to remove its DC component. The
Lamb wave inspection pulse can be discerned from the response, but it is also clear
that multiple frequency components with larger energy contents are collected. This
is expected as the transducer is also sensitive to vibrations of the wind turbine wall
due to its operational loads. This is an important observation as it demonstrates
that the piezocomposite transducers, in addition to their ability to excite and sense
GW, can potentially be used to also obtain global information on the structure (e.g.,
natural frequencies) which can be used in conjunction with damage detection algo-
rithms based on such structural properties (e.g., Zimmermann et al. [82] and Lu et
al. [83]). An FFT analysis on this signal is shown in Figs. 3.24 and 3.25 where the
lower frequency components as well as the Lamb wave pulse are identified. The FFT
computation used a total of 5000 points. A similar analysis was performed for all
sensor signals collected and it was found that three fundamental frequencies, namely
80 Hz, 160 Hz, and 240 Hz, were consistently recorded. In order to facilitate the
GW propagation analysis, all signals were passed through a fourth-order band-pass
Butterworth filter whose limits were defined as 0.7 and 1.3 times the center frequency
of excitation. The signal shown in Fig. 3.22 is shown in Fig. 3.23 after being passed
through the filter. The GW pulses are clearly visible in the processed signals.
The analysis performed on the GW signals recorded was aimed at producing wave
velocity curves, GW amplitude, and maximum propagation distance on the wind
turbine wall all as a function of excitation frequency. This analysis requires that
individual Lamb wave modes be used, and it was found that, in general, only one
mode propagated in the wall at most frequencies. Therefore, the wave and amplitude
analysis was carried out using the Hilbert amplitude of the time-domain signals and
identifying the main peak in the response as well as its time of arrival. The Hilbert
transform computes an equivalent complex conjugate of a time-domain signal, so that
its absolute value provides an amplitude envelope for the original signal. Based on
the known distance between the actuator and the sensors, the wave velocities can be
calculated. Similarly, the GW amplitude is obtained by recording the amplitude of
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this spectrum at that particular time. Figure 3.26 shows the wave velocity distribution
collected with both sensors for the main wave packet observed in the signals. The
values reported correspond to the average of two separate measurements while the
error bars correspond to the standard deviation in these measurements.
Note that the propagating mode is dispersive as different frequency components
are seen to propagate at different speeds. Based on this characteristic it can be
concluded that an antisymmetric-like mode is excited in the wind turbine wall at
these lower frequencies. It is also important to note that due to the small radius
of curvature and thickness of the wind turbine wall, the propagating modes can be
considered as Lamb waves. Furthermore, observe that the speed calculated by both
sensors is not similar. These results were calculated using the distances described
earlier which assume that the GW pulse originates at the edge of the actuator which
is closest to the sensor, and that the sensor starts collecting the response as soon as
the pulse reaches its closest edge to the actuator. Different distance criteria were tried,
e.g. assuming the waves were recorded at the center point of the sensor instead of its
edge, but these were not sufficient to reconcile the difference between both readings. A
possible explanation may found by considering that the smaller distance from the first
sensor to the actuator may be providing an estimate of the phase velocity, while the
second sensor placed further behind is providing an estimate of the group velocity. It
is well known that the wave speed is close to the phase velocity during the first two or
three spatial wavelengths away from the source, while it approaches the group velocity
for longer distances. Furthermore, the phase velocity is usually lower than the group
velocity which is consistent with the observation in the result. For the subsequent
propagation distance measurements, the velocities calculated with sensor 2 will be
employed as they are expected to be representative of the group velocity. Figure 3.27
shows the amplitude of the propagating GW pulse as a function of frequency. Note
that the response for sensor 1 is very flat after 6 kHz while that of sensor 2 shows a
small peak at 26 kHz. From these results it can be concluded that frequencies larger
than 10 kHz should be preferably employed as their amplitude is consistently larger
than for lower frequencies. It cannot in general be concluded that higher frequencies
will yield monotonically increasing amplitudes as considerable drops in the response
are observed for sensor 2 after 30 kHz.
An important objective of the experiments was to determine the ability of GW
pulses to propagate significant distances over the surface of the wind turbine wall. In
order to calculate this distance, the Hilbert transform of the entire signal was used as
previously described. A peak finding algorithm was employed to rank all the peaks
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in the signal envelope with amplitudes larger than 10% of the incident GW pulse
recorded by each sensor. The time of arrival of the latest peak was recorded and used
with the wave velocity obtained from sensor 2 at each frequency to determine the
distance traveled by the pulse. The result from this analysis is shown in Figs. 3.28
and 3.29. Figure 3.28 shows the nominal propagation distance in meters. This result
demonstrates the ability of the GW to propagate a significant distance on the surface
of the structure and the ability of the piezo-fiber transducers to excite these waves in
thicker structures using electric inputs similar to those in laboratory settings [81].
Two important observations can be made. First, the smaller propagation distances
observed at lower frequencies are likely a result of the smaller wave speed and the
maximum time recorded. It is likely that if measurements were taken for a longer
time, longer distances would be observed. Secondly, no specific conclusions about
the path of the peak can be made. Some of these may correspond to reflections from
structural features (such as ladder and lift attachments to the walls), while others may
correspond to parts of the incident pulse that have traveled around the circumference
of the wind turbine wall. The result shown in Fig. 3.29 gives an indication of this as
it plots the propagation distance normalized by the circumference of the wind turbine
at the station tested (denoted as C). Note that, as mentioned earlier, a circumference
of approximately 10 m was estimated. Similarly, Fig. 3.30 shows the normalized
propagation distance assuming larger amplitude thresholds for the last propagating
packet. The result shown in Figs. 3.28 through 3.30 can be partly expected as the
construction of the piezocomposite transducer used concentrates most of the GW
energy along the circumference of the wind turbine wall. Furthermore, the geometry
of the structure makes it a suitable waveguide as it is a closed (continuous) structure
where there are no losses associated with structural edges.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter described the design and fabrication procedures for the prototype
CLoVER transducers developed in this thesis. The modifications to the NASA-
standard manufacturing guidelines to allow the transducers to be constructed in an
autoclave were outlined, and a new set of poling parameters selected to reduce the
failure rate during poling was reported. The in-house manufacturing procedure was
experimentally shown to yield devices whose free-strain performance is comparable to
NASA-standard devices within the voltage range of interest. The prototype devices
were then used in an isotropic plate structures in a set of experimental tests that
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validated the theoretical formulation for guided wave (GW) excitation introduced
in this thesis. The results showed excellent agreement between the experimental
and theoretical results over a wide range of frequencies, and in the time and space
domains. Furthermore, the high directionality of the guided wave field induced by the
directional sectors was demonstrated using laser vibrometry. This directionality will
be exploited in subsequent chapters were these devices will be used to detect simulated
defects in isotropic and composite structures. This chapter also presented the results
of experimental tests conducted on the walls of an operational Vestas V80 wind
turbine located in northern Germany. It was shown that rectangular piezocomposite
devices are capable of exciting and sensing ultrasonic waves with electric inputs similar
to those used in laboratory settings. Furthermore, the sensors are also able to record
the vibration of the structure due to its operational loads which shows their potential
to be used along with separate health monitoring systems relying on global structural
properties. An important conclusion from this study is that the GW excited by
piezocomposite transducers are able to travel long distances around the circumference
of a wind turbine wall thereby verifying the potential of this approach as a candidate
for online structural health monitoring of wind turbine and other aerospace, civil,
and mechanical structures.
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Transducer Poling Field Poling Time Vp−p µǫp−p d33
Index [kV/mm] [min] [V] [∗10−10 m/V]
1 2.22 15 252.4 ± 1.1 52.6 ± 1.5 1.04 ± 0.03
2 2.22 30 251.9 ± 0.2 60.3 ± 0.9 1.20 ± 0.02
3 2.22 60 252.0 ± 0.4 111.9 ± 1.6 2.22 ± 0.03









Figure 3.1: Sample interdigitated electrode pattern used in CLoVER transducer sec-
tor prototype.
50 mm
Figure 3.2: Sample interdigitated electrode pattern used in CLoVER transducer pro-
totype.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Experimental setup for transducer characterization; (b) Detail of












































Active APT sector; 






Plate with actuator and sensors
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Experimental Setup: (a) CLoVER transducer and sensor detail; (b) Over-
all arrangement.

























Figure 3.8: Time-history comparison for A0 mode at 65 kHz excited by a CLoVER























































(a): S0 mode (b): A0 mode
Figure 3.9: Comparison between theoretical and experimental frequency response re-

























Figure 3.10: (a) Definition of laser vibrometer horizontal and vertical scan angles;
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Figure 3.12: (a) Schematic illustrating distribution of laser measurement points;
Time history comparison at r = 3.2 R0 and: (b) θ = 90
◦; (c) θ =
































Figure 3.13: Comparison between theoretical and laser vibrometer results for peak-
to-peak amplitude attenuation of GW excited by a CLoVER sector in





























































Figure 3.14: (a) Schematic showing location of the scan points used in azimuthal
comparison tests; Comparison of peak-to-peak amplitudes at: (b) r =
1.4RO; (c) r = 2.2RO; (d) r = 3.8RO.
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(a): Experiment (b): Theory
Figure 3.15: Full-field comparison between laser vibrometer and theoretical solution
at time t = 35 µs.
(a): Experiment (b): Theory
Figure 3.16: Full-field comparison between laser vibrometer and theoretical solution
at time t = 50 µs.
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(a): Experiment (b): Theory
Figure 3.17: Full-field comparison between laser vibrometer and theoretical solution













Figure 3.19: Detail of Vestas V80 structure’s inner part.



















Figure 3.21: Overall experimental arrangement used in Vestas V80 wind turbine wall
testing.























Figure 3.22: Sample time domain signals recorded in wind turbine wall with sensor 2
at 10 kHz for raw unfiltered signal with multiple frequency components.
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] Incident Lamb wave pulse
Reflections from
structural features
Figure 3.23: Sample time domain signals recorded in wind turbine wall with sensor 2
at 10 kHz passed through band-pass filter showing only GW pulses.

























Figure 3.24: FFT of signal recorded with sensor 2 at 10 kHz.
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Figure 3.25: Zoomed FFT showing Lamb wave pulse frequency contribution.























Figure 3.26: GW velocity curves in Vestas V80 wind turbine wall.
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Figure 3.27: Modal amplitude in Vestas V80 wind turbine wall recorded with both
piezocomposite sensors.























Figure 3.28: Physical propagation distance covered by GW pulses excited in Vestas
V80 wind turbine walls using piezocomposite transducers.
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Figure 3.29: Normalized (by wind turbine tower circumference) propagation distance
covered by GW pulses excited in Vestas V80 wind turbine walls using
piezocomposite transducers.


























Figure 3.30: Normalized propagation distance covered by GW pulses excited in Vestas




Guided Wave Excitation by CLoVER Transducers
in Composite Plates
This chapter presents a numerical and experimental investigation into the GW ex-
citation characteristics of piezoelectric devices in composite materials. A systematic
approach is employed where substrates with increasing level of anistropy are consid-
ered. The baseline case of piezoelectric wafers is considered first, followed by the GW
excitation characteristics of CLoVER transducers in different composite laminates.
4.1 Introduction
Composite and multi-layered materials are being increasingly used in engineer-
ing applications due to their multiple advantages over traditional metallic materials.
Their light weight, directional stiffness, and high specific strength, among other ben-
efits, are being exploited for applications in the aerospace, mechanical, and civil en-
gineering fields. The wider use of these materials has increased the need for effective
methodologies to inspect their structural condition in a non-intrusive manner and in
a real-time basis.
Guo and Cawley [6] were among the first to demonstrate the potential of GW
methods for damage detection in composite materials. Their numerical and exper-
imental investigations concentrated on the S0 mode in cross-plies ([0/90]nS), and
determined its effectiveness in detecting interface delaminations. An important find-
ing of their study was the large sensitivity of the reflections to the defect’s location
through the thickness of the specimens. This observation highlighted the potential
of GW to selectively inspect specific interfaces in multi-layered materials by careful
control of its through-thickness profile. Several subsequent studies have focused on
verifying the viability of the GW approach to detect defects in different configurations
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using piezoelectric transducers. For instance, Dı́az-Valdés and Soutis [84] used piezo-
electric elements to detect delaminations in thick composite plate-like structures. In
their study they demonstrated the ability of the GW inspection pulses to propagate
over two meters and to detect delaminations as small as 1 cm2. Similarly, Kessler
et al. [85] considered the use of Lamb waves for damage detection in quasi-isotropic
composites. Their work identified how different inspection parameters such as fre-
quency, pulse shape, and number of cycles affect GW-based damage detection in
composites. More recently, Diamanti et al. [86] characterized the effect of defect size
on the interaction of the incident GW field with damage in the form of delaminations.
The inspection pulse used consisted of a nearly uniform A0 mode wavefront generated
by using a line of piezoceramic wafer transducers aligned along one direction of their
specimens. Their results showed that the presence of the defects could be detected,
but its extent along the width of their specimens could not be determined.
Several studies have also been directed towards assessing the performance of GW
methods in damage detection of complex engineering structures in varying environ-
ments. For instance, Matt et al. [87] used MFC transducers for the inspection of
bonded composite joints using coupled carrier modes and identified a consistent in-
crease in the energy transmitted through the bond as its strength degraded. Similarly,
Bottai et al. [88] successfully used piezoelectric active wafers for damage detection in
various composite structures under ambient and cryogenic conditions. Yoo et al. [89]
developed new damage metrics based on the Hilbert-Huang transform, and success-
fully applied it in damage detection of curved cylindrical composite panels. A more
involved configuration was considered by Castaings and Hosten [90], who used GW
methods to detect moisture content and micro-cracking of carbon-fiber composites
wound around titanium liners in high-pressure tanks using air-coupled transducers.
From the literature survey conducted it has been observed that most studies have em-
ployed simple piezoelectric wafers as the transduction mechanism for inspection. A
different alternative was proposed by Gachagan et al. [91] where flexible piezocompos-
ite transducers meant for interrogation of composite materials were developed. Their
device consisted of individual piezoelectric wafers embedded in an epoxy matrix for
improved flexibility. Their transducer was shown to produce strains comparable to
those obtained from wedge-shaped transducers in quasi-isotropic composites, using
embedded optical fibers as the sensing system.
While piezoelectric wafers are inexpensive and non-intrusive, their brittleness
makes them highly susceptible to damage during operation and complicates their
attachment to curved surfaces. Similarly, these transducers are only able to induce
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omnidirectional GW fields. The majority of the studies reported in the literature have
employed this type of wavefront, which may be sufficient in cases where one in-plane
dimension of the structure is dominant, and only the distance between the defect
and the GW source is required. However, for damage detection in two-dimensional
structures, more sophisticated methodologies are needed. An alternative approach
has been the use of phased arrays of transducers where virtual scanning beams are
generated through post-processing algorithms. However, this approach is significantly
more complicated in composite materials due to the energy steering induced by the
substrate anisotropy. Yan and Rose [92] explored this issue for highly anisotropic
composite plates. Their approach involved finding frequencies where a GW mode dis-
played nearly isotropic behavior. An improved phased-addition algorithm, accounting
for the directional dependence of the wave speed, was employed in their experimental
demonstrations. Similarly, Vishnuvardhan et al. [93] employed a single-transmitter-
multiple-receiver transducer array in the inspection of quasi-isotropic plate-like com-
posite structures. The array employed consisted of one emitter and thirty receivers all
of which were circular piezoelectric wafers. Their approach utilized a phased addition
algorithm, accounting for different dispersion characteristics along different material
directions. Their method was successfully used in the detection of delaminations us-
ing the S0 mode. While these methods are able to detect and localize defects, the
large number of separate transducers needed could complicate their deployment in
actual structures.
A second important observation from the literature survey is that most studies
have employed a single representative composite lay-up in the numerical and exper-
imental analyses. While this choice is typically sufficient to verify the feasibility of
GW-based approaches, it is likely that the complexities of GW propagation in com-
posites will play a critical role in the development of robust algorithms for damage
detection and localization. Prominent among these complexities is the steering angle
existing between the group and phase velocities for most composite configurations.
This phenomenon results in a non-uniform distribution of energy along the propa-
gation direction which, if unaccounted for, could result in an incorrect prediction
of damage location. The first objective of this study is to conduct a systematic
experimental investigation of the GW propagation characteristics in composite plate-
like structures with different levels of material anisotropy. This is accomplished by
employing axisymmetric sources in the form of circular piezoelectric wafers. In par-
ticular, the wave speed and wave amplitude distribution are measured as a function
of in-plane azimuthal position to determine the directionality introduced in the GW
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field as a result of the composite lay-up. The second objective is to characterize the
GW excitation properties of the CLoVER transducer in composite plates.
The chapter begins with a brief review of the theory of GW in composite materials,
to illustrate how the changing elastic properties introduce a directional dependence
on the wave propagation parameters. The GW field excited by piezoelectric wafers is
then analyzed through laser vibrometry and finite element simulations to provide a
baseline for comparison with the CLoVER transducers. The GW excitation properties
of these devices are subsequently analyzed.
4.2 Theoretical Background
This section provides a brief theoretical background of GW propagation in com-
posite plates to illustrate how the varying material properties influence the GW prop-
agation parameters. A key feature of GW is that they are dispersive as different
frequency components can travel at different speeds. The most basic analysis of GW
propagation, therefore, consists of finding the variation of wave speed with frequency
for different modes. In the case of isotropic materials this is a relatively straightfor-
ward procedure as the well-known Rayleigh-Lamb dispersion equation can be solved
numerically to find the wave speeds, as discussed in Chapter II. In that case, the
dispersion equation is only a function of the material properties, frequency, and plate
thickness. In the case of composites, this procedure is significantly more complicated
as an explicit relationship cannot be found for all possible laminates. This section
will illustrate this procedure for a unidirectional laminate. This part of the analysis
is adapted from Auld [94] and Raghavan and Cesnik [45]. The analysis of GW prop-
agation in composites begins using the equilibrium equations in displacement form
for a transversely isotropic material:
∇c∇Tu = ρü (4.1)
where c corresponds to the stiffness matrix for a transversely isotropic material, u
corresponds to the displacement vector, ρ represents the material density, and the
double dot over a variable indicates the second derivative with respect to time. In


























In this analysis, x1 and x2 represent the in-plane coordinates and x3 corresponds
to the out-of-plane coordinate. At this point a harmonic displacement wave field is
assumed in the form:
u = Ωe−i(ξ1x1+ξ2x2+ζx3−ωt) (4.3)
where Ω corresponds to a 3 x 1 vector of constants, ω represents the frequency, t
corresponds to time, and ξ1, ξ2, and ζ correspond to the wavenumbers along the x1−,
x2−, and x3−directions respectively. The substitution of the assumed displacement
field into the equilibrium equations yields an eigenvalue problem where the relation-
ship between the through-thickness wavenumbers, ζ , and the in-plane wavenumbers
and frequency is found. The eigenvalue problem is of the form:
(B − ρω2I)Ω = 0 (4.4)
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and where cmn corresponds to the elastic constants for a transversely isotropic mate-
rial. The matrix given by Eq. (4.5) is generally referred to as the Christoffel matrix
for anisotropic materials. By seeking non-trivial solutions to Eq. (4.4), three pairs of
eigenvalues are found for ζ which correspond to quasi-longitudinal, quasi-shear, and
pure shear waves. The expressions for these eigenvalues can be found in Raghavan
and Cesnik [45]. These eigenvalues, along with the resulting eigenvectors, are used to
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The terms Cuk can be thought of as constants associated with upward travel-
ing (through-the-thickness) waves while Cdk are associated with downward traveling
waves. The terms ek for k = 1 to 3 correspond to the eigenvectors obtained from
the solution of Eq. (4.5), and the superscripts u and d can also be associated with
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upward and downward traveling waves, respectively. The specific definition of these
values can be found in the work of Raghavan and Cesnik [45]. The displacement field
given by Eq. (4.6) corresponds to a bulk transversely isotropic material of infinite
dimensions. In order to seek Lamb-type modes in plate-like structures, the boundary
conditions corresponding to free tractions on the upper and lower surface must be
enforced. For brevity, only the case of a unidirectional laminate will be shown here.
For this case, the origin of the coordinate system will be taken at the top surface of












































The stresses in the material can be found from using a linear strain displacement












so that the stresses with out-of-plane components can be expressed as:
σm3 = Q21EuCu + Q22EdCd (4.11)
where Q21 and Q22 are matrices that depend on the wavenumbers, frequency, and
material properties [45]. The traction free conditions on the upper and lower surfaces
of the plate can then be enforced as:
σm3(x3 = 0) = σm3(x3 = h) = 0 (4.12)










In order to avoid obtaining exponential terms with positive real parts, the con-
stant vector Cd is pre-multiplied by Eu(x3 = h) and a restriction is placed on the
wavenumbers ζ so that the imaginary part of each of them is always positive. This
results in a system of the form:
[
Q21 Q22Eu(x3 = h)













from which the in-plane wavenumbers ξ1 and ξ2 can be found by imposing the condi-
tion:
detG = 0 (4.15)
This procedure is implemented by using a transformation between Cartesian and
polar wavenumbers (ξ and φ) of the form ξ1 = ξ cos φ and ξ2 = ξ sin φ. In contrast
to the isotropic case, the solution of Eq. (4.15) will be a function of both the ra-
dial and azimuthal wavenumbers, which reflects the dependence of the wavenumber
on azimuthal position in the plane of the plate. The procedure to determine the
wavenumbers for different composite lay-ups is more complicated as interface con-
tinuity conditions must be enforced among the different layers. There are different
methods to address this as, for example, the global matrix method introduced by
Mal [95]. Sample slowness diagrams (inverse of phase velocity) for a unidirectional
and cross-ply [0/90]6S laminates are shown in Fig. 4.1, where the directionality of
the wave speeds can be appreciated. These results were generated using the global
matrix approach implemented in the software Disperse originally developed at Im-
perial College, UK [96]. In GW propagation of composites, the slowness diagram,
as opposed to the phase velocity diagram, is typically of interest as it indicates the
direction in which a GW pulse will propagate. It is well known that in anisotropic
materials the phase velocity vector does not generally coincide with the direction
along which the energy propagates, which is determined by the group velocity vector.
The direction of this vector is always normal to the phase slowness at any given angle.
The experimental results presented in subsequent sections will clearly show how this




This section describes the details of the experimental procedures followed in the
course of this study. In particular, the material system used and the fabrication
procedure employed are described. Subsequently, the laser vibrometer system used for
the experimental measurements is explained and the surface preparation techniques
considered to obtain consistent signal-to-noise ratio at all points on the surface of the
specimens are discussed.
4.3.1 Composite Specimens
The material system used in this work consists of a unidirectional pre-impregnated
composite tape with IM7 fibers and Cycom 977-3 resin from Cytec Engineered Ma-
terials 1 [97]. The tape thickness prior to cure is 0.125 mm and the fiber volume
fraction is estimated to be 0.56. As one of the main drivers of the present study is the
characterization of GW propagation phenomena as a function of substrate anisotropy,
three different composite lay-ups are considered. The first corresponds to a 12-layer
unidirectional plate which will be used as the case with the largest anisotropy. The
second and third lay-ups correspond to a 12-layer cross-ply [0/90]6S and a 16-layer
quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate which are chosen as they are representative of
configurations used in practice.
The composite plate specimens used were fabricated in-house following the fab-
rication procedure and cure cycle specified by the manufacturer [97]. In particular,
individual layers were placed on a supporting metallic base plate and aligned accord-
ing to the desired lay-up. Once this process was completed, a second metallic plate
was placed on top of the composite layers to ensure a uniform pressure distribution
on the surface of the material. Both plates were coated in advance with three to five
layers of release agent to prevent the cured composite from permanently attaching to
the metallic surface. The entire assembly was covered in a vacuum bag and cured in
an autoclave at a pressure of 621 kPa (90 psi) and a temperature of 177◦ C (350◦ F)
for six hours. In addition, a vacuum of -25 in Hg was maintained while heating and
released once the final curing temperature had been reached. The resulting plates had
a square in-plane geometry with a side length of 0.5 m. The unidirectional and cross-
1Cytec Industries - Engineered Materials, 5 Garret Mountain Plaza, Woodland Park, New Jersey
07424, Phone: 973-357-3100
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ply plates had a post-cured thickness of 1.5 mm, while the quasi-isotropic specimens
had a thickness of 2.0 mm. The material properties of the composite are necessary
to generate phase and group velocity diagrams. The mechanical properties provided
by the manufacturer were used as a starting point in the analysis, and the values for
the modulus along and transverse to the fiber direction were refined with the results
obtained through mechanical tests on unidirectional coupon specimens. In addition,
it was found that the value of G12 indicated by the manufacturer resulted in over-
predicted wave velocities (by as much as 30%). Consequently, its value was reduced
to obtain better agreement with the finite element results. The material properties
used in the present study are summarized in Table 4.1.
4.3.2 Laser Vibrometer
The key instrument used in these studies was a Polytec PSV-400 scanning laser
vibrometer described in detail in Chapter III. In order to obtain consistent measure-
ments using laser vibrometry, the surface under inspection must have an adequate
finish so as to optimize the laser visibility. During initial tests it was found that
it was, in general, possible to measure GW signals with high signal to noise ratios
without any preparation on the surface of the composite. However, very small dif-
ferences in the surface finish from point to point caused the amplitudes and signal
to noise ratios to vary significantly, thereby introducing artificial variations in the
measured results. Several surface preparation techniques were tested to resolve this
problem including sanding and painting the surface using white spray paint, coloring
the surface using metallic ink markers, applying retro-reflective glass beads on the
surface, and using permanently bonded retro-reflective tape. The first two options
did not provide a satisfactory solution to the problem as they were unable to remove
minute (less than one mm) thickness variations on the surface of the specimens. The
retro-reflective glass beads were obtained from the laser manufacturer and were found
to significantly enhance the visibility of the laser at non-cooperative points. However,
their uniform application on the surface proved problematic thereby preventing parts
of the surface from being fixed. In addition, it was observed that non-uniformities
in the thickness of the layer of glass beads applied influenced the amplitude of the
signals measured. The retro-reflective tape was found to be the best option to resolve
the non-cooperative points problem. This tape (∼ 100 microns in thickness) is specif-
ically designed with the appropriate surface reflectivity and roughness to optimize the
visibility of the laser vibrometer. In order to verify that the presence of the tape did
not introduce unwanted effects into the propagating GW field, the measured wave
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velocities were compared before and after the application of the tape for one of the
experimental specimens. This result summarized in Fig. 4.2 shows that the presence
of the tape does not influence the GW field at cooperative points.
4.4 GW Excitation by Piezoelectric Wafers in Composite
Plates
Piezoelectric wafers are the most commonly used transduction devices for GW
SHM of both metallic and composite structures, and their GW excitation properties
in various composite lay-ups are explored in this section. The main objective is to
characterize the GW field induced by a single circular piezoelectric wafer in terms of
the azimuthal distribution of the induced wave velocity and amplitude on the surface
of the specimens through a combination of laser vibrometry and finite element anal-
ysis. These results are complemented with full field visualizations of the radiation
patterns which provide important insight into the GW excitation of these devices. At
the same time, the axisymmetric nature of the source will provide the necessary wave
speed distribution that will be needed for future damage detection experiments. At
this point it should be mentioned that previous researchers have argued the trans-
ducer bending modes prevent circular wafers from being true axisymmetric sources
[37]. While the mechanical deformations of any transduction mechanisms are likely
to influence the excited GW field, these effects should not be dominant if excited
away from its natural frequencies. Moreover, within the realm of piezoelectric-based
devices, circular wafers provide the largest attainable axisymmetry. Finally, previous
theoretical and experimental studies have shown that for the range of frequencies and
devices used in this study, piezoelectric wafers can be safely considered as axisym-
metric sources [43].
4.4.1 Experimental Setup and Data Processing
The azimuthal distribution of wave speed and amplitude was obtained as a func-
tion of position for several specimens with the three layups under consideration. The
scanning grids defined in the laser vibrometer system were composed of four circles
located between four and seven centimeters from the origin of the coordinate system
(taken to be at the center of the transducer) in intervals of one centimeter, in order
to assess the evolution of the speed and amplitude distribution with propagation dis-
tance. A total of 120 azimuthal points were used in each grid to provide sufficient
resolution of the waves. The values reported correspond to the average of 40 mea-
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surements. A schematic of the transducer and laser scan point configuration used in
these studies is shown in Fig. 4.3.
The transducer used in this part of the study was a circular piezoelectric wafer,
with a diameter of 12.7 mm and a thickness (h) of 0.2 mm, bonded at the geometric
center of the composite plates. In order to insulate the piezoceramic from the com-
posite material, and to provide access to its top and bottom electrodes, two pieces
of copper-clad kapton were bonded on its top and bottom surfaces using Loctite E-
120HP adhesive system, which was also employed to bond the insulated transducer
onto the surface of the composite plate. In order to ensure uniform bonding condi-
tions among all specimens, the cure of the adhesive between the transducer and the
plates was performed in an autoclave at a temperature of 80◦ C and a pressure of 345
kPa (50 psi) for 45 minutes. The excitation input used in all cases throughout this
study was a 3.5 Hann-modulated toneburst signal with a center frequency of 75 kHz
resulting predominantly in the excitation of the fundamental antisymmetric mode,
but also exciting out-of-plane components of additional shear modes in some of the
plates.
Due to the anisotropy of the composite substrate, it is possible that multiple modes
will contribute to the out of plane velocities at frequencies where only one mode is
observed in the isotropic case. As a result, in order to identify each propagating
mode the Hilbert transform of the obtained time-domain signals was calculated. This
transform takes a real time-domain signal and generates its complex conjugate, such
that upon calculation of its absolute value, an envelope of the signal amplitude is
obtained. A sample time-domain signal with the amplitude of its corresponding
Hilbert transform is shown in Fig. 4.4. This method is successful in separating
modes traveling at different speeds if a sufficient time difference exists among them.
In order to identify the wave speeds, the Hilbert envelope of the signals was passed
through a peak-finding algorithm which recorded the value of each peak as well as the
times of arrival. The peaks in the Hilbert envelope correspond to the center of the
propagating wave packets. The actual wave speed, cg, was found through Eq. (4.16)
by using the location of the measurement point, r, and assuming that the source of
the waves occur at the edge of the transducer, Rp. Finally, the time of arrival must
be adjusted to compensate for one half the period of the excitation pulse as the point
being tracked in the signal corresponds to the center of the wave packet. The period









While the presence of the retro-reflective tape resulted in signals with high signal
to noise ratios, the peak finding algorithm was still sensitive to small variations in the
amplitudes of the time-domain signal thereby identifying artificial peaks, as shown in
Fig. 4.4(b) . In order to resolve this, the Hilbert envelope signals were passed through
a signal smoothing algorithm where these features were attenuated, while preserving
the features associated with the propagating modes. This choice was selected instead
of filtering as the latter results in the introduction of a time delay which affects the
value of the measured wave velocity.
4.4.2 Finite Element Simulations
A set of finite element simulations was conducted to qualitatively verify several
of the results obtained from laser vibrometry. The material properties in Table 4.1
were used in this analysis. Due to the geometry of the transducer employed, a com-
bination of wedge-shaped three-dimensional brick (C3D8) and tetrahedron elements
(C3D6) were used in the commercial solver ABAQUS 6.8 [63]. The combination of
in-plane dimensions of the elements and time step were selected so as to resolve the
fastest traveling wave speed in the material, which typically corresponds to the di-
latational wave speed along the fiber direction. In particular, the radial dimension of
the elements was selected at 0.25 mm while the azimuthal dimension used was one
degree. This radial dimension provided approximately 15 nodes along the smallest
wavelength, which was obtained normal to the fiber direction. Similarly, the time
step was selected as 10−7 s which also provided sufficient resolution of the excitation
input.
In the case of the unidirectional plate, only one eighth of the plate was mod-
eled due to in-plane and through-the-thickness symmetry conditions. In particular,
antisymmetric conditions were enforced through the thickness to capture only an-
tisymmetric modes. A similar analysis was followed for the cross-ply plate. Initial
convergence studies indicated that using six elements through the thickness of the
unidirectional plate provided converged results for the wave speed normal to the fiber
direction. Similarly, the rate of change of the speed normal to the fiber direction with
increasing elements was nearly constant indicating that convergence had almost being
reached. Consequently, this number of elements was selected for the unidirectional
plate. In the case of the cross-ply plate, two elements were used per layer in the
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laminate resulting in 12 elements through the thickness of the model. Note that no
effective properties were used in the analysis as the engineering constant properties
were defined for each material along with the corresponding orientations. Further-
more, no damping was considered in the numerical simulations. This is a simplifying
assumption as it is well known that the cured matrix exhibits viscoelastic material
behavior. The effect of the transducer on the substrate was represented as shear
tractions of equal magnitude applied on the surface of the substrate in the radial
direction. An implicit dynamic analysis was conducted in ABAQUS [63] to ensure
the stability of the solution with the parameters indicated above.
4.4.3 Results and Discussion
The results for the wave speed distribution in the unidirectional plate are shown in
Fig. 4.5(a) in the form of polar plots, where the wave speed is represented by the radial
distance from the origin to each point. A comparison between the experimental and
numerical results is also provided in the figure. The fiber direction coincides with the
0-degree direction in the figure. Clearly, the largest wave velocity is observed along the
fiber direction for the antisymmetric mode which reduces to approximately half of its
value along the direction normal to the fibers. Note also that a second mode is present
in the result, which corresponds to the out-of-plane component of a horizontally
polarized quasi-shear wave. Note that this coupled mode is not observed along the
fiber direction, which corresponds to a principal material direction. The agreement
between the numerical simulations and the experimental results is satisfactory along
certain azimuthal directions. In particular, the speed of both modes is adequately
captured for an azimuthal span of approximately 60 degrees center along 90-degree
direction.
A similar result for the distribution of peak-to-peak amplitude is presented in
Fig. 4.5(b), where it can be observed that the largest amplitudes occur along the
fiber direction. The waves propagating along the normal direction are significantly
weaker in comparison (smaller by a factor of approximately eight). The results are
normalized by the maximum in each field for easier comparison. The agreement of the
amplitude distribution between the experimental and numerical results is acceptable,
and the simulations confirm that the largest amplitudes are in fact observed along the
fiber direction. Note that this has important implications for GW-based inspection
as any damage features present along the 90-degree direction, which in this type of
laminate is the one most susceptible to damage, will likely be overshadowed by the
large amplitude of the waves along the fiber direction. The results also show that the
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directionality observed for the wave speed is maintained as the waves propagate away
from the source.
The agreement between the finite element and experimental results for the peak-
to-peak amplitude distribution provides important insight into the nature of the wave
steering phenomenon observed in composites. Previous researchers have shown that
the traction exerted by the transducer on the substrate depends on the stiffness-
thickness product ratio between the transducer and the substrate. Due to the anisotropy
of the composite, this ratio varies along the in-plane azimuthal direction changing the
strain transfer effectiveness of the transducer. Therefore, the directionality of the in-
duced wave field could be partly attributed to the changing stiffness ratio. The finite
element simulations remove this stiffness ratio variation by applying shear tractions of
equal magnitude along the circumference of the transducer. In other words, the mod-
eling approach is such that the piezoelectric element effectively acts on an isotropic
substrate. The directionality observed, therefore, indicates that the varying stiffness
ratio has a minor effect on the GW field excited. Instead, the steering phenomenon
is the dominant factor as waves generated normal to the fiber direction concentrate
their energy along the stiffer fiber direction [98, 99]. A two-dimensional view of these
phenomena is shown in Fig. 4.5(c)-(d) which shows the radiation pattern of the in-
duced GW field on the surface of the unidirectional plate at different time instants.
The piezoelectric wafer used as the source is represented as the light blue circle placed
at the origin. Note that, as expected, the wavelength along the zero degree direction
is larger than that along the 90-degree direction as a result of the larger wave speed.
A similar result for the wave velocity distribution is shown in Fig. 4.6(a) for the
cross-ply [0/90]6S plates. Note that in this case only one mode is identified using the
laser vibrometer, and that the directionality of the wave speed is significantly smaller
than for the unidirectional plate. Close examination of the distribution shows that the
largest speeds along and normal to the fiber direction (a small difference in the order
of 1% was observed between both directions with the larger value along the fiber
direction of the top layer), while the lowest speed is observed along the 45-degree
direction (the difference is approximately 10%). These observations are consistent
with the distribution of moduli in the plane of the specimen which has a minimum
along the 45-degree direction. Note that there is good qualitative agreement between
the laser and numerical results, but the simulations over-predict at certain azimuthal
locations. The maximum error, however, is in the order of 10%.
The peak-to-peak amplitude distribution is shown in Fig. 4.6(b) where, as in
the previous case, both results have been normalized by their maximum value. The
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result shows that the largest amplitude occurs along the fiber direction of the top
layer, being 20% larger than that observed normal to the fiber direction of the top
layer. This indicates that the orientation of the surface on which the transducer is
bonded is not likely to bias the group velocity distribution, but will have a small effect
on the distribution of peak-to-peak amplitude which would in turn be related to the
maximum inspection distance attainable. Note that in the case of the cross-ply, the
zero- and ninety-degree directions are effectively similar in terms of the steering ex-
pected when the entire laminate is considered (as determined by the slowness curve).
However, the strong directionality of the top layer towards its fiber direction appears
to influence the wave amplitude in a similar manner as the unidirectional plate. This
therefore results in a small (20%) increase in amplitude along the fiber direction. The
directionality of the radiation pattern for this composite layup can be observed in
Fig. 4.6(c)-(d) for different time instants. Once again, note that the pattern is not
as directional as that observed for the unidirectional plate [98, 99].
The results for the quasi-isotropic [0/+45/-45/90]4S plate are shown in Fig. 4.7(a).
In this case, no finite element simulations were conducted due to the large computa-
tional cost. As in the case of the cross-ply plate, only one mode is observed. Note
that the wave velocity distribution shows some degree of directionality, and that no
in-plane symmetries are observed. This observation is a result of the configuration of
the substrate which provides no in-plane symmetries. Note that the largest speeds
are observed near the fiber direction, as expected. The peak-to-peak amplitude is
shown in Fig. 4.7(b). Note that the pattern does not display strong directionality,
and that the amplitudes along the 0- and 90-degree directions are nearly equal. The
radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 4.7(c)-(d) which again shows a very mild degree of
directionality and highlights the lack of symmetry along the 0- and 90-degree direc-
tions. Note that this propagation pattern is the closest to that observed in isotropic
plates when excited by axisymmetric sources.
4.5 GW Excitation by CLoVER Transducers in Composite
Plates
4.5.1 The CLoVER Transducer
The CLoVER transducers used in this study were fabricated in-house following
the manufacturing procedure presented earlier by the authors [28, 65] and reported in
Chapter III. Two different electrode designs, referred to as CLoVER 1 and CLoVER
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2, were employed and are illustrated in Fig. 4.8. The electrode design in CLoVER 1
yielded devices with an azimuthal span of 45 degrees, an inner radius of 10 mm, and
outer radius of 25 mm. Each sector in this array had a segment with an active radius of
5 mm and a second one with an active radius of 10 mm, as shown in Fig. 4.8(a). In the
experiments that use this device, the active segment with a radial dimension of 10 mm
was employed. The electrode design in CLoVER 2 yielded devices with an azimuthal
span of 22.5 degrees, an inner radius of 17.5 mm and an outer radius of 25 mm. In
this case, the active sectors were also divided into two radial segments with active
radii of 2.5 mm and 5 mm, respectively. Similar to the case of CLoVER 1, only the
active segment with a radial dimension of 5 mm was used in this study. In both cases,
the electrode fingers had a width of 0.1 mm and an interdigital finger spacing of 0.5
mm. The electrode patterns were transferred onto a copper-clad kapton film (Pyralux
LF7062R) by using a transparency mask and following a standard photolithography
process at the Lurie Nanofabrication Facility at the University of Michigan. The final
electrodes were obtained by wet etching of the copper in the resulting films. The
piezoceramic material employed was PZT-5A which was obtained in rings with inner
and outer radii consistent with the electrode designs described previously. These rings
were diced into radial fibers with a cut angle of two degrees for CLoVER 1 and one
degree for CLoVER 2. These angles were chosen so that the width of the fibers at the
inner radius position is similar to that used in the prismatic rectangular fibers used
in conventional piezoceramic devices [11, 65]. The cure of the device was conducted
following a procedure similar to the one described previously by the authors [28, 65].
The poling of the finalized transducers was conducted at a temperature of 50◦ C and
an electric field of 2.92 kV/mm for 30 minutes.
4.5.2 Experimental results
Through the baseline measurements using piezoelectric wafers, the wave veloci-
ties corresponding to the fundamental antisymmetric mode were calculated for each
composite layup under consideration. Therefore, the characterization of the GW field
induced by the CLoVER sectors was conducted based on full field visualizations of
the GW radiation pattern induced by each device. The results presented in this
section clearly show the steering phenomenon characteristic of GW propagation in
anisotropic materials.
The unidirectional plate used in this study was instrumented with a CLoVER
transducer fabricated with the electrode design defined as CLoVER 1. Therefore,
three sectors with an azimuthal span of 45 degrees each were used to cover only one
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quarter of the plate due to material in-plane symmetries. The measurement grid
used in the laser vibrometer system consisted of 32 circles, each with 80 azimuthal
points, centered at the origin of the CLoVER array. The spacing between consecutive
circles was selected at two millimeters which was expected to sufficiently resolve
the minimum wavelength of the antisymmetric mode at 75 kHz (∼ 9 mm) in the
unidirectional plate, which occurs normal to the fiber direction. Note that this also
corresponds to the smallest wavelength in all the specimens tested as the normal to
the fiber direction in the unidirectional plate has the lowest phase velocity. A total of
four averages were taken at each measurement point. In addition, as no wave velocity
information was necessary, the resulting time-domain data were passed through a
third order band-pass Butterworth filter. Its limits were selected as 0.7 and 1.3 times
the center frequency.
Figure 4.9 shows the GW field excited by a sector aligned with the fiber direction.
Note that the CLoVER transducer has been included in the figure, where the active
sector has been highlighted. Note that in this case there is no steering present. This is
consistent with the phase slowness diagram which is nearly constant with azimuthal
position along the fiber direction, and the phase of the waves is aligned with the fiber
direction (the phase of the waves connects the origin with the centerline of the active
CLoVER sector), as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). Therefore, all waves launched in this region
will tend to propagate strictly along the fiber direction.
A similar result for the sector aligned with the 45-degree direction is shown in Fig.
4.10. Note that in this case the steering phenomenon is clearly visible, and can be
explained by considering the phase slowness diagram shown in Fig. 4.10(a). Along
the 45-degree direction, the normal vector to the slowness surface points nearly along
the horizontal direction indicating that this is the direction in which the wave packet
will propagate. However, the phase of the waves is now parallel to the 45-degree
direction so that relative to the phase of the wave its propagation direction is steered.
Finally, the radiation pattern obtained when the sector aligned with the 90-degree
direction is used is shown in Fig. 4.11. Note that along this direction, the phase
slowness diagram is also nearly constant with azimuthal position. However, its radius
of curvature is significantly larger indicating that as the waves propagate away from
the source, there will be a tendency to steer towards the fiber direction. This behavior
is observed in the experimental results as the directionality of the propagating pulse
is not as strong as it is along the 90-degree direction. The directionality of the GW
field obtained with the CLoVER transducer along this direction is an improvement
over that obtained using conventional wafers, as seen in Fig. 4.5(c)-(d), as it allows
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for damage interrogation specifically along this direction. The larger attenuation
observed transverse to the fiber direction in Fig. 4.5(c)-(d) also occurs in this case.
Moreover, the directionality of the inspection pulse is likely to increase the coherent
signal to noise ratio of the reflections from any damage identified along this direction.
The cross-ply plate was instrumented with a CLoVER transducer fabricated with
the electrode pattern previously defined as CLoVER 2. In this case, due to in-plane
symmetries only five of the 16 sectors available were employed for the characterization
studies. A similar scanning grid as in the case of the unidirectional plate was used
in this case with similar radial and azimuthal steps. The results are shown in Figs.
4.12 through 4.16. Figure 4.12 shows the GW propagation pattern observed when
sector 1, aligned with the horizontal direction, is used. As expected from the phase
slowness diagram shown in Fig. 4.12(a), there is no steering in this case as the
phase and the group velocity vectors are parallel. The induced GW field therefore
is highly directional and propagating along the fiber direction. Figure 4.13 shows
similar results when CLoVER sector 2 is activated. From the phase slowness diagram
shown in Fig. 4.13 it can be seen that the group velocity will be steered towards the
fiber direction relative to the phase velocity vector. This behavior is evident in Figs.
4.13(b)-(d) where the pulse propagates primarily towards the horizontal direction.
Figure 4.14 shows the propagation pattern when sector 3 is activated. In this case,
the normal to the phase slowness and the phase velocity vector are nearly parallel
and therefore very little steering is observed. Nevertheless, it can be appreciated that
a small steering angle towards the horizontal direction is also present in this case.
The behavior observed when CLoVER sector 4 is used is markedly different as shown
in Fig. 4.15(b)-(d). In this case, the normal to the phase slowness is nearly aligned
with the vertical direction and therefore a very strong steering towards that direction
is observed. Finally, when sector 5 is activated the normal to the phase slowness and
the phase velocity are once again aligned and therefore the wave packet propagates
directionally along the direction in which it was launched as can be seen in Fig. 4.16.
Sample results are shown for the quasi-isotropic plate in Fig. 4.17. In this case, the
steering phenomenon is also present, but the results presented highlight the fact that
for this composite configuration there are local regions where the waves propagate
as if the substrate were an isotropic material. Note for instance that when CLoVER
sector 4 (Fig. 4.17(c))is activated the propagating pattern is quite directional and
stays within the bounds of the active CLoVER sector. This can be explained by the
accompanying phase slowness diagram which shows that in that region, the curve is
nearly circular and therefore no steering will occur.
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4.6 Concluding Remarks
This chapter explored the GW excitation characteristics of various piezoelectric
transducers in composite plates. The central factor in these studies is the GW energy
steering produced by the stiffness directionality of the substrate. A brief theoretical
background was provided to highlight the origin of the steering effect in anisotropic
media using a unidirectional composite as an example. The GW excitation proper-
ties of piezoelectric wafers were subsequently analyzed in a systematic manner, using
unidirectional, cross-ply [0/90]6S, and quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S laminates. The
GW fields induced showed various levels of directionality under axisymmetric sources
due to the anisotropy of the composite material. The directionality was shown to re-
sult from the energy steering, and the varying stiffness ratio between the transducer
and substrate was observed to have a negligible effect. The GW excitation properties
of CLoVER transducers were subsequently analyzed for all three composite systems.
The GW pulses emitted were observed to steer as they propagated through the struc-
ture, and their direction could be predicted through the laminate slowness diagram.
The effect was most evident in the unidirectional composite, and not as dominant in
the more common cross-ply and quasi-isotropic configurations. In spite of the ma-
terial directionality, the GW interrogation proposed with CLoVER transducers was
shown to provide adequate structural coverage. In particular, directions not attain-
able with piezoelectric wafers (such as normal to the fiber direction in a unidirectional

































































Figure 4.1: Phase slowness diagrams for A0 mode for (a) 12-layer unidirectional plate




























Figure 4.2: Comparison of GW speed measured with and without retro-reflective tape
on the surface of a cross-ply [0/90]6S laminate.
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Laser scan circles located
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustrating the scanning grid used with the laser vibrometer
to determine the azimuthal variation of wave speed and peak-to-peak
amplitude.



















































Figure 4.4: (a) Typical time-domain signal collected through laser vibrometer; (b)
































































Figure 4.5: (a) Azimuthal distribution of wave velocity for a 12-layer unidirectional
plate at 75 kHz; (b) Azimuthal distribution of peak-to-peak amplitude in
a 12-layer unidirectional plate at 75 kHz; Full field visualization of GW
excited by a circular piezoelectric wafer in a unidirectional plate at (c)
































































Figure 4.6: (a) Azimuthal distribution of wave velocity for a cross-ply [0/90]6S plate
at 75 kHz; (b) Azimuthal distribution of peak-to-peak amplitude in cross-
ply [0/90]6S plate at 75 kHz; Full field visualization of GW excited by a
circular piezoelectric wafer in a cross-ply [0/90]6S plate at (c) 54 µs (d)






























































Figure 4.7: Azimuthal distribution of (a) wave velocity and (b) peak-to-peak ampli-
tude in quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plates; Full field visualization of
GW excited by a circular piezoelectric wafer in a quasi-isotropic [0/45/-
45/90]4S plate at (c) 58 µs (d) 78 µs as measured using laser vibrometry.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: CLoVER transducer designs used in the present study (a) CLoVER 1


































Figure 4.9: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector aligned with the fiber
direction in a unidirectional plate based on its phase slowness diagram;




































Figure 4.10: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector aligned 45 degrees
from the fiber direction in a unidirectional plate based on its phase slow-




































Figure 4.11: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector aligned 90 degrees
from the fiber direction in a unidirectional plate based on its phase slow-

































Figure 4.12: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector along the fiber di-
rection in a cross-ply plate based on its phase slowness diagram; (b)




































Figure 4.13: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector aligned 22.5 degrees
(counterclockwise) from the fiber direction in a cross-ply plate based on




































Figure 4.14: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector aligned 45 degrees
(counterclockwise) from the fiber direction in a cross-ply plate based on




































Figure 4.15: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector aligned 67.5 degrees
(counterclockwise) from the fiber direction in a cross-ply plate based on


































Figure 4.16: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector normal to the fiber
direction in a cross-ply plate based on its phase slowness diagram; (b)
































































Figure 4.17: (a) Steering expected when using a CLoVER sector along the fiber direc-
tion in a quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate based on its phase slowness
diagram; (b) Surface radiation at 88 µs; (c) Steering expected when us-
ing a CLoVER sector aligned 67.5 degrees (counterclockwise) from the
fiber direction in a quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate based on its
phase slowness diagram; (d) Surface radiation at 78 µs.
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CHAPTER V
Damage Detection Using Prototype CLoVER
Transducers
This chapter presents the experimental characterization of the damage detection
and localization capabilities of the CLoVER transducer in isotropic and composite
structures. The interrogation approach proposed is demonstrated using simulated
structural defects in the form of concentrated masses and through-thickness holes.
The results illustrate the ability of this new transducer to correctly localize simulated
damage using a smaller number of devices than conventional interrogation approaches
such as phased arrays.
5.1 Damage Interrogation in Metallic Structures
The objectives of the experimental tests presented in this section are to demon-
strate the damage interrogation approach proposed with CLoVER transducers in
metallic plates, and to evaluate the interaction of the GW field induced by a trans-
ducer sector with simulated defects. The next section explores the damage inter-
rogation capability of the devices in composite materials. Two different simulated
damage types were considered, namely, a concentrated mass and a through-thickness
hole. This section describes the overall experimental setup while the specific details
and results for each damage type are presented in the subsequent sections. A square
aluminum 5005 plate with a side length of 0.7 m and a thickness of 3.2 mm was used
in the experimental tests. The plate was supported by unistrut bars on two sides
and was free on the remaining two sides. A CLoVER transducer was bonded on the
surface of the plate at its geometric center by applying a thin layer of Epotek 301
bonding agent and allowing it to cure for 24 hours. The active CLoVER sector used
had a radial dimension of 10 mm (inner radius, RI , of 15 mm and outer radius, RO, of
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25 mm) and an azimuthal span of 45 degrees. A piezoceramic sensor with a diameter
of 5 mm and a thickness of 0.2 mm was bonded at the center of the CLoVER array to
record the induced strains. The sensor was bonded by applying a thin layer of Epotek
730 bonding agent. The transducer was excited using a 3.5 Hann-modulated toneb-
urst signal at 65 kHz and various peak-to-peak amplitudes. The excitation signal was
created using an Agilent 33220A arbitrary waveform generator and amplified using
a Krohn-Hite Model 7500 wide band amplifier, while the sensor data were recorded
using a digital oscilloscope (Agilent Infinuum 54831DSO).
5.1.1 Simulated Damage I: Concentrated Mass
The first damage type considered was a concentrated mass located at different
radial and azimuthal positions on the surface of the plate. The mass was provided by
a metallic bar as shown in Fig. 5.1. This bar had a square cross section with a side
length of 2 cm, a height of 25.4 cm, and a mass of 1.1 kg. In this case, the excitation
peak-to-peak amplitude was 175 V.
The A0 mode is dominant at the excitation frequency used in these studies. This is
advantageous for several reasons. First, the S0 mode is very weak at low frequencies,
which improves the purity of the propagating pulse. Furthermore, the reflections from
the simulated damage will also be composed primarily of A0 components facilitating
its identification in the difference signal. Secondly, the dominant out-of-plane compo-
nent characteristic of the A0 mode is expected to be more sensitive to the simulated
damage being used. Typically, in pulse-echo mode, a baseline sensor response signal
corresponding to the pristine condition of the structure is measured using a sensor
collocated with the actuator. Subsequently, damage is introduced and the reflections
from it exposed by subtracting the baseline result from the signal corresponding to
the damaged condition. In this part of the study, the main goal is to evaluate how the
reflection amplitude varies with position, and consequently the damage location is as-
sumed to be known a priori. Therefore, the group velocity for the A0 mode, cg (2324
m/s for the specimen used), can be used to estimate the time at which the damage
reflection should arrive at the sensor. Since the metallic bar that simulates damage
has a significant cross-sectional size, two bounds were calculated for the arrival time.
The lower bound assumes that the waves will start reflecting back immediately upon
hitting the front of the bar while the upper bound assumes that the reflections will
begin once the incoming pulse reaches the back of the bar. The expressions for these















where db represents the distance between the damage location (front of the bar) and
the outer radial edge of the transducer, ds represents the distance from the radial edge
of the transducer to the sensor, Lb represents the size of the damage, Tp represents
the excitation pulse period (used to track the center of the pulse), and the L and U
subscripts refer to the lower and upper bound for the arrival time, respectively.
The first set of tests consists of evaluating the decay in reflection amplitude with
radial distance to gain insight into the attainable inspection distance. In addition,
these results are used to select suitable radial positions for the subsequent azimuthal
tests that simulate the proposed interrogation approach. The simulated damage was
placed at 21 different radial positions, starting at 1.6RO from the outer radial edge
of the transducer in increments of 0.4RO. A schematic of this setup is shown in
Fig. 5.2(a). Four different data sets were collected at each point, and each of these
consisted of 64 averages. Fig. 5.2(b) shows a comparison between the sensor response
signal for the pristine and damaged conditions. The excitation pulse and boundary
reflections are clearly visible, which allows the time range where damage reflections
are expected to be identified. Sample time histories for the difference signal can
be seen in Fig. 5.3. From these, it is evident that the damage reflection is easily
discerned. Furthermore, the time of arrival calculated using the group velocity is in
good agreement with the experimental result.
Figure 5.4 shows how the peak-to-peak amplitude of the damage reflection changes
with radial distance. In this case, the error bars correspond to the standard deviation,
and the noise level has been indicated by the dashed horizontal line (this corresponds
to a response of 2 mV peak to peak). Note that for the combination of parame-
ters considered (substrate material and frequency-thickness product), an inspection
range in the order of at least ten times the transducer outer radius can be attained
without advanced processing of the inspection signals. This in turn corresponds to
approximately ten wavelengths for the A0 mode at the frequency-thickness product
tested. It is likely that this distance can be increased for more realistic damage types
where the S0 mode is used, and by using advanced signal processing algorithms on
the inspection signals (see for example Ref. [100]). As previously discussed, the
A0 mode has a dominant out-of-plane displacement component which makes it more
susceptible to attenuation from structural features or environmental conditions (as
for instance fluid loading). In the case considered here, it is likely that part of the
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energy in the incoming pulse leaks into the bar that provides the simulated damage,
thereby reducing the inspection distance that can be attained. It is interesting to
note that the reflection amplitude does not decrease monotonically with distance, as
would be expected. A similar phenomenon was observed by Diligent et al. [101] for
the case of reflections from part-depth circular defects in plates using the S0 mode. In
that work, it was argued that these oscillations were due to interference between the
main reflection from the damage and what they termed secondary reflections, such as
circumferential creeping waves and SH0 waves [101, 102]. From this result, two radial
positions were selected for the azimuthal tests which are described next.
The second set of tests simulated the damage interrogation approach presented
earlier using CLoVER transducers. In this case, however, the damage was manu-
ally placed at different azimuthal positions, so as to eliminate any effect associated
with possible variations in piezoelectric properties or bond line conditions among the
sectors. This process is equivalent to maintaining the damage location fixed and se-
quentially using each CLoVER sector to interrogate the structure. This approach is
illustrated in the next section. The only parameter not simulated is the time delay
between the activation of each sector. This, however, will likely be a fixed parameter
primarily dependent on the time needed for all reflections (both from damage and
other structural features) to be completely attenuated.
In this case, the distance between the simulated damage and the outer radial edge
of the transducer was fixed at two different distances D, 2RO and 4RO, while the
azimuthal position was varied from -900 to 900 in increments of approximately 250.
As in the previous case, the group velocity for the A0 mode was used to estimate the
time when reflections are expected. These results are shown in Fig. 5.5 where, as
in the previous case, the error bars represent the standard deviation, while the noise
level is represented by the black dashed line (note that this level was again selected as
2 mV peak-to-peak). In this case, the CLoVER sector’s centerline coincides with the
00 direction. From the figure it is clear that the input energy to the CLoVER sector is
primarily used to detect damage within its azimuthal projection. This illustrates the
usefulness of the proposed interrogation approach, as the actuation can be directed
primarily along the intended scan direction. This trend is further supported by the
similarity in the response values observed for azimuthal positions with an amplitude
larger than 500, as shown in Fig. 5.5(b). This indicates that for azimuthal positions
that are away from the interrogation direction, the presence of the damage is not
sensed as the GW energy along such directions is very small due to the directionality
of the transducer.
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5.1.2 Simulated Damage II: Through-thickness Hole
Four sectors (labeled CLoVER sector 1 through CLoVER sector 4) were used
in additional simulations of the damage interrogation approach proposed with the
CLoVER transducer, as shown in Fig. 5.6. Each of these was excited using a 3.5
Hann-modulated toneburst with a center frequency of 65 kHz, where the A0 mode is
dominant. The signal was amplified using a Trek PZD2000 amplifier and the peak-to-
peak amplitude was slightly different for each sector to ensure that the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the main pulse received by the sensor was similar for all of them (the
variations in the input voltage were within 50 V among all the sectors). As in the
previous case, the only parameter not simulated in this study is the time delay that
exists between alternating sectors, as they were activated manually.
A through-thickness hole with a diameter of 4.8 mm was drilled at a radial distance
of 4RO away from the outer radial edge of one CLoVER sector to simulate structural
damage, as also shown in Fig. 5.6. The same isotropic plate structure and CLoVER
transducer used in the previous cases was employed here. The diameter of the hole
to wavelength ratio was approximately 0.3. This dimension was selected so that
the reflections from the front and back of the hole would interfere constructively as
shown by Diligent for the case of part-depth holes [101]. However, it is expected
that the reflection amplitude from a through-hole should increase monotonically with
dimension as also discussed by Diligent et al. [103]. The damage location was again
detected using the pulse-echo mode, and the same piezoelectric sensor used in the
previous section was employed. By again assuming the location of the damage to









In preliminary studies it was found that the times of arrival obtained assuming
the reflections originated at the front of the hole were very similar to those obtained
assuming they originated at its back. Consequently, only the value corresponding to
the front of the hole was used to track the damage reflections. It should be noted that
it has been previously reported that the S0 mode is more sensitive to through-the-
thickness damage due to its dominant in-plane components [20, 31]. However, in order
to excite a pure symmetric mode at lower frequencies two transducers are typically
needed (one on each surface of the substrate). When these are excited in phase, the
S0 mode propagates in the plate, while if the A0 mode is desired, they are excited
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out of phase. Some of the CLoVER sectors on one of the transducers employed were
unavailable for testing as they had sustained damage during earlier electric poling
tests, therefore making the excitation of symmetric modes for all sectors impossible.
Consequently, the present study uses the A0 mode to provide a concept demonstration
of the proposed damage interrogation approach.
Figure 5.7(a)-(d) shows sample difference signals collected with the piezoelec-
tric sensor where the expected time of arrival for the A0 mode defect reflections is
highlighted. Two measurements were taken with each sector and 128 averages were
collected in each of these. The peak-to-peak amplitude of these signals in the region
where the reflection is expected was measured, and the result is summarized in Fig.
5.8. The results presented correspond to average values, while the error bars rep-
resent three times the standard deviation. Each of these signals was post-processed
by removing linear and constant trends and passed through a bandpass filter. The
maximum amplitude is recorded when CLoVER sector 2 is activated, which is the
expected result as the damage is located along this sector’s centerline. Furthermore,
the reflection amplitude for the remaining sectors decreases with increasing index (for
sectors 3 and 4), as the centerline of these transducers moves farther away from the
damage location. Note in particular that the signal recorded when CLoVER sector
4 was used does not appear to have a significant contribution at the expected arrival
time. This observation is expected as the wave field induced by this sector is very
small near the damage location. This result illustrates the improvement offered by
the interrogation approach attainable with the CLoVER transducer, as with prior
knowledge of the device’s configuration (namely the azimuthal direction of each sec-
tor), information about the presence of damage can be inferred. Note that in this
particular experimental test, only four transducers were required to interrogate a
structural area spanning 1800 degrees. Furthermore, due to the directionality of the
transducer and the geometry of the device, the azimuthal location of the defect rel-
ative to the CLoVER transducer can be easily identified without phased-addition or
other post-processing algorithms.
5.1.3 Laser Vibrometer Tests
The interaction between the GW field excited by the CLoVER transducer and the
through-thickness hole was examined in more detail using laser vibrometry. This non-
contact technique is able to provide information near the location of the defect. The
objective is to show that the GW interaction with the simulated damage stays pre-
dominantly within the azimuthal projection of the CLoVER sector whose centerline
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is best aligned with the damage site. The key instrument used was a Polytec PSV-400
scanning laser vibrometer, which is composed of the PSV-I-400 scanning head, the
OFV-5000 controller, the PSV-E-401 junction box, and a data management system.
The light source used in the PSV-400 is a helium neon laser that provides a linear
polarized beam [73]. The vibrometer system is able to measure the out-of-plane ve-
locities by measuring the difference in path lengths between a reference beam and an
object beam that is backscattered from the surface under inspection. The scanning
head was supported using a tripod and maintained at a distance of 915 mm from the
scanning surface for most of the experimental tests conducted. This distance was se-
lected to operate at a laser visibility maximum [73]. The details of this experimental
setup are similar to those described in Chapter III.
In the case of laser vibrometry, pulse-echo type of approaches where a signal
corresponding to the pristine condition is compared to one after damage has been
introduced are difficult to implement. This would require positioning the laser at
exactly the same location on the surface of the inspected structure before and after
the damage has been introduced. Since the laser beam diameter is very small (∼
130 µm for the middle range lens at the separation distance between the laser and
specimen used [73]), this is nearly impossible to achieve as small positioning errors
inevitably result during the introduction of damage. Consequently, the first set of
tests consisted of evaluating the decay in peak-to-peak amplitude of the propagating
pulse along the centerline of different CLoVER sectors. This test provides insight
into how the presence of the hole influences the propagating pulse. Two different
CLoVER sectors were considered, as shown in Fig. 5.9(a), with the first of them
aligned with the damage and the second one located adjacent to the first one. The
result is shown in Fig. 5.9(b), where the effect of the hole on the incoming pulse is
clearly visible. In this case only a relative comparison is sufficient, and the results have
been normalized by the maximum value in each data set. The data points represent
average values while the error bars represent three times the standard deviation,
which was calculated based on two separate measurements with 64 averages each.
The result shows that the hole produces an increase in amplitude only very close to
its edge when the transducer aligned with it is used. The result observed for the case
of CLoVER sector 2 is consistent with the results reported by Staszewski [104] for the
interaction of axisymmetric GW fields with rectangular notches and circular defects
in aluminum plates using laser vibrometry.
The second set of tests consisted of measuring the peak-to-peak amplitude for
points located on a circle whose radius coincides with the position of the hole, as
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shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The same CLoVER sectors as in the previous case were
used, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.10(b). In this case, the raw data are
presented as the maximum value in the data set collected is expected to occur where
the damage is located, and therefore a baseline value is not available. Note that
the effect of the hole is predominant within the azimuthal projection of CLoVER
sector 2, whose centerline is aligned with the damage site. The hole appears to have
a weak effect on the GW field induced by sector 3, but this occurs in a region of
small wave amplitudes where the uncertainty in the measurements is larger. A two-
dimensional presentation of these results is given in Fig. 5.11 where the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the out-of-plane velocities in the region surrounding the hole is shown.
The main conclusion from the previous tests is that the presence of the defect is
most clearly visible when the sector whose centerline is best aligned with its position
is employed. This characteristic demonstrates that the input energy to a CLoVER
sector is efficiently used, and will play a key role in the design of damage detection
algorithms using these transducers.
5.2 Damage Interrogation in Composite Materials
A set of results that illustrate the ability of the CLoVER transducer to detect
damage in composite structures are presented in this section. A particular goal in
this context is to determine whether the directionality of GW propagation observed
in Chapter IV influences the ability of the device to localize the azimuthal position
of the defect sites.
The cross-ply [0/90]6S and quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S layups described in
Chapter IV were selected for these studies as they are representative of actual con-
figurations used in practice. In this case, the CLoVER transducers were used as
directional sensors, while the GW excitation pulse was generated by a circular piezo-
electric disc bonded at the center of the CLoVER array. The piezoceramic disc has
a diameter of 12.7 mm and a thickness of 0.2 mm. Similar to the setup described in
Chapter IV, a piece of copper-clad kapton was placed between the composite surface
and the lower surface of the piezoelectric disc. Due to its piezocomposite construc-
tion, a CLoVER sector is significantly more sensitive to strains along the piezo-fiber
direction than along its transverse direction. Thus, the benefit in defect detection
obtained through its directionality and geometry when used as an actuator (as seen
in the previous section) is also expected to occur when used as a sensor.
The simulated defect used in this part of the study was a concentrated mass
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provided by a metallic bar with a mass of 0.65 kg and a square cross section with a
side length of 2.2 cm. The bar is similar to the one used in the previous section, except
for its mass being reduced by half. This simulated defect was selected, in part, to
avoid introducing permanent damage to the specimens (such as delaminations due to
impact damage) during the early stages of testing. A more important reason, however,
is that the mobility of the defect allows the azimuthal characterization of CLoVER
sectors not aligned with it. In other words, it is of interest to find if the response
displayed by the sectors adjacent to the one aligned with the simulated damage will
vary depending on the azimuthal location being tested. As was seen in Chapter IV,
the steering phenomenon tends to concentrate part of the GW energy along specific
portions of the wavefront, which are not necessarily aligned with the direction of
travel. Therefore, if steering effects were present it might be expected that, depending
on the azimuthal location of the defect, the adjacent sectors would display a larger
response than the one directly aligned with it. Such spatial characterization would
not be possible with a fixed damage site, and introducing multiple defects would
unnecessarily complicate the analysis of the data at this stage. Furthermore, the
study is concerned with the directionality of the CLoVER sectors and their ability
to detect and localize defects. The ability to detect delaminations, for instance, is
characteristic of the GW approach and has been demonstrated by other researchers
(see for instance the work of Diamanti and Soutis [86]).
The concentrated mass was placed at a radial position of 10 cm from the outer
edge of the CLoVER sensors which corresponded to approximately 19 times the outer
radius of the emitting piezoelectric transducer. The excitation input to the piezoelec-
tric wafer was a 3.5 Hann-modulated toneburst at a frequency of 75 kHz as used in
the testing of the pristine plates, but with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 15 V. The GW
signals were recorded using a digital oscilloscope (Infinuum 54831B) with a sampling
frequency of 1 MHz. In an effort to prevent the damage detection results from being
influenced by different sensitivities of individual CLoVER sectors, the pristine and
damaged signals for each sensor were normalized by the amplitude of the incoming
GW pulse, so that the maximum in each data set was equal to one. A standard
pulse-echo method was employed in these experiments whereby a signal correspond-
ing to the pristine condition of the structure is compared to one obtained after the
introduction of damage. The difference from these two measurements is then used
to expose the reflections from any existing damage sites. In particular, the peak-to-
peak amplitude of the difference signal is taken as the damage metric. To assess the
effectiveness of the CLoVER interrogation approach in sensing, the simulated defect
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was aligned with the centerlines of different sectors, one at a time, and the response
was recorded using all active CLoVER sectors.
The first set of experiments were conducted on the cross-ply [0/90]6S plate, where
two different damage configurations were considered. First, the bar was aligned so
that its flat edge faced a specific CLoVER sector, while the second configuration
consisted of placing the bar so that its corner was aligned with the centerline of any
given sensor in the array. These configurations, shown in Fig. 5.12, will be referred
to as flat and sharp, respectively, from this point onwards. As the emphasis of the
present investigation is in verifying the effectiveness of the transducer in azimuthally
localizing defects, its distance from the array was assumed to be known a priori and
the wavespeeds measured in the previous chapter using laser vibrometry were used to
identify the region where damage reflections were expected. A total of nine CLoVER
sectors spanning a continuous range of 180 degrees were used in this case. These
sectors are illustrated in Fig. 5.13. Due to the symmetry of the source and the
material, this spatial range suffices for the defect detection studies. Figure 5.14(a)-
(b) shows sample difference signals between the pristine and damaged conditions of
the plate when the damage is aligned with different sectors. Figure 5.14(a) shows
the difference signal when sector 5 is used as a sensor and the simulated damage is
aligned with sectors 2 through 7. Similarly, Fig. 5.14(b) shows the difference signals
when sector 1 is used as a sensor and the defect is aligned with sectors 1 through
6. Note that in both cases, the reflection from the defect is easily discerned and its
time of arrival is consistent with the expected time based on the wave velocity and
distance. Furthermore, note that for the sensors not aligned with the defect, the
difference signal is significantly smaller.
One objective of the damage interrogation tests is to determine whether the steer-
ing phenomenon observed in the previous sections has a significant influence on the
transducer’s ability to determine the azimuthal location of the defect site. Due to
the material symmetry of the substrate, the response of sectors 1 through 4 should
be qualitatively similar to that of sectors 6 through 9 as they are placed in separate
quadrants of the plate. Therefore, any effect associated with steering should become
apparent in both measurements. The results from these experiments are illustrated
in Figs. 5.15 through 5.17 where the response for both damage configurations (flat
and sharp edge respectively) have been superimposed. Note that the results reported
in the figures correspond to average values collected from three independent measure-
ments with each measurement consisting of over 100 averages. Similarly, the error
bars correspond to the standard deviation calculated from the three independent data
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sets. Furthermore, the results obtained for sensors whose responses are expected to
be symmetric have been placed side by side in the figure for easier comparison. The
first clear observation from these results is that the transducers are effective in iden-
tifying the azimuthal location of the defect site. In particular, the amplitude of the
response for the sectors that are aligned with the damage is consistently larger than
those around it. Note that, in general, large responses are observed for the CLoVER
sector aligned with the damage as well as an adjacent one. The fact that this pattern
is observed for both damage configurations (flat and sharp edge) indicates that this is
likely associated with the cross-sectional size of the simulated defect and not with the
details of its shape at the point where it first interacts with the incident GW pulse.
A comparison of the response from symmetric sensors is therefore used to deter-
mine whether this effect is the result of any steering arising from the anisotropy of
the substrate. If the simulated defect is idealized as an omnidirectional source of
GW, then any steering or azimuthal variation of amplitude would affect symmetric
sectors in a similar manner. For instance, consider the result observed when the
simulated defect is aligned with sector 4. In this case the maximum amplitude is
observed for sensor number 4, but a reflection of similar amplitude is also recorded
by sector number 5. If this observation were due to steering of the reflected pulse or
variations in its amplitude, it would indicate that the propagating pulse is steering
or has a larger amplitude contribution towards the horizontal direction. Therefore,
the reflected pulse recorded when the damage is aligned with sector 6 should also be
steering towards the horizontal direction so that both sectors 5 and 6 would record
large reflection amplitudes. However, this is not the observed result as when the
damage is aligned with sector 6, a large amplitude is recorded by both sector 6 and
sector 7. This observation is confirmed by the measurement recorded with sensor
5. Based on the slowness diagram illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b) and the peak-to-peak
amplitude distribution reported in the previous chapter, no steering due to mate-
rial anisotropy is expected along this direction. However, it is observed that a large
reflection amplitude is recorded by both sectors 4 and 5. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that the large amplitudes observed by adjacent sectors is not due to steering
effects or material anisotropy, but could rather be attributed to the size of the defect,
imperfect alignment relative to the CLoVER sectors, or to the spread in energy of
the reflected GW pulse as it propagates in the plane of the plate. Nevertheless, the
results indicate the effectiveness of the CLoVER transducer in correctly identifying
the azimuthal location of the defect site. Note also that this is accomplished using a
smaller number of transducers than alternative concepts such as phased arrays.
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Similar experiments were conducted on the quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
to verify the performance of the transducer in different composite configurations. In
this case, sixteen CLoVER sectors spanning a continuous range of 360 degrees were
used. In this case, however, only the sharp damage configuration was considered as
it was found in the experiments with the cross-ply plate that the specific alignment
of the defect did not have a significant role in the reflection amplitude of the sectors
aligned with it. The transducer arrangement used is shown in Fig. 5.18 where the
active sensors are highlighted. As previously indicated, these sectors correspond to
the electrode design defined as CLoVER 2 in Chapter IV. As in the previous case, the
simulated defect was aligned with different sectors, one at a time, and the response
recorded with all eight sectors. The results for this case are shown in Figs. 5.19
through 5.26 where the damage was aligned with sectors 3, 4, 5 and 7. Note that as
in the case of the cross-ply plate the directionality of the CLoVER sectors allows the
device to correctly identify the azimuthal location of the simulated defects. While in
this case there are no in-plane material symmetries as in the cross-ply case, steering
effects are also not apparent as the reflection amplitude is always largest for the
sectors directly aligned with the defect. Note that as in the previous case, this is
often accompanied by an adjacent sector having a large reflection amplitude as well.
As previously indicated, however, this is likely due to the in-plane energy spread of
the reflected GW pulse as it reaches the CLoVER transducer.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
The damage detection and localization capabilities of the CLoVER transducers
were experimentally demonstrated in this chapter. The simulated defect types con-
sidered were a concentrated mass and a through-thickness hole. It was shown that the
directionality of the GW field induced and sensed by each sector, combined with the
arrangement of the array, is critical in correctly localizing simulated defects. Further-
more, experiments based on the pulse-echo method and laser vibrometry for isotropic
structures showed that when the damage is not aligned with the active CLoVER sector
the response obtained does not contain any significant damage-related features. The
damage interrogation experiments in composite structures, using cross-ply [0/90]6S
and quasi-isotropic laminates [0/45/-45/90]4S, demonstrated that the simulated de-
fects can be correctly detected and localized. This result indicates that steering
effects induced by the material anisotropy do not significantly influence the damage
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic of damage location for reflection amplitude decay study;
(b) Comparison between pristine and damaged sensor signals for damage
located at db of 2RO.
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Figure 5.3: Difference between pristine and damaged sensor response signals for dam-





































































Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic showing simulated damage locations for azimuthal tests;






Figure 5.6: Detail of the through-thickness introduced for damage interrogation ap-
proach demonstration.
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Figure 5.7: Difference signal between pristine and damaged conditions recorded with:



































































Figure 5.9: (a) Schematic illustrating the location of the leaser measurement points
in amplitude attenuation studies; (b) Effect of through-thickness hole on
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Figure 5.10: (a) Schematic illustrating the location of the leaser measurement points
in azimuthal tests; (b) Effect of through-thickness hole on azimuthal
distribution of incident GW field from CLoVERs 2 and 3.
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Figure 5.11: Interaction of incident GW field with structural defect: peak-to-peak


















Figure 5.12: Detail of CLoVER transducer and simulated defect used in damage de-
tection experiments: (a) Flat side aligned with CLoVER sector; (b)






used as GW source
Fiber direction 
on top layer
Figure 5.13: Detail of the CLoVER and piezoelectric wafer transducers used in the
damage detection experiments in cross-ply plate.
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Figure 5.14: Difference signals between pristine and damaged condition of the 12-
layer cross-ply [0/90]6S plate when (a) Sector 5 is used as a sensor and
the defect is aligned with sectors 2 through 7 and (b) Sector 1 is used
as a sensor and the defect is aligned with sectors 1 through 6.
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Figure 5.15: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 12-layer cross-ply [0/90]6S plate when the
damage is aligned with (a) sector 1 (b) sector 9 (a) sector 2 (a) sector
8.
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Figure 5.16: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 12-layer cross-ply [0/90]6S plate when the
damage is aligned with (a) sector 3 (b) sector 7 (a) sector 4 (a) sector
6.
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Figure 5.17: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 12-layer cross-ply [0/90]6S plate when the
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Figure 5.18: Detail of the CLoVER and piezoelectric wafer transducers used in the
damage detection experiments in quasi-isotropic plate.
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Figure 5.19: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 1 (b) sector 2 .



















































Figure 5.20: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 3 (b) sector 4 .
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Figure 5.21: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 5 (b) sector 6 .



















































Figure 5.22: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 7 (b) sector 8 .
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Figure 5.23: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 9 (b) sector 10 .



















































Figure 5.24: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 11 (b) sector 12 .
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Figure 5.25: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with (a) sector 13 (b) sector 14 .

























Figure 5.26: Normalized peak-to-peak reflection amplitude recorded with the
CLoVER transducer in the 16-layer quasi-isotropic [0/45/-45/90]4S plate
when the damage is aligned with sector 15.
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CHAPTER VI
Design and Characterization of a Variable-length
Piezocomposite Transducer
The design and characterization of a variable-length piezocomposite transducer is
described in this chapter. The motivation for the variable-length capability is outlined
first, and the transducer dimensions that optimize the transmission of specific modes
are later derived. The design of the interdigitated electrode pattern is subsequently
discussed, along with a brief summary of the transducer fabrication procedure. The
resulting devices are used in a series of experimental tests in isotropic structures
where their ability to selectively excite and sense specific GW modes is demonstrated.
Finally, the ability of the variable-length transducer to provide active compensation
in damage interrogation and detection is explored through numerical simulations with
different types of damage.
6.1 Background
As discussed in Chapter I, there are many advantages associated with using GW
for SHM. Prominent among them is the ability to tune the testing conditions so that
the interrogation pulse is sensitive to specific damage types. This feature can be con-
trolled based on the excitation frequency and transducer geometry. In the excitation
of GWs using finite dimensional transducers, there are two main contributions to the
induced displacements or strains. The first of these, which is typically referred to as
the excitability function, is primarily dependent on the substrate under inspection.
That is, for a given set of material properties and geometry, there will be frequencies
at which displacements from specific GW modes will be maximized. This fact, along
with dispersion considerations, is typically used to determine the excitation frequency
to be used. The second component is related to the transducer geometry and size.
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These parameters can be selected so that they are most effective at exciting specific
GW modes (this is done according to the wavelength of the desired mode as discussed
later).
There are multiple potential benefits in using variable-length devices for GW
transduction. The first, and likely most important, benefit is the potential ability
to selectively excite and sense individual modes. This would be advantageous as the
propagating pulse could be specifically designed to be sensitive to different damage
types. Conversely, using a sensor able to predominantly receive contributions from
specific modes, while minimizing those from undesired ones, would greatly facilitate
the processing of inspection signals. Similarly, a variable-length transducer can po-
tentially operate at points of low dispersion in the frequency-thickness domain, to
ensure that the different frequency components do not separate as the pulse propa-
gates through the structure. This is advantageous as it maintains the signal-to-noise
ratio and facilitates the processing of reflections from closely spaced features, as dis-
cussed by Monkhouse et al. [13] and Alleyne and Cawley [31].
Another important potential benefit is the ability for compensation of environ-
mental effects on GW transduction. The transducer dimensions necessary to obtain
a specific mode ratio are likely to be selected for a specific set of operating condi-
tions, that is, specific temperature, loading, and material conditions, all of which
may change while the structure is in operation. Consider for instance the effect of
temperature. This parameter is of crucial importance for GW propagation and dam-
age detection, and its effects have addressed by several researchers in the past (e.g.
Konstantinidis, Drinkwater, and Wilcox [105]; Raghavan and Cesnik [106]; Clark and
Cawley [107]). While the primary complications arise due to the influence of temper-
ature on baseline signals typically used for damage detection and localization, GW
transduction is also affected due to the changing transducer material properties. Fur-
thermore, the mechanical loads acting on the substrate can also influence its wave
propagation properties. For instance, the work of Chen and Wilcox [108] showed that
for the A0 mode in an aluminum plate, the phase velocity increased by a factor of as
much as four under strain levels of 0.1% for frequency-thickness products of up to 10
kHz-mm. This effect would directly influence the transducer dimension as it typically
depends on the mode wavelength, itself a function of the phase velocity. Finally, in
the case of anisotropic structures the transducer dimensions will be dependent on
the inspection direction. This effect can be observed in Fig. 6.1, which shows the
directional dependence of the S0 mode wavelength in a 4-layer IM7-based cross-ply
[0/90]S laminate at 200 kHz. These results were generated using the software Dis-
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perse v2.0.16d developed at Imperial College, UK [96]. As the transducer dimensions
are based on the wavelength, it is clear that its value should change with angular
position so as to maintain a constant mode transmission and sensing ratio.
The theoretical background for GW excitation that will be used to determine
the optimal transducer dimensions is briefly discussed next, and an expression for the
transducer dimension that maximizes the transmission of a specific mode is presented.
The criteria for the design of the transducer are subsequently described, along with
a brief overview of its fabrication procedure. A set of experimental studies are later
presented to illustrate the ability of the device to attain specific mode transmission
and sensing ratios.
6.2 Theoretical Considerations
The transducer dimensions in each variable-length device are selected so as to
maximize the transmission and excitation purity of the S0 or A0 modes at different
frequencies. These dimensions are obtained from the theory developed by Raghavan
and Cesnik [44] for GW excitation by a rectangular, finite-dimensional piezocompos-
ite transducer in isotropic plates. Note that, as shown in Chapter II, a CLoVER
transducer sector with a sufficiently large (≥ 0.9) ratio of inner to outer radius will
behave similar to a rectangular device. Their theoretical model is based on the 3-D
equations of elasticity and is based on assuming uncoupled dynamics and perfect bond
between the transducer and substrate. These assumptions result in the interaction
between the substrate and the actuator being represented through shear tractions
along the edges of the transducer in the piezoceramic fiber direction, as shown in
Fig. 6.2. In the figure, the transducer is assumed to be bonded on the upper surface,
and the origin of the coordinate system is placed at the half-point through the thick-
ness of the plate. It was shown by Crawley and de Luis [54] that if these conditions
are not satisfied, a shear-lag solution accounting for the thickness of the bond-line
is necessary for accurate results. Nevertheless, the fitness of these assumptions in
the theoretical modeling of GW excitation by these transducers has been numerically
and experimentally verified in previous studies [43, 44] and in a previous chapter of
this thesis. Under the above assumptions, the equilibrium equations expressed in
displacement form are solved using Fourier transforms and complex calculus under
the set of boundary conditions given by Eq. (6.1), from which the dependence of the



























In Eq. (6.1) σij corresponds to the stress components, b represents the substrate
half-thickness (t = 2b), τ0 represents the traction amplitude, u(.) corresponds to the
unit step function, and δ(.) represents the Dirac delta function. Similarly, L1 and L2
represent the transducer dimensions along the x− and y-directions, respectively. The
results from this theory have been extensively verified numerically and experimentally,
and good correlation has been obtained in the time, frequency, and space domains as
shown in Chapter III and Ref. [43]. Upon application of the spatial Fourier transform
(as defined in Chapter II) on Eq. (6.1), the following expression is obtained for the











where ξx and ξy correspond to the wavenumbers along the x− and y-directions, re-
spectively. By replacing the Cartesian wavenumbers with their polar counterpart, ξ










In a rectangular APT transducer the displacements are to be maximized along
the direction aligned with the piezoelectric fibers. If this direction is assumed to be
parallel to the y-axis, as depicted in Fig. 6.2, the value of the azimuthal wavenumber,
φ, is equal to π/2. The evaluation of this wavenumber results in a singularity in the
definition of the exerted stress. Nevertheless, by recognizing that the dependence of
the transformed stress on the product ξ cosφ can be expressed by a function of the
form sin x̂/x̂, which approaches unity as x̂ approaches zero, the transformed stress

















From Eq. (6.4) it follows that the transducer dimension along the fiber direction











where n represents an integer (n = 0,1,2,...). The necessary wavenumber in Eq. (6.5)
is obtained from the dispersion relation for either the S0 or A0 mode which, for the
antisymmetric case, is given by:
DA = (ξ
2 − β2)2 sinαb cosβb+ 4ξ2αβ cosαb sin βb (6.6)
where the terms α and β represent through-the-thickness wavenumbers , as defined
in Chapter II. Eq. (6.5) can be expressed in terms of the mode wavelength, λ, by
using the equality λ = 2π/ξ, so that the desired transducer dimension is expressed
as:




The result given in Eq. (6.7) is useful as it readily indicates that the transducer
dimension that maximizes a given mode is equal to integer multiples of one half its
wavelength. The result given by Eq. (6.5) can be generalized for a substrate of any
thickness by using the definition of the phase velocity, cp, which is known to be a








By substituting the definition in Eq. (6.8) into the result obtained in Eq. (6.5)
one finds:




where the parentheses in the cp term indicate that this variable is a function of
the frequency-thickness product, ft. Finally, dividing both sides by the substrate
thickness, t, and defining χ = ft results in:
a∗
t







Sample results from Eq. (6.10) are shown in Fig. 6.3, which shows the transducer
dimension that maximizes the transmission of the A0 mode in an aluminum plate (E
= 70 GPa, ν = 0.33, ρ = 2700 kg/m3). Note that the dimensions that result in no
transmission of a specific mode can be found analogously by setting the right hand









where, as in the previous case, n represents an integer number. In the following
section, the results in Eq. (6.10) and Eq. (6.11) are used to select the transducer
dimensions so that the transmission of a specific mode is maximized, while that of
the opposite mode is minimized.
6.3 Transducer Design and Fabrication
Several important parameters must be considered during the selection of the di-
mension of each segment in the variable-length transducer. First, the mode trans-
mission ratio (defined as the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the propagating
S0 to A0 modes, S0/A0) must be considered so that each dimension is able to selec-
tively excite either the symmetric or antisymmetric mode. Ideally, the transducer
would be sized at a point where one mode has a peak while the opposite mode has
a minimum. As Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 show, there are a small number of points in
the frequency-thickness domain where this can be exactly achieved. Note that the
results shown correspond to an aluminum 5005 alloy (E = 68.9 GPa, ν = 0.33, ρ =
2700 kg/m3), but similar results are expected for other isotropic material systems.
It should be noted that, as seen in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5, for low frequency-thickness
products (less than 100 kHz-mm for the material parameters considered here), this
requires a large transducer dimension (in the order of 30 times the substrate thick-
ness for the symmetric mode and larger than 40 times the substrate thickness for the
antisymmetric mode for the material parameters considered) which is not desirable
based on power-consumption and implementation considerations.
The second important parameter is the wavelength range desired in order to be
sensitive to different defect types and sizes. Previous studies have shown that the
reflection amplitude from defects can be correlated to the ratio of the wavelength to
a defect characteristic dimension. For instance, in Lowe et al. [109], the interaction
of the fundamental Lamb modes with part-depth notches was studied through finite
element analysis and experimental measurements. Their results indicated that for
relatively shallow notches (less than 15% of the substrate thickness), the reflection
amplitude was maximized if the S0 mode wavelength was equal to four times the
defect diameter, or if the A0 mode wavelength was equal to two times the defect
diameter. Similar correlations have been found for different defect types and depths
(Diligent and Lowe [110]; Fromme et al. [111]). The mode wavelength is a function
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of the material properties and thickness of the substrate under consideration as well
as the testing frequency, and therefore the desired range needs to be selected on a
case-by-case basis.
The transducer dimensions selected in this study, along with the expected mode
transmission ratios expected at two frequency-thickness products of interest, are sum-
marized in Table 6.1 and illustrated in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 [112, 113]. Note that the
dimensions selected are expected to produce large transmission ratios for each mode
at two different points, and that the mode ratios indicated are based only on Eq.
(6.10) and Eq. (6.11) and therefore do not account for the different substrate ex-
citability at different frequency-thickness ranges. The actual frequencies based on a
3.2-mm aluminum plate were selected as they produced a range of wavelengths that
will be useful in damage detection experiments. These wavelengths are summarized
in Table 6.2.
In the case of the symmetric mode at 240 kHz-mm, the dimension was chosen so
as to minimize the A0 transmission without maximizing the S0 mode as this would
require a larger transducer, as seen in Fig. 6.6. Similarly, in the case of the antisym-
metric mode at the same frequency-thickness the dimension selected maximizes the
A0 transmission without minimizing the S0 amplitude as this would result in an even
larger device. Similarly, Fig. 6.7 shows that, due to the smaller wavelengths, the di-
mensions selected at 720 kHz-mm maximize one mode transmission while minimizing
that of the other mode. Finally, it is important to mention that the transducer di-
mensions selected are expected to provide similar transmission ratios for neighboring
frequencies as well.
Based on the dimensions discussed above, the interdigitated electrode pattern
shown in Fig. 6.8 was designed to attain the variable-length effect. It can be seen that
each subdivision is connected to a separate electrode bus for independent actuation.
Also note that the tabs for wire lead connections have been placed on the sides
of the device, which decreases the transducer disturbance to the GW field. The
specific parameters in the electrode pattern were selected based on those of the NASA-
standard MFC devices [11]. In particular, the finger width was selected at 0.1 mm,
while the finger spacing was chosen as 0.5 mm. The electrode pattern was transferred
to a copper-clad kapton film (Pyralux LF7062R) using a photolithography process
at the Lurie Nanofabrication Facility at the University of Michigan. There was no
specific criterion followed to select the width of the device, other than to maintain
a value within acceptable bounds. This dimension is only expected to scale the
amplitude of the strains induced or sensed by the transducer, and to have no effect
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in the trends observed for the transducer as the piezoelectric properties of the device
are very weak along this direction. As previously indicated, the length along the
piezoelectric fibers is the critical dimension to control in these transducers.
6.4 Experimental Procedures and Results
The variable-length APT was bonded on a 3.2-mm thick aluminum 5005 plate at
its geometric center using a thin layer of Epotek 730 bonding agent. The in-plane
dimensions of the square plate were 0.7 m on each side. It is important that the
bond-line between the transducer and the substrate be as thin as possible to ensure
that shear-lag effects can be neglected [54]. If the bonding line is excessively thick the
strains from the actuator will be transferred to the substrate over a finite distance
along its length instead of at its edges. This would in turn result in the effective
dimension of the transducer being smaller than its nominal dimension. In order to
ensure that a thin and uniform bond line was obtained, the transducer and plate were
placed in an autoclave and cured for two hours at a temperature of 80◦ C (according
to the manufacturer instructions) and pressure of 345 kPa (50 psi). This procedure
was observed to yield the thinnest possible bond line without the risk of causing
damage to the device due to excessive pressure, and has been previously shown to
produce bonding layers that satisfy the perfect-bonding assumption. A combination
of laser vibrometer and sensor-based measurements were collected to characterize the
transduction properties of the variable-length device. The experimental details and
results for each of these are presented in the following subsections.
6.4.1 Laser Vibrometer Experiments
The objective of these tests was to obtain a detailed characterization of the anti-
symmetric mode in near-harmonic excitation conditions, which is expected to result
in a closer correlation with the expected results from the selection of the transducer
dimensions (calculated using a single frequency component). As a result, a Poly-
tec PSV-400 scanning laser vibrometer, sensitive to the out-of-plane velocities of the
specimen under inspection, was used. This device operates under the Doppler shifting
phenomenon and uses a Helium-Neon laser beam approximately 60 µm in diameter
at the used standoff distance (915 mm between the laser scanning head and the plate)
[73]. As the symmetric out-of-plane displacement and velocity components are very
weak, the laser is mostly sensitive to the antisymmetric mode.
In an effort to excite the transducer with a single frequency component, a 10-cycle
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sinusoidal function was used as the excitation signal. An Agilent 33220A arbitrary
waveform generator was used in conjunction with a Trek PZD2000 high power am-
plifier for this purpose. The acquisition frequency used with the laser vibrometer was
5.12 MHz. An overview of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.9. The peak-to-
peak input voltage to each APT segment was in the order of 500 V (somewhat larger
voltages were used at higher frequencies to compensate for the decreasing amplifier
gain). The wavelength for each of the frequencies tested was different, being larger
for the lower frequencies. It is well known that the amplitude attenuation of GWs
is a function of the propagation distance relative to the mode wavelength. There-
fore, multiple measurement points were selected so as to always collect signals at a
normalized distance of three wavelengths away from the edge of the transducer. A
summary of these positions is presented in Fig. 6.10, where they range from 103 mm
for 25 kHz to 28 mm for 250 kHz. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the recorded pulses
was used as the metric in this case.
Sample results from these experiments are shown in Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12.
Figure 6.11 shows a sample time domain signal recorded with the laser vibrometer.
All the measurements presented subsequently were made between the fourth and
seventh propagating pulses. Each measurement was averaged a total of 64 times and
three separate measurements were collected at each testing frequency. The peak-to-
peak amplitude for each segment in the variable-length device is shown in Fig. 6.12,
where the error bars represent three times the standard deviation.
Several important observations can be made from these results. First, note that
for the 10-mm and 25-mm segments the peaks occur at 100 kHz in contrast to the
20-mm segment where the peak occurs at 125 kHz. This fact is directly related to
the ratio of the transducer dimension to the mode wavelength. At 100 kHz, the
A0 mode has a wavelength of approximately 16 mm so that the 10-mm and 25-mm
devices correspond to approximately one half and three times the half wavelength,
respectively. Note that if shear lag effects are accounted for in the transducer, so that
its effective dimension is slightly smaller than its nominal dimension (in the order of
15%), then the ratios would be in better agreement as observed in the experiment.
Similarly, at 125 kHz the A0 mode wavelength is approximately 14 mm making the
ratio of mode wavelength to transducer dimension close to 0.5. Furthermore, note
that the wavelength at 150 kHz is equal to approximately 12.5 mm so that the 25-mm
segment is expected to minimize the induced displacements as it is equal to twice the
wavelength. While this is not exactly observed, note that there is a local minimum
at this frequency.
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These results provide a preliminary demonstration that the variable-length trans-
ducer can preferentially excite specific modes when sized according to the desired
wavelength [112, 113]. The following subsection provides a detailed study on the ef-
fectiveness of the variable-length device in attaining different mode transmission and
sensing ratios.
6.4.2 Sensor-based Experiments
The objective of this section is to evaluate the performance of the variable-length
device in selectively exciting symmetric and antisymmetric modes at different fre-
quencies. In this case, the GW field was recorded using a circular 5-mm diameter
piezoelectric wafer bonded 12 cm away from the edge of the transducer along its
centerline, as shown in Fig. 6.13. This distance was selected as a good compromise
among several factors. First, there must be sufficient distance between the actuator
and sensor to allow the modes to separate due to their different group velocities.
Similarly, the sensor must not be placed too far from the transducer as this would
result in the amplitudes being unnecessarily attenuated and in boundary reflections
interfering with the GW pulses. A 3.5-cycle Hann-modulated toneburst was used as
the excitation signal in this case. The apparatus used to generate the pulse as well
as the input voltages were similar to those in the previous set of experiments. The
sensor data were recorded using a digital oscilloscope (Agilent Infinuum 54831DSO)
with a sampling frequency of 5 MHz. The sensor signals were post-processed by
removing constant and linear trends and passed through a 4th order Butterworth
band-pass filter. The frequency band-pass was selected based on the number of cy-
cles in the modulation window. While 128 averages were collected at each tested
frequency, the standard deviation provided by the oscilloscope corresponded to the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the entire signal. Therefore, this value was not used in
the results as there were contributions from electromagnetic interference (EMI) as
well as the propagating GW modes. Instead, over the large number of averages, it
was observed that the standard deviation corresponded to at most 5% of the peak-to-
peak amplitude. Consequently, the following convention was adopted for reporting
the experimental error: When the specific mode under consideration had a dominant
contribution in the signal, its error was assigned to be 5% of its peak-to-peak value.
Conversely, when the contribution had to be manually tracked based on wave speeds,
the error was raised to 15% of the peak-to-peak value. Considering the large number
of averages taken, the error convention is expected to provide conservative estimates.
For the transmission ratio, the error was computed using suitable error propagation
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equations.
Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show sample time domain signals recorded with the sen-
sor at frequencies where the A0 and S0 modes are dominant, respectively. Similar
measurements were recorded over a large range of frequencies and the peak-to-peak
amplitude of each mode was recorded for each segment of the variable-length trans-
ducer. Sample results for the frequency response of these segments are shown in Fig.
6.16. Note that, as expected, the A0 mode is dominant at low frequencies, while the
S0 mode contribution increases at higher frequencies. In this case, however, the met-
ric of interest is the ratio of S0 to A0 transmission attainable with each device. This
ratio is used as a measure of the selectivity the transducer in GW generation. Figure
6.17 shows the comparison of this transmission ratio as a function of frequency for all
the segments in the variable-length device, including the individual 5-mm segment
needed to obtain the 25-mm dimension, in dB scale. From the figure it is clear that
the smallest actuator has a lower transmission ratio (S0/A0) over a wider frequency
range due to the shorter wavelength of the antisymmetric mode, whose value decreases
from approximately 18 mm at 75 kHz to 12 mm at 150 kHz. Similarly, the S0 mode
wavelength is very large in this frequency region (from 70 mm at 75 kHz to 35 mm
at 150 kHz) so that the transducer is small enough to excite it in a weaker manner.
This segment could enable surface damage inspection (e.g., surface cracks) using the
A0 mode in a nearly pure manner over a relatively large range of wavelengths.
As previously discussed, the 10-mm segment was selected to obtain a small S0/A0
transmission ratio at lower frequencies and a maximum transmission ratio in the
neighborhood of 225 kHz (720 kHz-mm). The results show that, until 100 kHz, this
transducer dimension produces the lowest transmission ratio (along with the 25-mm
segment) except for the 5-mm segment for the reasons discussed previously. Similarly,
this segment produces the largest S0/A0 transmission ratio attainable with the entire
transducer at higher frequencies as a result of its wavelength being close to half the
wavelength of the S0 mode. Note that in this case, unlike other segments, the trans-
mission ratio is expected to continue to increase with higher frequencies. While the
wavelengths corresponding to the S0 mode in this region are still relatively large, the
results illustrate that by using a variable-length device the peak transmission ratios
can be tailored to occur at specific frequencies according to the wavelength desired.
Finally, the 25-mm transducer was designed so as to maximize the transmission of
the A0 mode at 225 kHz. The results illustrate that for this transducer dimension,
the S0/A0 ratio is the lowest in all overall device, except for the 5-mm segment. It
is important to emphasize once more the advantage offered by the variable-length
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capability of the transducer. Note that for the particular combination of parame-
ters selected in this experimental demonstration, the largest improvement in mode
purity occurs for the A0 mode at 150 kHz. At this frequency, using the 5-mm seg-
ment yields a gain of approximately 4.6 dB relative to the 10-mm segment [112, 113].
This indicates that due to the ability of the device to electrically vary its length, the
wavelength of the A0 mode can be exploited for damage detection at this frequency
without compromising, for instance, on the purity of the S0 mode at 225 kHz. This
illustrates the usefulness of the transducer, as different wavelengths can be selectively
excited using a single, compact device.
During the selection of the transducer dimensions, the points chosen predicted
a very low mode ratio at different frequencies, in fact lower than what is actually
observed in the experiment. This observation is due to the inherent property of the
substrate to have better excitability for each mode in different frequency-thickness
ranges. Therefore, attempting to maximize the transmission of the S0 mode at lower
frequencies by selecting a dimension where the predicted A0 excitation is minimal (or
even zero) will only result in a higher S0/A0 ratio than otherwise possible. However,
the A0 mode will still be dominant. A second important observation is that in real
applications, the specimens under inspection are excited with signals that contain a fi-
nite frequency bandwidth (typically a modulated toneburst), and therefore the center
frequency, used in the transducer sizing, will not represent the only contribution. A
possible future direction for development is the linkage between the excitation signal
and the transducer dimension to generate a design that will result in a desired ratio
once accounting for all frequency contributions. This can be especially important in
the inspection of composite materials as the elastic coupling of different modes may
not provide such simple mode separation over a wide frequency range [98, 99].
The selectivity attainable when the variable-length device was used as a sensor was
also evaluated. In this case, a circular piezoelectric wafer with a diameter of 16-mm
was bonded on the surface of the plate, at 12 cm from the edge of the transducer as in
the previous case, to act as a GW emitter. Due to the presence of additional sensors,
the actuator was bonded on the opposite surface of the plate, as shown in Fig. 6.18.
In this set of experiments, the use of the amplifier was not necessary and the peak-
to-peak voltage input was maintained at 18 V. A total of 64 averages were taken at
each frequency, and due to similar considerations, the same error convention as in the
actuator tests was adopted. The results, shown in Fig. 6.19, indicate that, when used
as a sensor, the transducer preferentially senses the symmetric mode. This is likely
due to its operation under the 3-3 piezoelectric effect which makes the transducer
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mostly sensitive to in-plane strains. This may be responsible for the larger S0/A0
sensing ratios observed in this case in contrast to the lower ratios observed for the
transmission ratio. Note, however, that the peaks where the transmission ratios occur
are not a function of the sensor dimension, but instead of the emitting transducer.
The trends observed when the device is used as an actuator are also present in this
case. For instance, the 20-mm segment was designed to maximize the S0 mode at
75 kHz, and it is observed that this device also has the largest S0/A0 sensing ratio
at lower frequencies. Furthermore, the 10-mm device was selected to maximize the
S0 transmission at 225 kHz and minimize the A0 transmission at 75 kHz. It can be
observed that these trends are supported in the sensing results as well. Finally, the
25-mm device was sized so as to maximize the A0 transmission at 225 kHz, and it can
be seen that among all the combinations, except for the 5-mm device, this segment
has the lowest S0/A0 sensing ratio.
These observations are equally important, as they indicate that independently of
the source used, the sensor can be designed such that specific wavelengths are sensed
more effectively. Note that in this case, the maximum performance improvement
occurs at 75 kHz. At this frequency, using the 5-mm segment yields a gain of approx-
imately 6.2 dB relative to the 20-mm segment. Once again, this indicates that the
wavelength at 75 kHz can be exploited without sacrificing the device sensitivity to the
S0 mode at 150 kHz, for instance. Having a sensor tuned for different wavelengths is
particularly important in damage detection, where the reflection signals are typically
small compared to the excitation pulses.
6.5 Active compensation using variable-length transducers
This section numerically demonstrates an application of the compensation capa-
bility offered by a variable-length device in damage detection. The baseline scenario
consists of an isotropic structure with a simulated defect in the form of a part-depth
notch. It is assumed that the defect originally has a small dimension and that,
through continuous operation, its width and thickness can increase. Furthermore, it
is assumed that the transducer length selected is intended for optimal interrogation
of a specific defect type and size. The analysis involves exciting an interrogating
pulse in the structure and assessing the amplitude of the reflected signal from the
defect as its dimension changes. As previous researchers have shown, this reflection
will vary depending on the defect depth and the ratio of the defect length to the
interrogating pulse wavelength. The following subsections provide a brief description
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of the numerical simulations and a discussion of the results obtained.
6.5.1 Finite element simulations
A set of plane strain finite element simulations was conducted to analyze the
reflection characteristics from a simulated defect in an aluminum plate (E = 68.9 GPa,
ν = 0.33, ρ = 2700 kg/m3). A part-depth notch was introduced by removing elements
from the model at desired locations in order to maintain specific notch-width to mode
wavelength ratios. The notch width, wN , and depth, hN , were varied in the analysis
to characterize different levels of damage. A 1-mm thick plate with a length of 0.55 m
was considered in ABAQUS 6.8 using CPS4 plane strain elements. The element size
used was 0.25 mm in the axial direction and 0.1 mm in the thickness direction. As
reported in previous chapters, the effect of the transducer was represented through
shear tractions on the top and bottom surfaces of the model. These were used in
phase to excite symmetric modes and out of phase for antisymmetric excitation.
The front of the notch was located at a distance of 0.265 m from the origin, while
the monitoring point was placed at an axial location of 0.115 m. These parameters
provided sufficient separation between the incoming pulse, the notch reflections, and
the boundary reflections. For the symmetric mode a frequency of 350 kHz with a
corresponding wavelength of 16 mm was used. Similarly for antisymmetric excitation,
a frequency of 100 kHz was used with a corresponding wavelength of 15 mm. Figure
6.20 shows a schematic of the model used.
A sample time-domain signal collected at the monitoring point is shown in Fig.
6.21. The Hilbert amplitude of the signal has also been superimposed. As discussed
in Chapter IV, the amplitude of the Hilbert transform provides an envelope for the
signal that is useful in identifying different contributions. Note that the interrogating
pulse, the notch reflection, and the boundary reflection are all clearly discernible. The
metric of interest in this case is the reflection coefficient, defined as the amplitude
of the Hilbert envelope of the notch reflection normalized by the maximum Hilbert
amplitude of the incoming pulse. The following section discusses the variation of
the reflection coefficient for different notch parameters and its implications on the
selection of the transducer dimensions.
6.5.2 Results and discussion
The results for the symmetric mode are shown in Fig. 6.22. As can be seen, vary-
ing the length of the defect results in a change in the necessary inspection wavelength
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for all notch depths. In particular, consider the deepest notch modeled, where a max-
imum reflection coefficient is obtained if the notch length to wavelength ratio is in the
order of 0.2 and 0.8 (for the following discussion it will be assumed that the transducer
was sized so that the notch-width to wavelength ratio is 0.2). If through continued
structural operation the length of the notch increases so that its ratio to the original
wavelength is in the order of 0.5, the reflection coefficient will be at a minimum. Fur-
thermore, if the signal processing and damage localization algorithms are calibrated
to specific tolerances, this change may compromise the performance of the inspection
system. To compensate for this change, the wavelength of the interrogating mode
should be increased to maintain a constant ratio of 0.2. This would require a propor-
tional increase in the transducer dimension to maintain or improve the purity of the
interrogating mode. The variable-length device would enable this possibility thereby
maintaining the performance of the health monitoring system. For the parameters
considered in the present simulations and assuming a transducer dimension equal to
one half the wavelength, this would result in the transducer increasing from 8 mm to
20 mm in length. As experimentally demonstrated in this chapter, this is a feasible
possibility. The underlying physics for the oscillations in the reflection coefficient is
related to the interference between reflections from the front and back of the notch as
discussed by Lowe [109]. If these are constructive, then the amplitude of the reflected
signal will be maximized. In contrast, if they are destructive a minimal reflection
amplitude will result. Note that in this case, the effect of the notch depth is not
very significant. This can be understood by considering the low dispersiveness of the
symmetric mode in the frequency-thickness region studied. As the wave velocity does
not vary significantly with frequency or thickness, the wave travels at the same speed
in the main plate and in the thinner region under the notch. Thus, the interference
between the front and back reflections is always similar regardless of the thickness
reduction introduced by the notch.
Similarly, consider the result shown in Fig. 6.23 for the antisymmetric mode. In
this case there is a significant difference among the different notch depths. This can
be physically explained by the dispersive nature of the A0 mode in the frequency-
thickness region used. The thinner notch region results in a significantly lower wave
speed relative to that in the main plate, so that the phase difference from the front and
back reflections is more evident. For the thinnest notch considered, it can be seen that
the wavelength should be in the order of 0.65 to maximize the reflection coefficient.
As the notch depth increases, however, the mode wavelength needed to maintain the
reflection coefficient needs to change even though the notch length remains constant.
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In particular, note that for a 50% thickness reduction, the ratio should be in the order
of 0.5 while for a 75% thickness reduction it should be in the order of 0.4. The length
of the transducer would need to vary along with the wavelength of the interrogation
pulse to once again maintain the mode purity. For the parameters considered in this
study, this would result in a maximum transducer length increase from 7.5 mm to 11.5
mm which is a realistic alternative as demonstrated in this chapter. The variable-
length capability is particularly important as the new wavelengths required to obtain
a high reflection coefficient could be incorrectly matched to the original transducer
dimension, thereby resulting in a device that minimizes the reflection of the specific
mode. This risk is removed by allowing the length of the emitting actuator or sensor
to vary according to the testing conditions.
6.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, the design, manufacture, and testing of a variable-length anisotropic
piezocomposite transducer were presented targeting SHM applications. The theoret-
ical background necessary to determine the transducer dimensions, and their depen-
dence on the mode wavelength were outlined. In particular, it was shown that the
transducer dimension should be equal to integer multiples of the half-wavelength of
the mode whose transmission is to be maximized and equal to integer multiples of
the wavelength of the mode to be minimized. Using these results, the segments in
the variable-length device were sized so as to maximize the transmission of individ-
ual modes at multiple frequencies. The variable-length effect was obtained through
the design of an interdigitated electrode pattern with subdivisions for independent
actuation and sensing. A combination of laser vibrometer and sensor-based experi-
ments was used to characterize the transmission of the fundamental antisymmetric
and symmetric Lamb modes in isotropic plates. It was shown that by using segments
with different dimensions, the transmission and sensing ratios (S0 to A0 modes) could
be tailored to peak at different frequencies. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that
for the material system used a maximum mode purity gain of approximately 5 dB
in transmission and 6 dB in sensing, relative to other elements in the variable-length
device, could be obtained. This was done by appropriately selecting the transducer
dimension based on the testing frequency. In addition, a numerical demonstration of
the compensation capability of the variable-length device was presented, where it was
shown that the optimal transducer dimensions to ensure large reflections from differ-
ent defect sizes can be realistically combined into a single device. This is advantageous
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as it allows a single, compact device to interrogate a structure using a nearly pure
mode at different wavelengths, which is expected to improve the damage sensitivity
of the transducer. Directions for future work include sizing the individual segments
according to the damage size to be detected, evaluating the variable-length effect in
composite structures, and the design of variable-length transducers that account for
the multiple frequencies contained in a typical excitation signal.
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Transducer Dimension [mm] S0/A0 at 240 kHz-mm S0/A0 at 720 kHz-mm
10 0.4 5
20 4 —
25 — ∼ 0
Table 6.1: Summary of transducer dimensions and mode transmission ratio available
in variable-length APT.
Frequency [kHz] S0 wavelength [mm] A0 wavelength [mm]
75 71.3 18.7
225 23.6 9.4





























Figure 6.1: Directional dependence of S0 mode wavelength at 200 kHz on 4-layer
[0/90]S cross-ply laminated composite plate.
Shear tractions along transducer










Figure 6.2: (a) Piezocomposite transducer bonded on the surface of the specimen
(note that the horizontal lines represent the electrode pattern and that the
fibers are aligned with the x2-direction); (b) The transducer is modeled
as shear tractions along its edges on the surface of the substrate.
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Figure 6.3: Transducer dimensions normalized by substrate thickness needed to max-
imize A0 mode transmission in aluminum 5005 plate.






















































Figure 6.4: Transducer dimensions selected to maximize A0 mode transmission at 240
kHz-mm and 720 kHz-mm.
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Figure 6.5: Transducer dimensions selected to maximize S0 mode transmission at 240
kHz-mm and 720 kHz-mm.































selectivity at 75 kHz
Figure 6.6: Ratio of S0 to A0 transmission for the different transducer dimensions
selected at 75 kHz.
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selectivity at 225 kHz
Figure 6.7: Ratio of S0 to A0 transmission for the different transducer dimensions















Al 5005 plate 
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Figure 6.10: Schematic of laser vibrometer monitoring points.
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between 4th and 7th
pulses
Figure 6.11: Sample response measured with laser vibrometer for 10-cycle sinusoidal
excitation at 125 kHz for 10-mm segment.




























Figure 6.12: Comparison of peak-to-peak amplitudes measured with laser vibrometer





Figure 6.13: Placement of the piezoceramic sensor relative to the variable-length APT
on the substrate’s surface.






























Figure 6.14: Sample signal recorded with piezo sensor when A0 mode is dominant
using the 10-mm segment at 100 kHz.
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Figure 6.15: Sample signal recorded with piezo sensor when S0 mode is dominant
using the 10-mm segment at 200 kHz.
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Figure 6.16: Sample frequency response recorded for 20-mm segment using the piezo-
electric sensor.










































Figure 6.18: Schematic illustrating the location of the piezoelectric wafer used as ac-
tuator for the sensing characterization of the variable-length transducer.
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Figure 6.20: Schematic of plane strain finite element model with part-depth notch.
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Figure 6.21: Sample signal illustrating interrogating pulse, defect reflection, and
boundary reflection for symmetric mode at 350 kHz.






























Figure 6.22: Effect of notch depth and width on reflection coefficient for symmetric
mode at 350 kHz in a 1-mm thick Al plate.
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Figure 6.23: Effect of notch depth and width on reflection coefficient for antisymmet-
ric mode at 100 kHz in a 1-mm thick Al plate.
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CHAPTER VII
Summary, Key Contributions, and
Recommendations for Future Research
This dissertation reported the development of new transducer technologies for
guided wave (GW) structural health monitoring (SHM) of engineering structures. The
literature survey conducted revealed a void in the transduction alternatives for active
structural inspection based on ultrasonic waves. In particular, a majority of the stud-
ies employed simple piezoelectric wafers either independently or collectively in phased
arrays. The brittleness and omnidirectionality of these wafers prevents them from ef-
ficiently interrogating structures from a central location when used independently,
while phased arrays result in increased system complexity and power requirements.
As a result, the Composite Long-range Variable-length Emitting Radar (CLoVER)
transducer was designed, fabricated, and tested in various structural configurations.
This device leverages the directionality obtained using active fiber transducers and a
unique geometric arrangement to efficiently interrogate a complete structural surface
from a central location.
The first step in the conception of the device involved developing a robust and
numerically efficient methodology to characterize its GW excitation properties. This
development was reported in Chapter II where a theoretical model for GW excitation
in isotropic materials, based on three-dimensional elasticity, was derived and numer-
ically verified. The directionality and electrical efficiency of the transducer were also
theoretically demonstrated. The theoretical model provides important insight to de-
termine optimal transducer dimensions, and can be exploited for element placement
studies in structural transducer networks. The fabrication and characterization of the
devices was reported in Chapter III. It was experimentally shown that the in-house
developed transducers had similar performance to those available commercially. Fur-
thermore, an extensive set of tests in pristine isotropic structures, using piezoelectric
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sensors and laser vibrometry, was used to verify the theoretical model and validate
the transducer concept.
The increasing use of composite materials in aerospace and mechanical applica-
tions has emphasized the need for inspection strategies to determine their structural
condition in an online manner. This need was addressed in Chapter IV where the
GW excitation characteristics of piezoelectric wafers and CLoVER transducers in
composite materials were examined. In particular, the steering phenomenon was
experimentally characterized for both transduction mechanisms for substrates with
different levels of anisotropy. It was shown that for structural configurations of prac-
tical interest this effect was not as significant as for highly anisotropic, i.e. unidi-
rectional, composites. The characterization of the GW excitation properties of the
CLoVER transducer was followed by an experimental investigation into its damage
detection capabilities. The results of this investigation were reported in Chapter V.
It was shown that its directionality and geometric arrangement allow it to correctly
determine the location of simulated defects in isotropic and composite materials. Fur-
thermore, the observations of Chapter IV were confirmed as the damage detection
ability of the device was not significantly affected by the steering phenomenon in
composite laminates of practical interest.
There are several areas where the transducer design is critical in GW-based health
monitoring. Among the most important ones is ensuring that highly pure modes are
excited in the most effective manner. Similarly, a transducer design that allows to
compensate for changing environmental conditions and different defect types would
be highly desired. These areas were addressed in Chapter VI where the development
of a variable-length piezocomposite transducer was reported. A prototype device was
fabricated and it was shown that the envelope of optimal operation of the device
could be greatly expanded by adjusting the dimension of the transducer in an online
manner.
The key contributions from this dissertation and directions for future work are
presented in the following sections.
7.1 Key Contributions
The main contributions to the field of GW SHM resulting from the research in
this thesis are listed below:
• Design, fabrication, and characterization of a novel piezocomposite transducer
(CLoVER) for efficient long-range structural interrogation of isotropic and com-
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posite structures from a central location. The device combines the directional-
ity and structural flexibility enabled by the piezo-fiber construction with unique
electrode pattern designs to provide a superior transduction alternative for GW
SHM systems. An extensive experimental characterization of its GW excitation
and damage detection properties was conducted.
• Design, fabrication and testing of a novel variable-length anisotropic piezocom-
posite transducer. The developed transducer enables modal selectivity and
environmental compensation in GW-based structural health monitoring sys-
tems. The ability to preferentially excite and sense different modes using a
single transducer was experimentally demonstrated for the first time. Further-
more, the capability of the transducer to maintain the performance of the health
monitoring system through online changes in its dimension was shown through
numerical experiments.
• Development and validation of a three-dimensional elasticity model for GW ex-
citation by a finite dimensional wedge-shaped piezocomposite transducer (CLoVER
transducer sector) in isotropic structures. The theoretical solution is based on
Fourier series, enabling the formulation to be used for any transducer whose ge-
ometry can be parametrized through this analysis. The model was extended to
characterize the response of piezoelectric-based sensors to the GW field excited
by CLoVER transducers.
• Demonstration of a transducer symmetry requirement (relative to an axis nor-
mal to the fiber direction) to nullify the transmission of specific GW modes
through actuator sizing. The nullification of a particular mode is required to
excite or sense highly pure pulses as GWs are multimodal and, therefore, at
least two modes propagate in a structure at any frequency-thickness product.
• Numerical and experimental characterization of the GW excitation character-
istics of piezoelectric devices in composite materials for various transduction
mechanisms. The effects of material anisotropy in GW excitation were sys-
tematically analyzed. It was shown that the GW directionality observed in
anisotropic substrates is dominated by the steering phenomenon. Specifically,
it was demonstrated that large transducer to substrate stiffness ratios (up to
and beyond 10) cannot compensate for the weak displacement amplitudes ob-
served along directions unfavorable for energy propagation (as determined by
the slowness diagram).
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• Experimental characterization of the GW excitation properties of CLoVER
transducers in various composite laminates. It was shown that the induced
directional pulses are affected by the steering effect, and it was verified that
the steered propagation direction can be found from the corresponding phase
slowness diagrams. The effect was shown to be dominant in highly anisotropic
materials (e.g., unidirectional laminates), and only moderate in configurations
typically used in practice (e.g., cross-plies and quasi-isotropic laminates). The
experimental results demonstrated that complete structural coverage can be at-
tained, in spite of steering effects, using CLoVER sectors with azimuthal spans
in the order of 20◦.
• Experimental demonstration of the piezocomposite transducer ability to excite
ultrasonic waves in thick structures under realistic environmental conditions
through experiments in operational wind turbine structures. The feasibility of
the GW inspection approach was supported by propagation distances in excess
of 10 m. Furthermore, the potential of the devices to be used in hybrid health
monitoring systems, due to its wideband frequency sensitivity, was highlighted.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Research
While significant progress has been made in GW SHM over the past few years, the
field is still far from mature and many research avenues exist. Suggested directions
for future research are listed below:
• GW Modeling: many aspects of GW propagation need better understand-
ing, particularly for complex structural configurations typically encountered
in engineering applications. In particular, the propagation of GW in stiffened
composites and sandwich structures needs thorough analysis as these are widely
used in aerospace and mechanical systems. Due to the geometric complexities
of these constructions, theoretical approaches should be complemented with nu-
merical tools. Prominent among these are the spectral finite element method
and the local interaction simulation approach. The development of these tools
will critically aid the selection of testing parameters and transducer designs,
and can provide a complete simulation environment for performance analysis of
different transducer networks.
• GW Interaction with Defects: there is presently little understanding of the
interaction of GW modes with structural defects. Understanding the under-
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lying mechanisms responsible for the features observed in reflected modes will
better guide system designers in selecting appropriate transducers and testing
parameters. Theoretical approaches have been previously developed for metal-
lic structures, and similar studies should be extended for composite laminated
materials.
• GW Transduction Technology: while this dissertation introduced several
advances in the transducer technology used for GW SHM, further development
is needed. Within the realm of piezoelectric-based devices, several areas can be
pursued. For instance, the variable-length technology should be further devel-
oped for optimal interrogation of composite materials and stiffened engineering
structures. Further developments on the construction of the devices should also
be pursued. For example, an important area where piezocomposite devices can
be improved is their low stiffness. The strain transfer can be increased, and the
power requirements decreased, by increasing the stiffness of the transducers.
This must be carefully done so as to maintain the conformability of the device.
Hybrid transducers combining piezoelectric materials and nanocomposites may
offer an alternative in this regard.
• GW Signal Processing: while not directly addressed in this dissertation,
signal processing plays a crucial role in GW SHM. As was shown in several
chapters, the signals reflected from defects are often near the noise levels in the
system, and robust tools for their identification and classification are needed. In
particular, algorithms that exploit physics-based models of GW interaction with
defects should be pursued as these can potentially be employed for combined
defect localization and classification.
• GW SHM Transduction Network Design: the deployment of SHM tech-
nologies in aerospace structures will eventually require careful characterization
of the mass and power requirements of the system, as well as its operational and
maintenance cost. As the actual requirements are likely to be application spe-
cific, these aspects should be addressed and incorporated in GW SHM system
design tools where trade-off and sensor placement studies can be conducted.
• Field Tests for GW SHM: the vast majority of GW SHM developments have
been based on testing in laboratory settings where environmental and loading
conditions are controlled. Further testing of these systems in operational struc-





Definition of Variables used in the Theoretical
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The distinction between symmetric and antisymmetric modes occurs in the defi-
nition of the coefficients γ
(i)
j . The following equations provide their definition for the
antisymmetric case. The coefficients for the symmetric mode are found analogously
by interchanging sine and cosine terms whose arguments depend on the substrate half-




1 = sinαb cosβb (A.37)
γ
(1)
































































2 = sinαb cosβb (A.43)
γ
(2)










































Notes on the development of a piezocomposite
transducer for shear wave excitation
B.1 Motivation
The most attractive advantage of the fundamental shear-horizontal (SH) mode
for interrogating structural areas is the fact that it is non-dispersive, indicating that
all its frequency components travel at the same speed. In practice, this results in
the inspection pulse not spreading in time with propagation distance. The dispersion
phenomenon is one of the most important challenges in GW SHM systems as it tends
to complicate the processing of inspection signals, as mentioned earlier in this disser-
tation. One of the disadvantages of dispersion is that, at frequencies where it is high,
the inspection range that can be covered is typically reduced. This occurs because
the energy of both the inspection and any potential reflection pulses is spread over
different frequency components traveling at different speeds. While upon interacting
with a defect a non-dispersive inspection pulse would tend to inevitably generate dis-
persive Lamb waves, the distance over which they spread can be significantly reduced
(by half if the excitation and sensing devices are collocated). Another important char-
acteristic of the SH mode is that its energy profile is uniformly distributed through
the thickness of the structure in which it travels. This feature can be useful during
initial structural interrogations where an indication of damage is sought. After an
anomaly has been identified, different Lamb wave modes could be used for a more
precise characterization.
The excitation of pure shear modes in a structure would require a circumferential
traction distribution on its surface which, in order to avoid the excitation of Lamb
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modes, would need to be rotationally symmetric. A potential complication arising
from this requirement is that the inspection pulse would therefore be mostly generated
in an omnidirectional manner. This would only allow the distance to the defect,
without information regarding its azimuthal location, to be determined with a single
device. This could be resolved by employing a set of similar actuators distributed
on the structure for triangulation, or by using the device in conjunction with other
transducer arrays able to identify the direction such as the CLoVER transducers.
B.2 Background and Initial Design
The design of the transducer prototype is based on the device developed and
tested by Glazounov [114, 115, 116] for rotorcraft applications. This configuration
takes advantage of the shear piezoelectric coefficient, which is typically the largest
coupling coefficient in piezoelectric materials. In order to excite the shear coupling,
the direction of the applied electric field must be perpendicular to the polarization
direction. Glazounov proposed an assembly where a series of piezoelectric arches
combined to form a tubular structure. Each arch segment was poled along its length,
and the perpendicularly-oriented electric field needed for excitation was provided by
electrodes placed along the interface between adjacent arches. An important feature
of the design is that the polarization direction of a given arch must be along the
opposite direction to that of its two adjacent arches in order to ensure a continuous
shear deformation. Glazounov [116] showed that this assembly was able to provide a
constant shear strain which closely matched the expected deformation based on the
piezoelectric coupling coefficient and the applied electric field.
The assembly developed by Glazounov is taken as a starting point in the present
study. The initial design of the proposed transducer is composed of individual piezo-
electric wedges arranged in a ring configuration. These wedges are bonded using a
structural epoxy and the overall assembly is embedded between two layers of copper-
clad kapton film where the electrodes needed for actuation are placed. The piezoelec-
tric material selected for this study was PZT-5H. This ceramic has the largest shear
coupling coefficient (d15 = 730e-12 m/V) of commercially available lead zirconium ti-
tanates (as reference, PZT-5A has a shear coupling coefficient of 584e-12 m/V). The
piezoceramics were procured in ring-geometries and were poled through the thickness
following the manufacturers standard procedure. After polarization, the nickel elec-
trodes were etched from the surface of the rings so as to provide the actuation only
through the copper electrodes present in the surrounding kapton film. The piezoce-
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ramic rings were diced into 45-degree wedges with the polarization direction clearly
labeled in each segment.
The electrode pattern designed and the piezoceramic materials used for the shear
transducer are shown in Figs. B.1 and B.2. The electrode pattern is composed of
independent lines that provide an electric field perpendicular to the piezoceramic
polarization direction. The electrodes were fabricated from a copper-clad kapton film
with support from the Lurie Nanofabrication Facility at the University of Michigan.
An important consideration in the design of the electrode pattern is that the width
of each line be sufficient to cover the piezoceramic wedges for at least 0.5 mm beyond
their interface. The electrodes used in the present study had a width of 2 mm,
which was found adequate to ensure sufficient coverage while also yielding a degree of
flexibility in the arrangement of the wedges. The piezoceramic wedges were manually
placed on one layer of the electrode film ensuring that adjacent segments had opposite
polarization directions (this ensures a continuous shear deformation). This process
must be conducted carefully to allow the electrode lines to cover a sufficient area
for the electric field application. During testing, it was found that a partial cure
similar to the one used in the CLoVER fabrication was advantageous as it prevented
the wedges from displacing from their position once the remaining electrode layer was
applied. Prior to the partial cure, each piezoceramic wedge was mechanically attached
to the electrode film using a small piece of flash tape to prevent them from moving
during the application of vacuum. Once the segments were securely attached to one
electrode layer, the remaining electrode pattern was bonded on the opposite side
and the device was subjected to a complete cure. The curing pressure and vacuum
were similar to those used for the CLoVER transducers. The temperature profile
used during final cure was modified, however, to accommodate for the lower Curie
temperature of PZT-5H. During fabrication of typical piezocomposite transducers,
the piezoelectric material is used in an unpoled configuration during assembly and
cure, and therefore the exposure to high temperatures is not a significant concern.
In the present case, however, the polarization of the piezoceramic (poled prior to
fabrication) must be maintained for the device to function properly. The original
cure cycles utilized a steady-state temperature of 121◦ C for two hours. The Curie
temperature for PZT-5H is close to 190◦ C and it was determined that in order to
prevent any degradation in piezoelectric properties, the device would be cured at a
temperature of 80◦ C for two hours. This curing temperature and time have been
previously reported by Williams [72] to yield a high cure level in the same epoxy
system used in this case. Figure B.3 shows a photograph of the finalized device.
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It is important to note that the electric field varies along the radial direction in
the transducer, being inversely proportional to the product of the azimuthal span of
each wedge and the radial position. This can potentially result in the excitation of
Lamb waves as there is a radial strain induced by the transducer. The SH transducer
prototype was instrumented with strain gages to monitor the induced strains. The
finalized device was bonded on a metallic plate along with three piezoceramic sensors
as shown in Fig. B.4. The sensors were placed at intervals of 45 degrees and at
a radial position of 5 cm from the outer radial edge of the actuator. The circular
sensors had a diameter of 5 mm and were bonded on the plate with an insulating
layer between the plate and the lower electrodes as shown in the figure. To cure
the adhesive in the actuator and sensors, the instrumented plate was placed in the
autoclave and subjected to 50 psi pressure and 75 degrees C for 45 minutes. The
sensors were labeled sensor 1 through 3 with sensor 1 being the left-most sensor in
Fig. B.4.
The initial testing of the transducer was conducted by collecting time-domain sig-
nals at 75, 100, 125, and 150 kHz using a maximum peak-to-peal voltage of 400 V.
However, as shown in Fig. B.5 (100 kHz), the sensors only recorded the electromag-
netic interference produced by the large voltages and high frequencies. To determine
whether any shear strains were induced in the ceramic, a small strain gage that was
bonded on the surface of the transducer, as shown in Fig. B.6. The strain gage was
installed tangentially to one of the wedges as shown in the figure. It was expected
that in this way it would be sensitive to any azimuthal strain induced. For the char-
acterization tests with the strain gage a sinusoidal excitation signal with a frequency
of 0.1 Hz was used at various amplitudes. Due to the location of the gage, the dis-
tance between electrodes (to calculate the electric field) was taken to be the outer
radius of the transducer multiplied by the wedgess azimuthal span (11.3 mm and 45
degrees respectively). Sample time-domain signals showing both the actuation input
along with the strain gage response are shown in Fig. B.7. The signal on the left
corresponds to a peak-to-peak voltage amplitude of 0.9 kV while the one on the right
corresponds to 1.3 kV. Note that while the strains produced are small, a response is
in fact observed.
Figure B.8(a) shows the variation of the azimuthal strain with electric field (cal-
culated using the transducer outer radius) while Fig. B.8(b) shows the same result
plotted versus voltage input. Note that the strains produced are very small. The
star-shaped values correspond to the average of 12 measurements while the red circles
correspond to the peak-to-peak value of the last reading which was more representa-
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tive of the steady-state response (once initial peaks in the signal had died down due
to averaging). As reference, the strain values recorded with the CLoVER transducers
at electric fields of up to 500 V (and therefore electric fields of 1 kV/mm) are in the
order of 200-300 µǫ. In this case, even though the inputs are going as high as nearly
1.5 kV the electric field is only 0.14 kV/mm therefore being the most likely source
of the small strains induced. Also note that an additional reason for the relatively
small values may be that in the case of the CLoVERs the free-strain response was
measured while these transducers are already bonded to the metallic plate. The last
parameter calculated was the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, which was obtained
by dividing the measured strain by the applied electric field. This result in shown in
Fig. B.9 along with the value reported by the manufacturer for the pristine PZT-5H
ceramic. While the shear actuator seems to have a lower constant, the value is still
within the expected ballpark. The results from the transducer tests indicate that the
large electric voltages needed to obtain a significant electric field result in a severe
amount of electromagnetic interference that prevented the signal from being recorded
with the sensors. Consequently, the following design iteration consisted of devising
a method to obtain very narrow piezoelectric wedges with alternating polarization
directions.
B.3 Improved Design
The main goal of the improved design is to obtain narrow piezoceramic segments
with alternating polarity. The small segment width would result in large electric fields
using low voltage inputs. However, this is nearly impossible to achieve using conven-
tional dicing and flipping methods because of the large number of fibers and the high
accuracy required in their placement. Therefore, an innovative poling technique was
employed to obtain the desired arrangement. The method is based on selectively
poling independent segments of the piezoceramic material. The process begins by
depositing a thin layer of a metallic material on a pristine, unpoled PZT-5H piezo-
ceramic disk (a thickness of 0.2 mm and a radius of 25.4 mm was employed). In the
present study a 3000-Angstrom thick layer of copper was deposited on both surfaces
using physical vapor deposition 1. Copper was selected as it attached well to the PZT
and its etching solution did not attack the ceramic material. A transparency mask
is subsequently used to transfer the desired poling pattern onto the copper-coated
1The process was conducted using a Cooke evaporator at the Lurie Nanofabrication Facility at
the University of Michigan
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piezoceramic using a photolithography process. The pattern is first transferred onto
one side and the ceramic is then placed in a sodium persulfate etching solution to
remove the copper from undesired locations. A microscope-equipped mask aligner is
subsequently used to ensure that the pattern to be transferred on the opposite side is
exactly aligned with the one on the original surface. The side containing the poling
pattern transferred earlier must be coated with photoresist to prevent the copper
from dissolving when placed in the etching solution.
A unit cell of the poling pattern used in this study is shown in Fig. B.10, while the
entire pattern is shown in Fig. B.11. As the figure indicates, the active ceramic has a
radial dimension of 7.5 mm, with wedges that span four degrees. In addition, a 0.125
mm gap exists between adjacent wedges to electrically isolate them. These dimensions
were chosen so as to obtain the desired strain levels using reasonable electric voltages
as discussed subsequently. The first segment in the unit cell (leftmost for instance) is
connected to a positive electrode while the adjacent segment is connected to a ground
electrode. On the opposite side of the ceramic, this arrangement is reversed so that
the first segment is connected to a ground terminal and the second one to a positive
electrode. This approach results in a through thickness polarization oriented from
top to bottom in the first segment and from bottom to top in the second segment,
therefore resulting in the desired alternating pattern. The poling pattern also contains
alignment marks (crosses on the sides) so that the electrode pattern that provides
the necessary electric field in the device can be aligned with the poled segments. A
photograph of the piezoceramic ring with the deposited poling pattern is shown in
Fig. B.12. Once the pattern was transferred to the ceramic, the device was poled
under an electric field of 1.5 kV/mm for thirty minutes. This electric field is expected
to be more than twice the coercive field for PZT-5H. The capacitance recorded after
poling indicated that an adequate degree of polarization was achieved as an increase of
approximately 35% was observed. This compares well with the maximum capacitance
changes of 44% observed by Bent [10] in piezocomposite transducers.
The electrode pattern used for this device is similar to that used in the CLoVER
transducers, and is shown in Fig. B.13. The main difference occurs in the electrode
finger width which was increased from 0.1 mm in the case of the CLoVER to 0.35
mm in the case of the SH actuator. This was done to ensure that a sufficient contact
area existed between the electrode fingers and the ceramic. This dimension also
compensates for the small decrease in finger width expected from the isotropic etching
of the copper-clad kapton film. The electrode pattern has a radial dimension of 7.5
mm (consistent with the poling pattern) with an inner radius of 10.5 mm and an outer
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radius of 17.5 mm. As the electrode fingers are prismatic, the separation distance
increases with radial position, albeit at a much smaller rate than in the previous
design. The active electric field distance increases from 0.38 mm at the inner radius
location to 0.96 mm at the outer radius location. By assuming the piezocomposite
device will display a similar shear coupling coefficient to the pristine ceramic, a strain
of 430 µǫ is expected at the inner radius position. The device was assembled and cured
following a similar procedure to the one described above for the first design iteration.
The finalized device was subsequently instrumented with strain gages along the axial
and tangential directions, and subsequently bonded on an aluminum plate for testing.
A photograph of the finalized device is shown in Fig. B.14.
Figures B.15 and B.16 show the results obtained for the tangential and axial strains
when the transducer was supplied with different electric field inputs. The excitation
was provided by a sinusoidal signal with a frequency of 1 Hz. As the results show,
the strain recorded is significantly smaller than originally expected. Figure B.15(a)
shows a peak-to-peak tangential strain of 7.1 µǫ when an electric field of 1.37 kV/mm
is supplied, while Fig. B.15(b) shows a peak-to-peak tangential strain of 8.45 µǫ
when an electric field of 1.72 kV/mm is supplied. Using these values, an effective
shear coupling coefficient of approximately 5.1e-9 mm/V is found which is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the expected result. Following a similar analysis on the
results shown in Fig. B.16 results in an effective axial coupling coefficient of 7.45e-9
mm/V which is also negligible. The final set of experiments consisted of measuring
the wave field induced using a shear wave-sensitive transducer (Panametrics V151).
This was done to eliminate the possibility that the unidirectionality of the strain
gages and the poling direction of the piezoceramic sensors used in the first iteration
prevented the shear waves from being recorded. These results are not included in
this appendix, but the readings indicated that no waves were induced by any of the
transducers tested.
The original conception of the device was based on the assumption that the
through-thickness shear strains on the transducer would induce tractions on the
substrate. In particular, as the substrate would prevent the lower surface of the
transducer from deforming, a set of tractions was expected to result. However, the
piezoceramic material is able to deform freely in shear so that its top surface rotates
by a small amount. This free deformation prevents any forces from being exerted
on the substrate. A better approach to exert the desired tractions on the substrate
would be to conceive a device with shear deformations along its radial dimension.
In other words, if a ring-shaped device is considered, the points at the inner radius
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location should rotate in the counter-clockwise direction with the points at the outer
radius position rotating in the clockwise direction, for example. A combination of
poling and electric field application directions that result in such deformations should
be pursued.
Figure B.1: Independent components used in the fabrication of the first design itera-
tion of the SH transducer: piezoceramic wedges and electrode patterns.
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Figure B.2: Piezoceramic wedges aligned on electrode pattern in partially assembled
SH transducer.
Figure B.3: Finalized SH transducer bonded on an aluminum plate.
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Figure B.5: Time signals recorded with piezoelectric sensors under GW field excited
by SH actuator.
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Figure B.6: SH transducer segment instrumented with a strain gage aligned to record
tangential motion.











































Figure B.7: Response recorded using tangentially-oriented strain gages in SH trans-
ducer with electric field inputs of (a) 0.9 kV/mm and (b) 1.3 kV/mm.
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(a) (b)
Figure B.8: Response recorded using tangentially-oriented strain gages in SH trans-
ducer with electric field inputs of (a) 0.9 kV/mm and (b) 1.3 kV/mm.
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Figure B.9: Shear coupling coefficient measured with tangential strain gage bonded
on surface of SH actuator.
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All dimensions in mm
O
The red wedge is
connected to a 
positive terminal
The blue wedge is
connected to a 
ground terminal
Figure B.10: Shear coupling coefficient measured with tangential strain gage bonded
on surface of SH actuator.
This circle represents the 
entire piezoceramic disc
All dimensions in mm
All the red wedges 
are connected to a
positive terminal
All the blue wedges 
are connected to a
ground terminal
Figure B.11: Shear coupling coefficient measured with tangential strain gage bonded
on surface of SH actuator.
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Figure B.12: Copper selective poling pattern deposited on surface of piezoceramic
disk for second design iteration of SH actuator.
All dimensions in mm
This circle represents the 
entire piezoceramic disc
This represents the 
outer radius of the 
active part of the disc
Alignment
marks
This represents the 
inner radius of the 
active part of the disc
Figure B.13: Electrode pattern used in second design iteration of SH transducer.
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Figure B.14: Second design iteration of SH transducer instrumented with strain gages
bonded on an aluminum plate.

















































Figure B.15: Response recorded using tangentially-oriented strain gages in second
design iteration of SH transducer with electric field inputs of (a) 1.37
kV/mm and (b) 1.72 kV/mm.
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Figure B.16: Response recorded using axially-oriented strain gages in second design
iteration of SH transducer with electric field inputs of (a) 1.37 kV/mm
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